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FOREWORD

High levels of motivation, job satisfaction, and morale are important
to th- Army for the recruiting, retention, and career productivity of
high-quality personnel. The present report is the first of several to
result from a research prcject designed to search far, develop, evaluate,
and refire ways of understanding and measuring the work motivation,
job satisfaction, and productivity of individual soldiers. The project
was accomplished Jointly by personnel of the Army Research Institute for
the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) and Personnel Decisions, Inc.,
under contract DAHC 19-73-C-0025. The Contracting Officer's Technical
Representative was Dr. D. Bruce Bell of the Individual Training and Skill
Evaluation Technical Area, ARI. Work was done in response to Army
Project 20762717A767, Techniques for Increasing Soldier Productivity."

Teh al Director •
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

With the change to an all-volunteer Army, problems in the areas of
recruiting, turnover, and productivity take on an added urgency aid a
sharper focus. To grapple with such problems, commanders have tradition-
ally appealed to concepts of motivation, satisfaction, and morale. Often
there seems to be an assumption that If o,,ly he couid raise the level of
motivation, satisfaction, and morale among his troops, the commander
would gre3tly facilitate recruitment of high cajiber personnel and retain
them as productive soldiers in fulfilling careers.

But the question Is this: Exactly how does one go about Increasing
mot(vation, satisfaction, and morale In the Army? There Is no clear con-
sensus on precisely what to do to Improve these things. We cannot even
set out to gather the kind of knowledge we need to answer that question
until we are prepared for a second, more basic question: How can one
measure motivation, satisfaction, and morale accurately enough to know
when to try for improvement, when Improvement has been achieved, and the
effects of improvement? We cannot answer thcse questions until we answer
a stil! more basic question! Exactly what are these things to be measured
and Improved, these things called motivation, satisfaction, and morale?

Purpose

This report addresses, first, the need to arrive at a clear understanding
of the conceptual underpinnings of motivation, satisfaction, and morale
and, second, the question of how to measure these constructs in the Army.

In Section 1, we review the major theories and constructs that have been
developed with respect to each of these three terms. We start with the
working assumption that they refer to three different kinds of phenomena--
that it makes conceptual and practical sense to define them differently.
Besides providing a re "eptual understanding, we also hope to eSLablish a
foundation for further research into the development of inSiiuments
measuring motih tion, !atisfaction, and morale, and of ways to improve
these things systematically in the Army.

In Section II, we present the results of our efforts to extract from both
published and unpublished literature those Instruments developed as
measures of motiv3tlofl, satisfaction, and morale at the work place. We
discuss whft we could learn of the developmient and use of these Instruments,
try to ascertain the extent each reliably and validly measures what it
purports to measure, and evaluate these Instruments according to how
practically usef-.l they are.
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Scope

We did not begin this review with the quixotic intent of covering every-
thing ever written about motivation, satisfaction, and morale. Rather we
planned to focus only on those theories, concepts, an, instruments most
likely to be usefully applied In the context of the Army.

For the theory section, this n--ant that we would ,'estrict our scope to
theories and studies which had apparent relevance for the behavior of
people in formal organizations. We do not disr.uss the formulations of
many of the personality theorists, clinical psychologists, or psycho-!
analysts whose writings have not been specifically tleu' down to behavior
at the work place. Nor do we examine in a:iy depth the motivational theories
and findings of experimental psychologists whose research seems too basic
for ready transposition and use in explaining and predicting specific work-
related behaviors. We do review theories and concepts either th&t have
been developed or frequently used in the context of human work-related
behavior or that seem directly relevant to such theories and can readily
be Integrated with them.

For the measurement section, ws began by scanning titles in a wide arrsy
of professional Journals for articles that seemed likely to report the
development or use of pertinent Instruments. We examined articles from as
far back as twenty years--or more in Journals that were particularly rich
in relevant reports--and also noted references to other articles that
might be useful. Among the Journals Included in this phase of our litera-
ture review are the following:

American Journal of Sociology
American sociological Review
Educational and Psychological Measurement

* Human Relations
* Journal of Applied Psychology

Journal of Vocational Behavior
Occupational Psychology
Organizational Behavior and Human Performance
Personnel Journal

* Personnel Practice Bulletin
Personnel Psychology
Sociometry

Often we fC'und references to articles ha other journals, which we followed
up where possible. To obtain copies of the Instruments thcinselves or of
articles that looked promising but were not readily available, we wrote
directly to the authors and usually received their cooperation.

We followed other avenues to published material a5 well. We scanned
issues of Psychological Abstract- for the past several years and supple-
mented this with a computer search of titles in the psichological literature
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through the Psychological Abstracts Direct Access Terminal Services
developed by the American Psychological Association. Having gone through
these procedures, we are reasonably confident that we have at least
exposed ourselves to most of the published literature relevant to this
rev~ew.

In addition, we took steps to unearth pertinent unpublished literature.
We sent a form letter to members of DiVision 14 (Industrial/Organizationa"
Psychology) of the American Psychological Association, asking for nomina-
tions of industrial organizations whom we might contact for In-house
reports of instruments used to measure motivation, satisfaction, and
morale. From the many nominations we received, we surveyed a subset of
those that appeared most likely to have conducted Instrumentation studies
In this area. Also, we received reports of studies done in military
organixations In Canada and Australia. To obtain additional technical
reports, we tapped the resources of the Defense Documentation Center,
the Nationial Technical Information Service, and the Smithsonian Science
Inforatioii Exchange.

By this time we were deluged with material. Slnce we could not possibly
Include every single report, we paid particular attention to those that:

1. Reported instrumentation studies of motivation, satisfaction,
and morale, which are methodologically sound

2. Described the construction, use, reliabillty, validity, or other
psychometric properties of Instruments purportedly measuring these
constructs

3. Reported studies conducted in organizations similar to the
U. S. Army

4. Described instruments most likely to be applicable In the U. S.

Army

5. Illustrated a set of studies which have obtained similar results.

In both theoretical and instrumentation literatures, we struggled wtth
ill-defined terms, loose conceptualizations, and methodological difficulties
that rendered some of the reported results well-nigh uninterpretable. This
is not to imply that all the material we found was tainted by these charac-
teristics. To the contrary, many authors repot ted carefii1ly conceived and
well-executed studies undertaken with the kind of scientific rigor and
precision required for significant contributions to the field. We were
impressed, however, with the general lack of cohesiveness, profusion of
different definitions for the same terms, lack of definitions for some
terms, and failure on the part of many Investigators to consider carefuly
what their predecessors had done before launching research of their own.
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SECTION I: THEORY

CHAPTER 2

MOTIVATION: THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE

The term "motivation" is used to explain the direction, energization, and
persistence of behavior. We often refer to some kind of motivational
construct when we try to explain why a person performs one particular
behavior of a set of possible alternative behaviors, the vigor with which
he performs that behavior, and how long he sticks with it (Campbell,
Dunnette, Lawler, & Weick, 1970). When we have already observed an
individual performing some particular behavior, we infer that he possesses
the required ability to perform It and that he would be able to do so
again. Therefore, wren we see him on subsequent occasions performing the
same behavior at different levels of intensity or for varying durations of
time or when we see him performing a different behavior entirely, we infer
that some motivational determinants are operative to account for these
differences. (Of course, we assume that gross environmental conditions
Inhibiting or facilitating the performance of the behavior are constant.
When, for Instance, we see a person reading in a quiet library hut not
while driving his car, we are not likely to explain this behavioral dif-
ference solely in terms of his motivation.) Given that a person is able
to do something, whether or not he does it and how vigorously and per-
sistently he does it, depend on his motivation.

Many theoretical formulations have been developed to account for the
direction, energizatlon, and persistence of work-related behavior. Some
focus on the content of motivation and seek to specify factors In the
Individual, his environment, or his behavior as he interacts with his
environment that influence motivational parameters governing his behavior.
They attempt to answer the question: What is it that motivates people?
Other theories spell out the expectancy and equity processes by which
these content factors Influence behavior. They try to answer the question:
How do environmental factors and Individual needs determine behavior?

In making this distinction between content and process theories, we follow
other authors who have reviewed the motivation literature (Campbell,
Dunnette, Lawler, & Weick, 1970; Miner & Dachler, 1973; Campbell &
Pritchard, In press). Although the distinction is a useful device for
classifying and organizing theories in a review, it should not be pushed
too far, because the difference between content and process theories Is
more one of degree than kind. That is, although content theor!es empha-
size the "what" of motivation, they also at least suggest sorre form of
process as well. And although process theories emphasize the "how" of
motivation, they also incluae content elemenLs.
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Overview

Content motivational theories, like those of Murray (1938), Maslow (1954),
and Herzberg (1966), state that there are classes of environmental stimuli,
individual needs, or kinds of behaviors that ha\e motivational properties
in that they ifipel individuals to perform '-ertain behaviors with varying
degrees of vigor and persistence. That is, people will behave in certain
ways to approach some kinds of environmental stimuli and avoid others,
satisfy their needs, and have an opportunity to perform consummatory
behaviors. Content motivation theories describe different ways of classi-
fying these content factors and different explanations for their motivational
properties.

Content factors play an important role in both expectancy process and equity
process theories. It is the "outcome" concept in the process theories that
includes this notion of motivation content. According to expectancy
theories, motivation to perform a behavior depends on expectancy that the
behavior will ledd to certain outcomes (like pay, recognition, feelings of
growth and seif-actualization, and other "content" factors) and on the
valence or desirability of the outcomes. The valence of an outcome like
pay is largely determined by how Instrumental it is for attaining other
outcomes like good housing and community status. The valence of an outcome
like task achievement, however, is largely determined by its expectancy,
as well as by whether the person attributes success and task achievement
to luck, effort, task difficulty or ability. The probability that a
person will perform a specified act or behavior is directly related to
the sum of the products of valence times expectancy for all salient
outcomes that he perceives as resulting from that act.

Content factors, or "outcomes," play a somewhat different role In equity
theory. According to equity theory, a person will perform certain acts
to reduce feellngs of inequity arlslng from his perception tnat his ratio
of outconsi/Inputs Is d2iferent from the ratio of outcomes/inputs of a
referent other. Although the theory rakes similar predictions about what
a person will do to reduce inequity In both instances where the outcotrws
are inequitably high and when they are Inequitably low, empirical research
suqgests that at least for pav zs an outcome, equity predictions are more
likely to be .Wornre out for underpayment (when outcomes are too low) than
they are fur overpayment (when outcomes are too high).

Content Theories of Motivation

Many savants, philosopher5, theologians, and psychologists have proposed
lists of environmental factors, individual factor5, and behaviors as
suggestions of what nwoiivates peopie. We limit our consideration to
lists proposed by three skilled behavicral scientists, Murray (1938),
Msl-w (1954), and Herzberg (1966),
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Murray's Psychogenic Needs

After intensively studying a small number of individuals with d battery ol:
questionnaires, interviews, and specially designed psychological tests,
Henry A. Murray (1938) proposed a list of what he called "psychogenic
needs"' or social motives. They have greatly influenced subsequernt
theorizing about the human personality and have spawned such instruments
as the TAT and Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (Edwards, 1959).

Murray's list of twenty social motives includes needs such as are listed
below:

• Achievement--accomplishing something difficult; manipulating
physical objects, hu,nans, and Ideas; overcoming obstacles; excelling.

. Dominance--controlling one's human environment; persuading;
commanding; prohibiting.

. Nurturance--giving sympathy to and gratifying the needs of helpless
others.

Order--putting things In order; organizing.

Play--acting for "fun" with no further purpose; relaxing from
stress; participating in playful activities.

Murray's list appears to be an attempt to specify needs that all people have
to varying degrees. In principle, we should be able to predict that a per-
son high on certain of these needs would perform the kinds of behaviors
included under them and would be motivated by any opportunity to do so. A
person high on "play" would be motivated by opportunities to engag in
playful activities, while another, high on "order," would be motivated by
opportunities to organize. Lists of needs as general as Purray's may have
profound impact in clinical, counseling, and "pure research" settings, but
behaviors, environmental referents, and Individual factors are not defined
with enough precision to measure or Increase the motivation, satisfaction,
and morale of individuals in formal organizations like the Army.

Maslow's hOeed Hierarchy

based on his extensive clinical experience, Maslow (1954) proposed a
hierarchy of five general need categories:

1. Physiological needs. To eat, drink,breathe, rest, and be sheltered
or protected from the elements.

2. Safety needs. To have stability, security, protection, structure,
order, law, and freedom from fear, anxiety, and chaos.
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3. Social needs. To belong, to be iccepted by his fellows, and to
give and receive friendship and love (McGregor, 1967).

4. Ego needs. These arc of tw kinds: a) those related to man's
self-esteem--his needs for se!f-confidence, independence, achievement,
competence, and knowledge; and b) those related to his reputation--needs
for status, recognition, appreciation, and respect from his fellows
(McGregor, 1967).

5. Self-actualization. Although difflc,,lt to define, Maslow writes
that it is related to the fact that "the individual is doing what he,
individually, Is fitted for," "what a man can be, he must be. He must be
true to his own nature (Maslow, 1954, p. 4U3T' McGregor interprets Maslow
by calling these ". . . the needs for self-fulfillment. These are the
needs for realizing one's own potentialities, for continued self-develop-
ment, for being creative In the broadest sense of that term (1967, p. 270."

Maslow suggests that these five kinds of needs are hierarchical: if the
lower-order needs like physiological and safety are not satisfied, the
higher-order needs, such as self-esteem and self-actualization, are less
likely to motivate behavior. Hall & Nougalm (lI•3) attempted to test
Maslow's hierarchical rotlon In a study with 49 management level employees
at AT&T. Each year for 5 years, the subjects' motives were assessed by
means of 3-hour interviews conducted by consulting psychologists. Protocols
of these Interviews were coded and scored for need strength or Importance
(from low to strong concern) and for extent of satis'>ctlon (from over-
satisfied to highly dissatisfied) In four of Maslow's needs (omitting the
physiologi:al category). if Maslow Is correct In proposing a hierarchy of
needs, Hall and Nougalm should have found that, wlth~n any given year,
there should be a positive correlation between satisfaction of needs at one
level and need strength at the next highest level. Also, from year to
year, changes In satisfaction at one level should b,4 positively correlated
with changes in need strength at the next highest level. And managers who
after 5 years are more successful In terms of salary should have hlghe'
self-actualization need strength than less successful managers. While
correlations were Indeed positive (.05 to .23) they were not high enough
to offer much support for Maslow's hierarchy, particularly since the
gene.al trend was for need strength at any one level to correlate nw.st
ý!ghly with satisfaction at the same level. Other studies, such as Lawler
and Suttii (1972) and AIderfer (T19;), have also failed to support Maslow's
hierarchy.

Locke (in press) criticizes Maslow's theory on a number of other grounds.
He points out that there Is yet no proof that Maslow's needs (above the
Dhysiological level) are In fnct needs governing behavior. Also, he
argues that Maslowls definitions of needs, such as self-actuclization,
are unintelligible and sometirs logically self-contradictory. The
utility of Maslow's need hierarchy in measuring and improving notivation
In the Army is, therefore, a matter of conjecture.
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Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory

Herzberg and his coileagues (Herzberg, Mausner, & Snyderman, 1959; Herzberg,
1966) interviewed two hundred engineers and accountants representing a
cross-section of Pittsburgh industry about job attitudes. They obtained
information about occasions when the enigineers felt exceptionally good and
exceptionally bad toward their jobs. They asked about the causes of these
feelings and their effect on job performance, personal relationships, and
sense of well-being. A'so, the interviewers tried to determine what
brought these extremely positive or negative feelings back down to their
"typical" levels.

These interview protocols suggested to the interviewers five major factors
that seemed associated with job satisfaction and five others associated with
job dissatisfaction. Satisfaction factors were achievement, recognition,
work itself, responsibility, and advancement; Herzberg termed them
"motivators" and Interpreted them as motivating people to exert greater
effort and perform at higher levels. Dissatisfaction factors Included
company policy and cdminlstration, supervision, salary, interpersonal
relations, and working ccndltlons; they were called "hygiene" factors
and seemed related to ervironmental elements which prevent Job dissatis-
faction but have little positive effect on job attitudes,

Since this or!glnal study (Herzberg et a]., 1959), several otners with
similar methodologies were carried out. Also many othe7 studies with
different methodologies were done to test the two-factor theory. These
studies have been extensively reviewed elsewhere (e.g., House & Wlgdar,
1967; Whitsett & Winslow, 1967). There Is not yet general agreement on
the status of the theory or even on the acceptability of many of the
studies that were done to test it. We explore this issue furth3r in
Chapter 3 (Satisfaction: Theoretical Perspective) of this report. For
now, the main point we are trying to make Is that the two sets of tactors
-- "hygiene" and "motivator"--that emerged from the original study can be
thought of as potential motivators. But the main thrust of Herzberg's
theory Is not to explain motivation as we define it (i.e., the direction,
energization, and persisternce of behavior) but rather to explain changes
in Job satisfaction (Campbell & Pritchard, in press).

Summary nd Evaluation.of Content Theories

The formulations proposed by Murray (1938), Maslow (1954), and Herzberg
(1966) are among the most frequently cited motivation content theories in
the organizationa) literature. There are obvious differences among the
three theorles. Murray's list of "psychogenic needs" is a set of broad
behaviorally defined traits; Maslow's hierarchical needs are also broad in
scope, but defined more as categories of needs; Herzberg's "two-factors"
of motivation and hygiene have more apparent relevance for job related
motivation because they were developed in formal organizations pertinent
in the context of work.
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Although it is important to get a handle on the motivational content fac-
tors that impact behdvior in ',he Army, the three most currently prominent
content theories are not likely to be Lseful in this rega-d since their
lists of corLent factors seem too broadly defined to be directly applic-
able in the Amy. These lists should pernaps be used to guide further
efforts at determining the most important motivational content factors
in the Army For example, a useful exercise would be to define in spe-
cific terms exactly what Murray's needs or Maslow's needs or Heriberg's
factors mean in the Army. Specifically in what sense might soldiers dis-
play a need for "achievement" or "dorrinance"; how would they express
physiological needs, ego needs, or self-actualization needs and what en-
vironmental factors in the Army might bear on these; precisely how do we
translate "hygiene" factors like working conditiuns and company policy
and administration or "motivator" factors like achievement and recognition
into terms relevant for the Army? Instead of using these three theories
direutly, an alterrative approach ;s to generate a list of motivation
content factors for the Army from scratch, o. from possibilities suggested
by the existing theories. In any case, we need a more pieclse formula-
tion of the content factors which Impact the direction, vigor, and per-
sister.ce of behavior in the unique organizational configuration of the
Army and research toward this end should result in a sounder understanding
of motivation in the Army.

Process Theories of Motivation: Expectancy

The two major types of process theories of motivation are expectanc;
theories and equity theories. First we discuss expectancy theories--
theories which mantain that behavior Is determined in part by a person's
beliefs about the likelihood of behavior leading to various desirable or
undesirable consequences. Later In this chapter, we review equity the-
ories, which are also primarily process formulations but which differ from
expectdncy theories in that they emphasize not beliefs about relationships
between behavior and desirable or undesirable consequences, but rather
feelings of equity or inequity from perceptions that what one puts Into
his job is relatively greater than, equal to, or less than what he gets
out of it.

Expectancy theories differ slightly In definitions of major terms. They
also differ in what they regard as outcomes. Depending on the nature of
the outcome and on certain other theoretical assumptions, they also differ
in the nature of the relationship posited between expectancy and perfor-
mance. According to some theories, performar.:e is maximum at maximum
expectancy whereas according to other theories, performance is maximum ac
intermediate expectancy.

In this discussion, conceptual and theoretical issues are emphasized more
than empirical studies done to test these, becuse a careful review of
all the empirical studies is beyond the scope of this report (for reviews
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of the emoirical literature, ,ee Campbell et al., 1970; Campbell &
Pritchard, in press; Lawler, 1971; Miner & Dachler, 1973; Mobley, 1971;
Vroom, 1964; and Weiner, 1972). So,,e empirical studies are cited for
each of the theories we discuss, but our concern is to outline major
types of expectancy theories dealt with In the 'iterature and then to
provide a representative sample of the research frequently cited in sup-
port of each theory.

We place a major emphasis on Vroom's theory because expectancy theory is
becoming more and more visible in the literature, anJ becaLue Vroomrns
theory is the precursor to several variations that actempt to improve on
his basic model. Among the m.ore prominent theorists who have propouncled
expectancy models similar In many respects to Vroom's are Graen (1969),
Porter & Lawler (1968), and Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler, e Weick (1970).

Vroom's Theory

Vroom (1964) articulated the most frequently cited expectancy tUcry of
-Work motivation. His cognitive model follows in the tradition established
by such psychologlsts os Lewin (1938) and Tolman (1959) and uses the
three najor concepts ot valence, expectancy, and force.

Valence Is defined as the affective orientation toward some particular
outcome. An outcome has positive valence when a pv:rson wants to attain
it and negative valence when he prefers not to attain the outcome. Some
outcomes are preferre.' or not preferred because of themselves. Food, for
Instance, is intrinsically valued by a hungry person. There are many
other outcomes, however, that have positive or negative valence according
to whether they are instrumental to other outcomes with positive or nega-
tive valence. Thus, instrumentality, according to Vro,)m, relates one
outcome to another. It is like a correlation coefficient, varying from
+1 Indicating that the second outcome will certainly occur if the first
one does to -1 indicating that the second outcome will aefinitely not
occur If the first one does.

Valence Is clarified by what Vroom lists as ways to measure and manipulate
it. The kinds of events an individual considers positively valint might
be measuriod directly from his verbal reports of preferred outcomes or
indirectly from his responses on projective Instruments like the TAT.
Another meesure of valence is the extent to which an outcome strengthens
or weakens 6 response tendency; outcomes that strengthen are positively
valent and those that weaken are negatively valent, Tht vigor of a con-
summatory response like eating reflects how valent are outcomes like food.
A final measure is the amount of time required for a person to choose
between two outcomes. The longer the decision time, the less the differ-
ence In valence.
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To manipulate the valence of an outcome, one -. ight communicate informa-
tion about how desirable it is; deprive the individual of a physically
required outcome or provide him ,uith incentive representing the desired
outcome; or associate an outcome with aiready established rewards and
punishments.

Vroom defines expectancy as the individoal's belief tha some particular
outcome will probably follow some behavicr. These beliefs can vary from
subjective certainty that the outcome will follow the behavior (subjec-
tive probability is 1.0) to certainty that It will not (subjective
probability ;s 0.0).

Verbal reports are one way to -neasure expectancy. Another is to observe
how much of one valued ovtcome a person Is willing to risk losing in
order to win another outcome. Thie lower ne bets on winning, the less
his subjective expectancy that the outcome represented by winning will
occur.

To manipulate a person's e;pectancles, one might alter the objective
probability of an outco=e or communicate to him what the probability is.
Vroom also notes that expectancies can be manipulated by altering the
proportion of number of times outcome follows an act to number of times
it does not.

Force iF a directional concept representing the resultant combination of
valence and expectancy. It is used In the Lewinian sense: a field of
forces which vary In direction and magnitude cause behavior.

With these definitions of valece, expectancy, and force, Vroom formu-
lates two propositions which essentially constitute the body of his
theory:

Proposition 1. The valence of an outcome to a person is a mono-
tonically Increasing function of the algebraic supi of the products
of the valences of all other outcomes and his conceptions of its
instrumentality for the attainment of these other outcomes (p. 17).

Proposition 2. The force on a person to perform an act is a mono-
tonically increasing function of the algebraic sum of the products
of the valences of all outcomes and the strength of his expec-
tancies that the act will be followed by the attainment of these
outcmies (p. l1).

Vroom states that an Individual possesses dlfferent!al preferences
(valences) for Job-related outcomes (such as pay, praise, security) and
the net valence of each is a function of his perception of its correlation
,alth other differertially preferred outcones. An individual's tendencies
toward various Jo-related actions (such -s taking a joh, working hard,
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stdylng on a job or leaving it) depend on subjective beliefs (expectan-
cies) that they will or will not lead to various valued outcomes. Pro-
pensity toward action demands both roderate to high valences for outcomes
(i.e., he wants those outcomes)- and moderate to high expectancies '.nat
his actions will indeed lead to tnose outcomes. For any given outcome
or Fet of outcomes, his le,'el of effort increases directly with his ex-
pectancy that such effort will indeed lead to attaining the outcome or
outcomes. Thus, maximum effort and job performance should occur when
worker perceives tnat attaining a valued job goal (-utcome7, is maximally
likely (high expectancy).

Vroom interprets over five hundred studies as supporting hypotheses
derived from his model regarding occupational choice, job satisfaction,
and level of job performance. For example, his theory predicts that a
person will choose an occupation that he. percoives as most instrumental
to obtaining other valued outcomes. Vroom (1964, pp. 78-79) describes
an unpublished study in which he had students state which occupation they
would choose to enter and then rank five other occupations in order of
preference. Also, thcy rated outcomes like having authority over others
and high social status in terms of how desirable they were and the degrees
to which they would likely be obtained in each of the six occupations
chosen and ranked. Vroom found that the mean correlation (mrean across
all the outcomes) between the desirability and instrumentality raLings
was highest for the chosen .,ccupation (r - .45) and progressively decreased
to the lowest ranked occupation (r - -. 0h). Thus, the chosen occupation
and Lhe ones most preferred were also regarded as more instrumental to
attaining valued job outcomes, e finding in agreement with the model.

Another prediction derived from the model Is that high performance is
more likely when it is perceived as instrumental to attaining valued job
outcomes. Vroom cites the classic Georgopolous, Mahoney, & Jones (1957)
study of over six hundred employees In an appliance factory. Georgopolous
et al. measured by questionnaire how instrumental high and low levels of
performance were perceived as attaining the presumably valued outcomes
of making more money in the long run, getlung along well with the work
group, and h)eing promoted to a hqcer salary rate. They found that workers
who reported high p'roductivity as instrumental to these outcomes tended
to be higher perrormers as measured by self-ratings of productivity. This
result agrees with Vroom's model.

,r' • s TheGr_

G;'-azt ý1969•, tried to Improve on Vroom's model by specifying more exactly
the construct Vroom rather loosely referred to as outcomes and by avoid-
ing !he use of unnecessary and excessive meaning in terms borrowed from
the vocabulary of Lewinian field theory. Both of these shortLomings were
to some extent avoided through the use of role concepts. Graen defines
a work role as a coherent set of behaviors which an organization expects
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a member to perform. "Effective performer," "manager," and "group member"
are ev-mples of work roles. Whether or not a person is performing in
accordance with any particular role can, presumably, be determined by
coaiparing his behavior to standards of role performance which may be
e'ther explicitly or irnplicitly stated.

draert next Jefines three classes of outcomes that result from the su:cess-
ful performance of wor, roles. One class Is Internally mediated by the
"effective performer" nimself and Involves intrinsic rewards such as
feelings of achiev'.ment after having accomplished some self-valued task.
A second class of role outcomes are externally mediated by some powerful
agent such as the supervisor who controls such things as pay or promotion
to induce compliance v.ith organlzationa!ly expected work roles. There
is a th;rd class of outcomes that comes automatically with the work role.
Status in the community Is an outcome often associated with the role "top
executive." Unlike the other cl-sses, it is not "dispensed" in discrete
chunks but rather is something continuously encountered as long as the
role is maintained.

Grat.n posits that an individual is differertlally attracted to some out-
com•s and not others. The net attraction of a work role such as "effec-
tive performer" depends on the sum of many outcomes that may foll•w the
role and the degree to which the role is perceived as Instrumental to
attaining these outcomes.

Porter's and Lawler's Theory

Porter & Lawler (1968) propose that the amount of effort exerted toward
job performance depends on how much a person prefers likely outco.mes of
effective performance ("value of reward") and how likely he believes
these outcomes follow the exertion of effort (#effort-reward probability")
His perceived likelihood that reward follows effort in turn depvinds on
his beliefs about the probability that per','ormance will follow effort and
the probability .hat reward will follow performance. Thus, effort is a
multiplicat;ve function of reward vdlue times effort-performance proba-
bility times performance-reward probability.

Whether the expenditure of effort does in fact re.3ult in effectivs per-
formance depends on the person's abilities and traits required for per-
formance of the relevant job tasks and on his self-perceived "r.fle" or
beliefs about what kinds of behaviors he must perform in order t3 be
effective.

Following performance, the person may receive Instrinsic rewards lik3
feelings of achievement contingent on his perceptions of [ . own perfor-
mance or extrinsic rewards such as pay contingent on others' perceptions
of his performance. The reliability with which rewards follow pel'*ormance
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in the person's expert.rr- nfluences his perceived effori-reward proba-'
bility and his effort 1cvt.. The pe,-son compares his rwards with what
he imagines is equitabl(. uncer the circumstances. If he regara obtained
rewT,,ds dS equitable, he will experience 5atisfaction. The more satis-
facLion he experiences following a reward, the more he values it. Thus,
satisfaction influences perceived value of reward, a determinant of
effort expenditure.

The Cambe unne tt��LL nd Weick Theory

A third variant of the basic expectancy mode! presented by Vroom has beeii
proposed by Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler, & Weluk (1970). In their "hybrid
expectancy mode;," they acknowledge the need for more explicitly defined
perfirrrmnce goals and discuss task goals In this context as being estab-
l.shed jither externally by the (individual's) work group or internally
by tre Indivioual himself. Production quotas, quality standards, and time
limits for proj'ects are listed as examples of task goals.

:ampbell et al. then define two levels of outcomes that can Follow per-
formance. First-!evel outcores are directly contingent on effectIve
)erformance resulting In accom.pllshment of task goals. External first-
level outcomes are sitmiilar to the notion of extrinsic rewards; they In-
:lude things like job security, pay, ane promotion mediated externally
,y the organization. Internally mediated first-level outcomes are medi-
'ted by the individual himself, contingent on reaching task guals. They
nclude what we listed earlier as Intrinsic rewards; namely, feelings of
chievement and growth. Second-levr.l outcomes, things such as housing,
ood, community status, and freedom from anxiety, follow the attainment
f first-level outcomes.

t Is interesting to *.ote that what is a second-level outcome In a
Ivillar. industrial organization may ba a first-level outcome Ir the Army.
)using, for Instance, Is a second-level outcome in civilian organizations
acause a worker pays for It with money which he earns as a first-level
itcome. In the Army, however, housing Is not always paid for by the
)ldler, but rather is often a first-level outcome contingent on enlist-
-nt Into the Army. Thus, housing could conceivably be a first-level out-
ime motivating people to join the Army.

mpbell et al. emphasize in their model a distinction between "Expectancy
" an Indivicual's perceived probabiilty of dcComplishing his task, and
Ypectancy IH," his perceived probability that task accomplishment will
sult in obtaining rewards. His decision to exert some particular level
effort on a task depends on all three of these variables: Expectancy I,

pectancy II, anJ Valence for relevant first-level outconms.
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Empirical Support forE tancy Theories Based on Vroom's Model

It should be apparent that Vroom's (1964) original formulation of expec-
tancy theory has undergone a number of modifications, Kut the variations
on his model do not alter the relationships he proposed between valence,
expectancy, and performance. The basic tenet of this tradition, that
the product of valence times expectancy is directly and causally related
to level of performance, has been tested in a number of studies. Fairly
extenslve reviews have been written by Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler, &
Weick (1970), Mobley (1971), Heremen & Schwab (1972), and Campbell &
Pritchard (in press). These reviews usually conclude that the essential
hypotheses of Vroom's model are empirically supported, at least to some
degree. Two studies are described below to provide the general flavor of
this research.

Hackman &, Porter (1968) derived a list of 14 outcomes which female tele-
phone service representatives thought would be consequences of 'working
hard." Some were "time will seem to go faster," "the employee is more
likely to receive thanks arnd gratitude from her custome-s," and "the
emp'oyee Is likely to receive a promotion more quickly." The researcners
cor.structed a questionnaire which asked: a) how likely was it t.t these
outcomes would follow hard work (i.e., expectancy); and, b) how desirable
wvre these outcomes (i.e., valence). A -iotivation score was computed for
each subject, in accordece with expectancy theory, as the sum across the
14 outcomes of the products of expectancy times valence. Tnis motivation
measure correlated .40 (p<.Ol) with a composite crlcerion of work effec-
tiveness, in support of expectancy theory.

M,.Wbley (1971) conducted a field study in two manufacturing organizations
empioying semi-skilled workers.. (One p!ant was on an hourly pay plan
while the other was on an incentive system. With interviews and qestion-
naires, the researchers derived a list of 45 outcomes that seenmd salient
in both plants. They then div,ded performance into discrete levels and
had subjects indicate, for each level, their expectancies of obtaining the
outcomes. Mobley found that the product of expectancies times instrumen-
talities times valences correlated .30 with performance, in support of
expectancy theory.

Other studies could also be cited as supporting hyotheses derived from
expectancy theory. Porter & Lawler (1968), Lawler & Porter (1967), and
Pritchard & Sanders (1973) found that effort expenditure was positively
related to valence. Further, Lawler & Porter (1967), Shuster, Clark, &
Rogers (1971), cpitzer (0964), and Jorgenson, Dunnette, & Pritchard (1971)
found that effort tends to Increase with Increasing expectancy.

it 5eems that performance is maximum when expectancy and valence are also
maximum. Othe kinds of expectancy furmulations such as propounded Dy
Locke and Atkinson seem, at first, to indicate different relationships
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between expectancy and performance, but their a priori assumptions are
sufficiently different from each other and from the Vroom type of ;xpec-
tancy theories that they are not necessarily In conflict.

Locke's Theory: Intentions and Goais

Locke and his associates (e.g., Locke, 1968; Locke, Bryan, & Kendall,
1968; Locke, Cartledge, & Knerr, 1970) emphasize the effect of a person's
intentions and subjective goali on performance. Their model of "task
motivation" has the following key features (Locke, Cartledge, & Knerr,
1968, p. 135):

I. The most Immediate direct motivational determinant of task
performwnce is the individual's goal or intention.

2. External incentives affect action through their effects on
the individual's goals and Intentions.

3. Affective reactions are the result of evaluations, which con-
sist of estimating the relationship between the existents (e.g., Incen-
tives, persons, actions, outcomes, etc.) that one perceives and one's
values or value standards.

Ir a long series of laboratory experiments, Locke et al. found support
for their hypothesis that the effect of rewards such as monetary incen-
tles and knowledge of results alters a person's intentions regarding task
goal achievement. Intentions were shown to be related to both rewards and
performance, but when intentions were held constant, there was little
demonstrable relationship between rewards and performance.

Of greater relevance are findlngs from similar experiments that difficult
goals accepted by the Individual lead to higher levels of performance than
easy goals. In one study (Locke, Bryan, & Kendall, 1968), 127 paid sub-
jects, undergraduates at the University of Maryland, were required to list
possible uses for a conmon object such as a cardboard box. Perfcrmance
on the task was indexed as the number of uses that were produced. The
experimenters introduced a series of .,xperimental manipulations (for In-
stance, they offered varying amounts of money as Incentive for high per-
formance), had the subjects work at the task, and after the experiment
administered a "goal-description questionnaire" to measure what tne sub-
jects' performance goals were during the experiment. Locke et al. found
that subjects who reported the highest goals were also the highest per-
formers.

Locke's model seems to make predictions exactly opposite to those made by
Vroom. Since higher levels of performance are associated with more diffi-
cult goals, apparently Locke would predict that maximum performance is
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associated with minimum expectancy. However, the proviso that the goal
must be accepted by the individual before Locke's relationship applies
throws a different light on the matter. It is not at all clear that a
person who accepts and is committed to a difficult goal has a lower
expectancy of achieving it in the same sense that a person who simply
knows thdt his goal is objectively improbable has a low expectancy. Thus,
although Locke's research seems at first to contradict the relationship
posited between expectancy and performance by Vroom's model, his stipula-
tion that the difficult goals be accepted renders his concept of (joal
Jifficulty not necessarily the inverse equivalent of Vroom's concept of
expectancy.

Atkinson's Theory of Achievement Motivation

Atkinson (1964) suggests that the net tendency to approach an achievement-
rpelattd goal is the sum of hope of success (Ts) and fear of failure (TAF).
Hope of success is determined by the product of general motive for success
(Ms) (this is an individual differences variable called "need for achieve-
ment") times the perceived probability of success at the task (Ps) times
incentive value of success (Is). Incentive value of success is assumed to
be an inverse function of probability of success; that is, it is assumed
that the only determinant of preference for task completion is task diffi-
culty. The more difficult the task, the greater the presumed satisfaction
to be derived from acconplishing it (is I l-Ps). Similarly, fear of
failure is a product of motive to avoid faliure (MAF) times probability of
failure (Pf) times incentive value of failure (if). Atkinson assumes that
the probabilities of success and failure summate to unity; thus, Ps + Pf - 1.
Therefore, the net or resultant tendency (TA) to approach an achievement
goal can be expressed as follows (from Weiner, 1972):

TA = Ts + (-TAF)

which expands to:

TA - (Ms x Ps x I1) - (MAF x Pf x 'f)

which reduces to:

TA = (Ms - MAF) IPN x (l-Ps)].

The most relevant Implication of Atkinson's model is the prediction it
makes of i,,.L relationship betweern, expectancy (of success) and performance.
Weiner (1972, p. 204) shows how the assumption that Incentive value of
success (or valence of task accomplishrnent) Is an Inverse function of proba-
b;lity of success (or expectancy) and leads to the prediction that, for
individuals in whom the motive for success is greater than the motive to
avoid failure, maximum performan.e should occur when probabiliky of success
is .5.
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Atkinson (1958) has shown empirical support fr his model in a study in
which college women competed on an arithmetic task and a clerical task
(drawing X's in circles) for money. The subjects were told that money
would be given to those performing in the top 1/20, 1/3, 1/2 or 3/4 of
their respective groups. He found that performanrce was highest when they
were told that the top half of their group would get the money (when the
objective probability of success was .5).

Atkinson's model seems to be at odds with Vroom's and Locke's theories.
But since the main thrust of his theory is on task achievement as the
relevant outcome, his theory may not be comparable to expectancy theories
described earlier. Lawler (1970) suggested that Atkinson's model may
apply to situations where intrinsic rewards like feelings of achievement
and growth are salient while Vroom's model holds for extrinsic rewards.
Thus, Atkinson's proposed curvilinear relationship between expectancy/ and
performance (maximum performance at intermediate levels of expectancy)
does not contradict either the relationship posited by Locke between goal
difficulty and performance for those who accept their performance goals or
the relationship posited by Vroom between expectancy of desired outcomes
and performance.

Weiner's Attribution Theory

Weiner's (1972) general "attributiorial modO of action" suggests that in
achievement related situations (and possibly in other situations as well),
task stimuli result in anticipations about probable causal determinants
of success and failure. These causal cognitions to some extent determine
beliefs (expectancies) about likelihood of success and also "affective
anticipations" (valence) of task success. The expectancies arid valences
then determine behavior which in turn results in some outcome. The outcome
is evaluated, it causes an affective response (like satisfaction), and
determines beliefs about the liKelihood of success at future similar tasks.

Weiner postulates four perceived causes of success and failure; ability,
effort, task difficulty and luck. His model suggests that a person's
valence for task success is determined by whether he perceives success to
be caused by internal factors or external ones. Thus, if he attributes
task success to ability or effort (internal), valence of success i, higher
than if he attributes task success to task difficulty and luck (external).
The model also suggests that changes in the perceived probability of suc-
cess (expectancy) following an achievement outcome depend on whether the
persun perceives success to be determined by stable or variable factors,
If he attributes success to ability and task difficulty (stable), he is
more likely to alter his expectancy of success at future similar ta;ks
than if he attributes success to effort and luck (variable).
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Most of the research done to test hypotheses derived from attribution
theory has beer conducted in laboratory experiments in academic settings
with elementary school, high school, and college students (Weiner, 1972;
Weiner & Kukla, 1970; Weiner, Heckhausen, Meyer, & Cook, 1972). In one
study, for example (reported in Weiner, leckhausen, Meyer, & Cook, 1972),
the subjects were 63 boys in the fifth and sixth grades. They completed
the Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Scale (IAR), a self-report
inventory yielding scores intended as measures of the tendencies to
ascribe:. a) success Lo -ffort, b) failure to a lack of effort, c) success
to abilifty, and d) failure to a lack of ability. Subjects then worked on
achievement related tasks (line-tracing puzzles), some of which were im-
possible to acconplish. Subjects were told that if they succeeded, they
were to help themselves to as many poker chips as they thought they de-
served, but if they failed, they were to give back as many poker chips
a. thev felt they should. Weiner et al. found that subjects who, according
to th, IAR, attribute success to effort and who do not attribute failure
t - lack of effort, took relatively more chips after a success (rewarded
themse!ves more) and returned relatively tewer chips drtur a failure
(p1nisned themselves less). The investigators interpret this result as
½uý)portinc the attribution model: "The data indicate the attributions
,r success and failure to effort mediate between achievement outcomes
and relative rewards and punishments for achievement behavior (Weiner
tt al., 1972, pp. 242-243)."

Weiner's model is essentially an elaboration and modification of Atk;nso,"'s
achievement model. 1e`.,ur p,-poses that valence for task success is di ter-
mined by more than -j'st probability of success; both valence and expectancy
of goal achievement are partially determined by whether the individual
attributes success to his ability, effort, expenditure, level of task diffi-
culty, Cr. just plain luck.

Summary and Evaluation of Expec,-ancy Process Theories

The various concepts of expectancy and valence--the major ingredients of
an expectancy theory of motivation--and the nature of the outcomes are
sim-marize,. •eiow:

Vroom:

Outcomes--not defined except as "states of na:ure"; include job
related things like pay, praise, and job sectrity.

Expectancy--the perceived probability ti.at a desired or undesired
outcome will follow an act; determined vostly by the objective probability.

Va0ence--affective orientation toward an outcome; determine6 by the
perceived instrumentality of an outcome for other outcomes.
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G raen:

Outcomes--effective job performance is an implicit outcome, since it
plays a major part in Graen's notion of expectancy (see below); role
outcomes that follow acts meeting the requirements of work roles:

a) internally mediated; e.g., feelings of growth and achievement;
b) ?xternally mediated by a powerful agent; e.g., pay and promotion;
c) exttrnally mediated but not dispensed, e.g., status.

Expectancy--not extensively discussed by Graen, but operationalized
as the perceived probabilfty that increased effort leads to more effective
job performance.

Valence--valence of work role is a function of the attractiveness of
the role outcomes and how instrumental (in Vroom's sense) it is to
attaining the outcomes.

Porter and Lawler:

Outcomes--job related rewards that are either intrinsi. (feelings of
achievement and growth) or extrinsic (pay and recognition).

Expectancy--the perceived probability that effort leads to rewards;
consists of two components:

a) perceived effort--performance probability;
b) perceived performance reward probability; partially determined by

past experience of obtaining rewards after performing well.

Valence--value of reward; partially determined by how much satisfac-

tion was experienced in the past following receipt of rewards.

Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler, and Weick:

Outcomes--first-level outcomes are contingent on effective performance
resulting in accomplishment of task goals; external, first-level outcomes
include pay and promotion; internal, first-level outcomes include feelings
of achievement and growth; second-level outcomes follow from attainment of
first-level outcomes and include housing, food and community status.

Expectancy--of two kinds:
a) Expectancy I--the perceived probability that effort expenditure

results In task accomplishment;
b) Expectancy ll--perceived probability that task accomplishment

results in obtaining rewards.

Valence--valence of first-level outcomes depends upon their instiumen-
talicy for second-level outcomes and on the attractiveness of the second-
level outcomes.
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Locke:.

Outcomes--not specified, but perhaps simply 'performance level" is
the relevant outcome.

E..pectnc -- goal difficulty, which Locke has equated to the inverse
of "probability of reaching the goal" (expectancy) as expressed by
Atkinson (Locke, 1968).

Valence--not specified, but perhaps implied in the notion that task
goals rust be accepted. That is, "goal acceptance" Implies that goal
achievement has positive valence.

Atkinson:

Outcomes--task achievement; feelings of pride and shame.

.Expctan.y--perceived probability of succeeding, which equals one
minus the perceived probability of failing; determined mostly by the
objective probabilities of success and failure and also, to some extent,
by need for achievement.

Valence--"incentive value of success" assumed to be an inverse
function of probability of success; "incentive value of failure" assumed
to be equal to probability of failurp minus one (Weiner, 1972, p. 201).

Weiner:

Outcomes--task achievement; feelings of pride and sharne.

E.xpectacny--perceived probability of task success; determined by
whether success is attributed to stable factors (ability and task
difficulty) or variable f,,c,.ors (effort and luck).

Valence--"affective anticipations" of task success; determined by
whether success is attributed to Internal factors (ability and effort) or
external factors (task difficulty and luck).

These seven theories share the notion that level of effort exerted toward
perforrmng some behavior is a function of desirability of outcome and
strength of conviction that the des*red outcome will follow the behavior.
The theorists also specify, to some extent, the determinants of valence
and expectancy, at least the environmental and situational determinants.
Alti;ough the role of individual differences can be readily read into most
of these forrlations, not all the theorists spell cut exactly how
individual differences variables impact valence and expectancy. People
do differ ain terms of how valent certain outcomes are for them: some are
interested in pay, soaie in prormotion. Internal outcomes like feelings of
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growth and accomplishment might be most salient for some people, while
for others, external outcomes like pay and promotion might be all that
matters.

Perhaps it is less obvious that individual differences could also have a
strong impact on expectancy of attaining outcomes. Conceivably, people
differ according to their general expectancies of attaining desirable or
undesirable outcomes. Atkinson (1956) suggests that people high in need
for achievement (an individual differences variable) generally tend to
have subjective expectancies of task siccess that are higher than the
objective probabilities of success. L,ýwler (1971) proposes that self-
esteem (a person's ''general beliefs about his ability to cope with and
control his environment (p. 107)") infiliences his expectancy of achieving
a particular level of performance (task achievement). Motowidlo, Loehr,
& Lunnette (1972) also suggest that self-esteem might be an important
determinant of expectancy. They argue that a person's expectancy of
attaining a desired outcome depends both on trait factors like self-
esteem and on "state" factors which include situational cues providing
information about the objective probability of success or failure.
Furthermore, Motowidlo et a]. suggest that the relationship between
expecancy of success and motivation may differ according to whether
trait or state c-.omponents are more prominent !n the individual's
subject;ve expectancy of succeeding. Mctowidlo et a]. found some
indications that when a person's expectancy Is determined primarily by
situational cues (trait components), his motivation and performance are
maximum at intermediate levels of expectancy, but when expectancy is
determined mostly by trait factors, performance is maximum Ut the
highest levels of expectancy.

The theories set forth by Vroom, Graen, Porter & Lawler, and Campbell et
al. all make similar predictions about the relationships between
expectancy, valence, and motivation; namely, that motivation is a multi-
plicative function of valence times expectancy and that the amount of
effort exerted will be maximum when both expectancy and valence are
maximum.

While these four theories apparently assume that expectancy and valence
are independent, Atkinson's theory, which deals mostly with task
achievement and feelinqs of success, failure, pride, and shame as the
salient outcomes, assumes that the valences of these outcomes are
inversely related to the expectancies associated with them. Accordingly,
when tnese outcomes are salient (instead of the more external outcomes
like pay, promotion, etc.), motivation and effort will be maximum when
both valence and expectancy are at intermediate levels. Weiner amends
Atkinson's thecry somewhat by proposing that the valences of these
outcomes are determined not only by their expectoncies but also by
whether the person attributes task success to ability and effort or to
luck and task difficulty. Also, Weiner argues that the expectancies of
these outcomes are influenced by whether the persoin attributes success to
ability and task difficulty or to effort and luck.
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Locke adds a new dimension by proposing that if a goal has been accepted--
that is, If a person intends to try for the goal--the more difficult the
goal, the higher the level of motivation, effort, and, hence, performance.
This is not necessarily contradictory with the theoretical relatlonships
outlined in previous paragraphs, if we read "outcome" f,,r '"goal" and
assume that the probability that a person will accept a goal (i.e.,
decide to try to reach the outcome), depends on the goal's valence and
expectancy for him. The greater the product of goal valence times goal
exoectancy, the greater tne likeiihood that he will accept the goal.

Process Theories of Motivation: Equity

A second major type of motivational process discussed in the literature
is the cognitive process underlying feelings of equity or Inequity that
result from comparisons of what one gave to a social exchange situatioo
(input) with what one got from it (outcome) further compared to similar
inputs and outcomes of others. Concepts from equity theory have been
used to explain a wide range of phenomena in social situations. A re'cent
reviev by Walster, Berscheid. & Walster (973) on the role of equity
theory in exploitive, philanthropic, and intimate social relationship5.
indicates the versatility and nearly universal applicability of equity
concepts in the area of social behavior,

The most relevant appl,:atlon of equity theory Is in the employment
situation, which, like exploltive, philanthropic, and intimate situations,
can also be studied Wn terms of social exchar.ge and resultant feelings of
equity or inequity. Employees have perceptions of their work-related
outcomes, like pay, recogniticn, and status, and also of their work-
related Inputs, like job effort, aptitude, and personal sacrifices which
they make in order to be on the job eight hours per day. They :Aso have
perceptions of others' work-related outcomes and inputs. "The central
notion in equity theory is that a person feels distress when he perceives
his own ratio of outcomes/inputs to be different from (and hence,
inequ~table relative to) the ratio of outcomes/inputs for another person
and is motivated to reduce these feelings. In the emp~loyment situation,
this means that the worker might respond In ways that would affect his
job performance.

In the early 1960's four equity theory formulations were proposed (Adams,
1963a, 1965; Hormans, 1961; Jaques, 1961; Patchen, 1961). Since, as Vroom
(1964) points out, the uifferences among these four theories are not
really great enough to be readily testable, we restrict our discussion to
Adams' (1963a, 1965) theory which has been most completely articulated and
which has generated the most reseerch. After briefly reviewing Adams'
theoretical formulations, some of the many related empirical .tudies done
in formal work organizations ar-e examined. In this section, we place a
somewhat heavier emphasis cr. the empirical work than we did in our
discussion of expectancy process formulatiorns, because many of the terms
in equity theory are more broadly conc'ptualized than the terms in
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expectancy theory, and a close examination of how investigators have
operationalized equity concepts in the study of work-related behavior may
lead to a better understanding of the relevance of equity theory for
behavior in the U. S. Army.

Adams' Equity Theory_

Adams (1963a, 1965) suggests that Inequity exists for a person when he
perceives that the ratio of his outcomes to his Inputs in some setting is
not equal to the outcome/input ratio of some referent other person. He
defines these terms:

Person., the person who Is doing the perceiving and comparing.

Other, a referent individual Person is using for comparison.

Inputs: things of va'ue a person perceives himself contributing to
a situation (e.g., effort, skills).

outcomes: things of value a person perceives himself getting out of
a situation.

Thus, when Person's outcome/Input ratio is perceived as not equal to
referent Other's outcome/input ratio, Person feels Inequity which results
in anxiety, anger, or general uneasiness.

Adam. (0963a) goes on to outline some predictions that equity theory would
make about how people respond to inequity in certain conditions.

. Person may increase hi,. inputs If they are low relative to Other's
Inputs and to his own outcomes.

• Person may decrease his Inputs If they are high relative to Other's
Inputs and to his own outcomes.

• Person may increase his outcomes If they are low relative to
Other's outcomes and to his own Inputs.

• Person may decrease his outcomes if they are high relative to
Other's outcomes and to his own inputs.

Person may "leave t., field" if he experiences Inequity of any type.

, Person may psychologically distorL his Inputs and outcomes,
increasing or decreasing them as required.

• Person may increase, decrease, or distort the Inputs and ouL,;o,,ies of
Others, or force Other to leave the field.

Person may change nis referent Other when Inequity exist;.
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Empirical Support for Equity Theory

Many Invwstigators have applied equity theory in studies of how people
react to feelings of inequity resulting frcm perceptions that they are
being paid too much or too little (see Lawler, 1971, for a recent review).
Such studies make the assumption that pay is a major outcome for
employees and consequently overpayment or underpayment causes feelings of
inequity. For overpayment conditions in a piece-rate payment plan, equity
theory predicts Person will slow down his rate of production and increase
the quality of his output. For overpayment In an hourly plan, he will
Increase productivity. When underpaid in a piece-rate plan, Person will
direct effort toward faster production with lower quality. When underpaid
in an hourly plan, he will slm?2y work less hard. The theory also
predicts that Person might utilize cognitive processes (e.g., rationalizing)
to reduce the Inequity he perceives.

Adams & Rosenbaum (1962) report a pair of experimental studies which dealt
with questions of overpayment. In one experiment, subjects were paid by
the hour to conduct Interviews. The experimental group of subjects was
led to believe that they were underqualified as interviewers but that they
would be paid as much as the more highly qualified people. The control
group was treated as though they were well qualified and would be paid
accordingly. Adams and Rosenbaum predicted that the overpaid group
would conduct more Interviews than the equitably paid group In order to
reduce the Inequity. This prediction was confirmed.

In their other experlment, both hourly and piece-rate situations were
introduced. Feelings of Inequity were Induced in the same way as in the
first experiment. Here the Investigators feel equity theory was even more
strongly supported. Results of the first experifent were replicated in
that overpalic subjects conducted more Interviews than equitably paid
interviewers. In the piece-rate condition, equity theory predicts that
overpaid subjects will conduct fewer Interviews so that their Input/
outcome ratio Is balanced (low/low) relative to their perceptlons of the
control group's ratio (high/high). This prediction was confirmed.
Subjects who were led to believe that they were being overpaid conducted
significantly fewer Interviews In the piece-rate condition.

A study by Adams (0963b) also Investigated the effects of overpayment but
took both quantity and uuallty as depindent variables of interest. The
quantity measure was the number of InLerviews completed and the quality
measure was the amount of Information collected. Subjects were paid by
the Interview and, as was suggested earlier, equity theory predicts
quality of work should increase In t *overpald piece-work condition.
The experimenters made subjects feel Lhat they were either quaiified or
unqualified for conducting these open-ended intervlews. Uider these
conditions ti-e overpaid group corducted higher quality Interviews
(m•3sured by number of pieces of information elicited by interviewers from
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each intervieweei. Also, the experinental group's interviewers Lonaucted
fewer interviews, which confirred another prediction for the overpaid
p ece-rate condition.

Pritchard (1969) argues that self-esteem plays a contaminating role ini
experimental equity theory research on overpayme.it. He states that mak:ng
subjects feel underqualified for their job may lowe., their self-estte~m.
Then some of the results could be explained by their efforts to raise
self-esteem, and equity notions might not play a role at all.

Andrews (1967) was the first investigator to design an overnayment
experiment which manipulated outcomes rather than inputs. He assigned
subjects to one of six different conditions. There were two tasks avail-
able: an interesting task of interviewing students and a dull task of
checking pages of data. For each task there was an under-, equitable,
and overpaid condition. Jnderpaid subjects were paid 15 cents per piece;
equitable, 20 cents; overpaid, 30 cents. Through an independent check,
the experimenter determined that these three rates of pay and the two
interest levels were perceived as intended.

Andrews (1967) found no significant differences in either quality or
quantity between the interesting and dull tasks. This seems to contradict
what equity theory would predict. However, Pritchard (1969) points out
that Weick's (1964) work with task attractiveness allows for an alternate
explanation in terms of equity theory. Weick found that subjects worked
ha.rder on a comparatively unattractive task and also reported it more
enjoyable than one would predict looking at only the objective attrac-
tiveness of the task. Thus, Pritchard suggests that equity theory could
explain Andrews' results if one assumes that subjects cognitively manipu-
lated task attractiveness rather than reacting to the task's face vrlue.

Results from Andrews' underpayment condition seemed to support tinder-
payment equity predictions. However, the overpayment equity prediction
was not clearly supported. That is, quantity for both tasks was greater
for underpaid subjects than for equitably paid subjects, and the overpaid
group produced less than the equitably paid gro.p. Hovever, the differences
were not large and as Pritchard (1969) points out, the difference in quality
between the underpaid and equitably oaid group was considerably larger than
the difference between overpaid and equitably paid. Other more recent
studies (e.g., Lawler, 1968; Moore, 1968; Weiner, 1970) have also found
that equity theory is only weakly supported in the overpayment condition
when overpaid subjects' qualifications are not threatened by the experimenter.

Another r-oblem with equity theory research is that experimental effects
might be quite transitory. Lawler, Koplin, Young, & Fadem (1968) designed
an experiment which dealt with reactions to inequity over a longer period
of time than ever before considered. Lawler et al. recruited people from
the community surrounding a major university. Experimenters randomly
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divided these subj'tcts into overpaid or equitably paid groups and had them
conduct open-ended interviews during three 2-hour periods separated by at
;east I day., Quantity and quality measures were tdken dur;ng each phase
of the experiment. This experiment also invcstigated the possibility that
subjects' need for money might override equity considerations.

Results showed time effects to be significaot for both quantitý and quality
of output in the overpaid group. Overpaid subjects produced fewer inter-
views during the first period than did the equitably paid subjects as
predicted. However, during the second and third periods there were no
significrant differences between the over- and equitably paid group in
terms of either quantity or quality. Lawler et al. also correlated sub-
jects' need for money with their quantity measure and found that overpaid
group correlations for tne three periods were .51, .71, and .70, respec-
tively. These results suggest thit need for money is an important
determinant of productivity, especially after an initiai wo;king period.

Pritchard, Dunnette, & Jorgerson (1972) also did a longitudinal study to
avoid some of the difficulties often inherent in one-shot, laboratory
experiments conducted within the framework of a I- or 2-hour experiwental
task. They hired 253 male, college students to work in a simulated company
4-1/2 hours per day for 7 days. The subjects were made to believe that
they were ;ndeed working for a real-lffe organization (the experiment
took place over spring vacation), and the investigators took pains to
avoid• any evidence of a psychology exper iment. Subjects were paid either
on an iourly basis or on an incentive system related to quantity of output.
They were made to feel either overpaid, equikably paid, or underpaid. The
investigators induced these feelings of inequi-y or equity by man:pulat'ing
subjects' perception* of outcomes:

1. Overpayb;ent--Subjects were told on their first day at work that
an error had been oade in the flyer that advertised ti~e Jobs. The wages
specified were too high, hut since the error was the zowc,any's fault, the
company agreed to pay tie overly high wages.

2. Equt--Subjects were told nothing about any errors in the flyer
but were simply paid the wages advertised.

3. Underpa ient--Subjects were told that the flyer trrei in speci-
fying low wages, but since they tacitly agreed to the wages b) respcrding
to the flyer, they would get paid at the ;ncorrectly adverticd rates even
though other college students were being paid more 4or performing the san,-
job.

After the third work day, subject; paid on the hourly -,ystern were switched
to the incentive system aid those on the inrentive systen were put on the
hourly systLm. But subjects stayed in their original overpavment, equity,
or underpayment corditions.
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Results showed that performance means in the experimentally induced equity
conditions wer- not sufficiently different to reach connonly accepted
levels of statistical significance. However, further analyses of the
effects of "naturally occurring inequity" :nr consequenceF of the switch
from orne pay system to another (e.g., a subject who was a high performer
on the hourly plan and then switched to the incentive plan would feel
overpaid because he would now get more money for the same level of per-
formance) did support predictions of equity theory. Of the subjects who
were first on the incentive lan and then switchod to the hourly plan,
those who felt underpaid after the switch (high performers before the
switch) dropped the most in performance level, while those who felt over-
paid (low performers before the switch) dropped the least.

Summary and Evaluation of Equity Process Theories

As articulated by Adams (1963a, 1965), equity theory states that people
are motivated to reduce feelings of inequity that result when they perceive
their outcome/input ratios are different from the outcome/input ratios of
referent others. In formal organizations, this theory has been tested
extensively with pay as the major input factor of concern. In cond:tiuns
of underpayment, these studies provide support for equity theory. There
is empirical evidence that when Person feels he is being underpaid compared
to Ocher or Others, he changes his behavior to maximize outcomes, if possible
(e.g., increasing productivity in a piece-rate situation). If underpaid
Person is working in an hourly pay condition, he will most likely lower his
output to reduce his fe.-iings of inequity.

How equity theory works In an overpayment situation is less clear.
Motivation to lessen inequity seems weak ivhen one perceives that he has
been overpaid. It now appears that over a period of time longer than a
single, short-teim experiment, effects of inequity due to perceived over-
paymnent will be m;nlmal. Pritchard (1969) also hypothesizes that feelings
of inequity should only occur when Person atid Other are in a relatively
intimat- exchange relationship (i.e., when Person is often confroritcd by
the relatively underpaid Other). Pritchard points out that close rela-
tionships of this kind probably seldom occur in the real working wcrld
where relatioiships are likely to be on the impersonal end of an intimate-
impersonal continuum. Overall, feelings of inequity due to perceived
overpaynment are probably not of much practical importance.

Of course. therr. at'e otb- o important outcome factors besides
pay that should be considered. In tie Army, for instance, critical out-
comes might include such things as recognition from officers, opportunities
for promotion, more leave time, and so on. It is important to know whether
the findings of equity studies done with pay can be generalized to these
other kinds of outcomes.

I
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As lt stands, equity theory has many weak points in terms of its ability
to predict human behavior. For example, the theory does not take into
account different mo~des of inequity reduction due to different values of
inputs znd/or outcomes, or different choices of referent Others. One
study (Lawler & O'Gara, 1967) which did investigate individual differences
suggests that they do in fact have -mplications. Lawler and O'Gara found
tnat in an underpaid piece-rate condition subjects who scored high on the
Responsibility scale of the California Psychological Inventory (CPI) did
not lower the quality of theii output (interviews) as much as persons who
scored lower along tne scale. In another study, Tornow (1971) suggests
that people differ in terms of what they perceive as inpu's or outcomes.
He developed an instrument to measure these individual differences and
found that they moderate the main effects of over-reward and under-reward
ori level of performance. Further studies of the role of individual dif-
ferences in equity effects will probably suggest that their careful
specification will improve the predictive power of equity theory.

The concept of "referent other" in equity theory also nreds more research
attention. For example, the following questions remain unanswered: Do
referent Others change for a Ii.rson from situation to situation? Can the
self (or idecl self) be an Other? What are the determinants of the choice
of a referent Other? To advance equity theory it will be important to

havw a means of ijient'ifying beforehand who will be a Person's referent
Other in a particular situation. This is crucial because in identifying
ar T,.Piuitable situation in advance, we will need to know the comparison
individual Person will be using. Both individual difference and situa-
tional variables will need to be studied here. Some further issues :n
this area have been raised. Weick (1965) hKs considered the problem of
ideitifying r-ferent Others and prop.osed that the closer Person and Other
are in terms o! inputs and outcomes, the more imbalanced will a difference
in their input/outcome ratios seem. Also, Weick (1966) has suggested that
the "social isolate" Person will be .iore likely to use an Internal frame
of reference and thus ,i"ve to a!ign his oton inptots and outcomes rather than
moving to align his input/outcorit ratio' with hi-k percepcion of someone
else's ratio. Finally, Weick (1966) discusses the possi'Ke impact of an
"expanded work setting" on ineiuity 'esolitions. He points out that inputs
and ,utcomns may come from areas tuts~de Person's work situation. Research
sino,,.,c done to Investigate these and .-tnier questions pertaining to
refe-cnt Others.
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CHAPTER 3

SATISFACTION: THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE

As used in the context of formal organizations, the term "job satisfaction"
generally refers to varying feelings of positive or negative affect that a
person has about different aspects of his job. We infer that a person is
satisfied if he expresses feelings of happiness or fulfillment when talking
about his job; we infer he is dissatisfied if he expresses feelings of
unhappiness or frustration.

In this chapter, theoretical formulations of satisfaction are reviewed. We
first consider theoretical efforts to explain the determinants 3f job-
related satisfaction, then discuss some conceptual models that deal more
generally with the notion of satisfaction, and finally review some of the
literature on the consequences of satisfaction for organizationally relevant
factors like performance and turnover. The intent of this chapter is not
a comprehensive review of all studies, conceptual and empirical, done in
the broad domain of job-related satisfaction. Our hope, rather, is to
provide a summary of the major conceptual issues that support a soind
understanding of satisfaction and its implications for performance and
fuifillment in formal organizations.

Overview

Researrhers who study the causes or determinants of job satisfaction
usually emphasize the individual's needs, elements in his job environment,
or his interactions with environment. If individual needs are emphasized,
sets of needs are identified es fulfilled to varying degrees in different
individuals. The environmental approach focuses on factors in the indi-
vidual's job situation as determinants of his level of satisfaction.
herzberg and his associates (1959; Heizberg, 1966) organized these
environmental causes into the Two-Factor Theory. Other researchers studied
separate environmental factors like supervision, pay, promotions, co-workers,
and work content not integrated into a unified model.

Since both incividual needs and environmental elements can influence
feelings of sa isfaction, probably the most useful approach is to focus on
them simulta~eously and to consider the individual/environment interaction
as the indiviuual satisfies his need, with available environmental
reinforcers. This approach is central in the Theory of Work Adjustment
which maintains that feelings of satisfaction depend on the degree of
correspondence between an individual's needs (what he wants from his
eivironmet) and available environmental reinforcers (what he can get from
his environment).
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Much of the empirical and theoretical research in the area of job
satisfaction is guided by three distinct, global models of what constitutes
satisfaction and what constructs are required to cope conceptually with
the major issues surrounding job satisfaction. One of these models, the
need fulfillment model (exemplified by the Theory of Work Adjustment),
holds that people have positive or negative feelings about their job
situation depending on environmental elements available to fill their
needs. The equity model is another prevalent conceptual framework, and it
maintains that job satisfaction is a function of the degree of match between
actual level of a worker's job rewards and perceived equitable level of
rewards. A third model, the frame of reference model, departs from the
other two models in that it focuses not on the individual's desires and
needs, but on the discrepancy between the perceived characteristics of his
job and some external standard of comparison.

Each of these three models shows some utility for the study of job
satisfaction. None by itself is cleaily superior to the others. Feelings
of need fulfillment, equity, and the individual's frame of reference all
contribute to his level of job satisfaction. Further theoretical research
might fruitfully be applied to the integration and synthesis or these
three conceptual frameworks.

It is important to ask about consequences as well as causes of job
satisfaction. The research addressed to consequences deals mostly with
the impact of job satisfaction on five general ;ndices of organizational
fun:tioning: accident rates, grievance rates, absenteeism, turnover, and
productivity. Of these, turnover (voluntary withdrawal from the
organization; termination of employment) is most consistently related to
levels of satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Absenteeism and grievances
also show some relationship with satisfaction, but not as much or as
consistently as turnover. Some researchers now seem to favor considering
accidents and productivity as determinants rather than as consequences,
the formerly popular view

Determin3nts of Job Satisfaction

In constructing theories about what determines job satisfaction, theoriL.-
generally focus on zausa' factors c-iginatirg from either the individual,
the environme.it, or Lhe interaction between individual and environment.
Interest in the individual focuses on needs and desires. Interest in the
environment is aimed at job aspects such as leadership or supervision,
waties, promotion, co-workers, anu the content of work itself. The focus on
individual-environment interaction concerns the correspondenLe between the
individual's needs or desires and the presence of environmental charac-
teristics conducive to need satisfaction.
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The Individual

Two theories used as a basis for Focusing on the individual as the
determinant of job satisfaction are Maslow's Need Hierarchy Theory (1954)
and Alderfer's Existence, Relatedness, and Growth (ERG) Theory (1969;
1972). Maslow's theory was originally conceived as a theory of motivation,
but others have used it to study job satisfaction (Porter, 1961, 1962,
1963; Beer, 1966, 1968). Since Maslow's theory was discussed in Chapter 2
of this report, it is not reviewed again here. Alderfer's ERG theory was
developed expressly for the purpose of understanding the relationship
between the degree of need satisfaction and the resulting strength of the
desire to satisfy that need. The notion of need, therefore, has
implications for both motivation and satisfaction: people are motivated to
act in ways that result in need gratification; they experience feelings of
satisfaction when their needs are gratified.

Alderfer (1969, 1972) presents his Existence, Relatedness, and Growth (ERG)
Theory as an alternative to Maslow's Need Hierarchy Theory. ERG Theory
assumes that an individual has three major needs at core which he strives
to meet. Each need is defined in terms of the target of gratification
efforts. The needs and their gratification targets are listed below:

1. Existence Needs. The targets for these needs are material
substances, and the process is simply getting enough. Examples are food,
water, pay, fringe benefits, and good working conditions. The basic
characteristic of targets for existence needs involves the idea that "when
the substances are scarce, the process quickly become- 'win-lose,' and one
persoyl's gain is correlated with another's loss (Alderfer, 1972, p. 12)."

2. Relatedness Needs. Targets are significant others (persons or
groups), and the process involves the mutual sharing of thoughts and
feelings. Example targets are family, friends, superiors, co-workers, and
subordlnates. The basic characteriktic is that these require mutual
sharing, which contrasts with the characteristic of existence needs.
Alderfer notes that the outcome in satisfying relatedness needs may not
always be a positive affectual state for both or either person. He
considers the mutual exchange by expression of anger and host!lity Just as
important as expression of warmth and closeness.

3. Growth Necds. Targets are environirrental settings, and the process
involves the indiviual making creative or productive effects on himself
and the environment. "Satisfaction of growth needs comes from a person
engating problems which call upon hirii to utilize his cipacities fu•ly and
may include requiring him to develop addit;onai capacities. . . Thus
satisfactio•n of go-uwch needs depends oa a person finding the opportunities
to be what ne is most fully and to become what he can (Alderfer, 1969,
p. 147)."
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Included in ERG Theory is the basic hypothesis of interchangeability or
transferability within and between need categories. Within need classes,
an individual directs his efforts toward other targets if one or more
desirable targets are not accessible. An example is an individual's
desire to obtain more pay if he experiences poor working conditions.

Between need categories, Alderfer assumes that two cycles of transfer
occur: a cycle between existence and relatedness nueds, and a cycle
between relatedness and growth needs. According tu this portion of the
theory, a person frustrated in satisfying relatedness needs will turn back
to existence needs and seek greater material gratification. A similar
process was hypothesized in the cycle between relatedness and growth
needs. Alderfer assumes that most individuals are located in one of these
two cycles.

A quasi-hierarchical arrangement of need categories results when the more a
person's existence needs are satisfied, the more he strives to satisfy
relatedness needs, and the more his relatedness needs are satisfied, the
more he tries to satisfy growth needs. Moreover, Alderfer suggests that
when gro-,th needs directed toward one target are satisfied, efforts will be
directed toward anothe, target. In effect then, even though a person's
growth needs in some areas are satisfiea, he will continue to try to
satisfy growth needs in other areas.

Alderfer (1969) empirically compared ERG Theory with Maslow's Need
Hierarchy Theory. He administered questlonnaire.; designed to measure the
categories of Maslow's hierarchy (items taken from Porter, 1962; Beer,
1966) and the categories of ERG Theory, to 110 employees in a bank,
representing all job levels below vice-president. He found !ittle support
for Maslow's proposition that needs are arranged in a hierarchy of
prepotence or dominaice. But the results did t nd to :upport ERG Theory's
hypotheses of transferability or replaceability. Examples of the hypotheses
that were supported are:

I. The less "respect from co-workers" is satisf'ed, the more "respect
from superiors" will be desired.

2. The )ess respect from co-workers" is satisfied, the more it will
be desired.

3. The less growth needs are satisfied, the more "respect from
co-workers and superior,;" w,;i be desired.

4. The l).,s "respect from superiors" is satisfied, the more pay and
fringe benefits will be desired.
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The two need theories discussed in this section--Maslow's and Alderfer's--
are examples of theories that focus on the state of individual needs as
primary determinants of satisfaction. According to this general approach,
one should identify sets of needs that are fulfilled to varying degrees in
different individuals. Maslow's (1954) Theory is widely known and often
cited in the literature of human work motivation and satisfaction. It has
not, however, been well supported by empirical research. Aldefer's
(1969, 1972) theory is newer and somewhat less well known. Although there
is some evidence in support of Alderfer's formulations, the theory is yet
too relatively untested, and we do not yet know the extert of its utility
or applicability in explaining satisfaction at the work place.

The Environment

A second way to look at the determinants of job-related satisfaction is to
focus on elements in the person's environment as potential causes or his
positive or negative feelings about his overall job situation. O'r the two
such approaches we discuss in this section, one--that of Herzbecg and his
associates--represents an attempt to integrate theoretically the dimensions
and aspects of the overall job situation into a comprehensive theory. The
other approach is one that simply consiuers each of a set of potentially
important environmental determinants separately with no real effort to
irtegrate them into a single, coheren' theoretical framework.

Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory (Herzberg et al., 1959; Herzberg, 1966) which
was discussed in Chapter 2 (Motivation: Theoretical Perspective) is
currently a highly controversial theory which proposes two classes of
t vironmental factors--,notivator and hygiene--as determinants of job-
related satisfaction and dissatisfaction, The motivator or satisfacLion
factors include achievement, recognition, work itself, responsibility, and
advancement. The hygiene or dissatisfartioo, factors include company policy
ind administration, supervision, salary, interpersonal relations, and
iorking condition% in Chapter 2 we briefly described the original study
".onducted by Herzberg et al. (1959) which suggested these two sets of
factors. Herzberg (1966) concludes from this and subsequent research that
factors involved in producing job dissatisfaction are separate and distinct
from the factors conducive to job satisfaction. Herzberg proposes that the
opposite of job sdtisfaction is not dissatisfaction, but rather no job
satisfaction; similarly, the opposite of job dissatisfaction is no job
dissatisfaction, not satisfaction with one's job.

An extensive amount of research has been stimulated by the Two-Factor
Theory. Two comprehensive revi.ews that take opposing positi'v, have been
published (House & Wigdor, 1967; 4h" sett & Winslow, 1967., Their major
point of conflict is the methodology of studyinq Herzberg's theory. House
& Wigdor (1967) argue that the Two-Factor Theory is only supported when the
original, critical incident classification method is used, which, they
suggest, takes advantage of an individual's defensive bias. This defensive
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bias manifests itself in the critical incident classification method by the
individual's attribution of satisfying events to intrinsic factors, factors
which the individual may influence, and the attribution of dissatisfying
events to extrinsic factors, factors over which the indivicual has no
control. In this manner the individual is responsible for satisfying
events, but the environment or others are responsible for dissatisfying
events. Studies using other methodologies, Q sorts and Q analyses, forced
choice, and ratings do not support the independence of the two factors
(Wernimont, 1966; Dunnette, Campbell,& Hakel, 1967). The dat, fiom these
studies indicate that the same factor may cause satisfaction in one
individual and dissatisfaction in another or either sat i;faction or
dissatisfaction in the same individual.

Whitsett & Winslow (1967) are very critical of the studies which have not
supported the Two-Factor Theory, citing methodological flaws in each.
Recent studies designed to correct these methodological flaws have,
however, also failed to find support for the motivator-hygiene dichotomy
(Hulin & Waters, 1971: Schneider & Locke, 1971; Waters & Waters, 1972).

In summary, Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory has not received compelling
support. Criticisms of the theory include the arguments that the critical
iaciJent methodology is susceptible to defensive bias, and that when using
other methods, the independence of the factors relating to satisfaction and
dissatisfaction is typically not found. To its cred!t, the theory's wde
popularity among lay people has led to new and fruitfui research emphases
on issues surrounding the notion of "work ;tself," and the Two-Factor
Theory has qparkei a burgeoning literature in job enlargement and job
enrichment. But we must conclude that at this point its theoretical
propositions do not adequately account for data generated by the theory,
and that other theoretical models should be developed. The distinction
between intrinsic factors (achievement, recognition, responsibility, etc.)
and extrinsic factors (supervision, salary, working conditions, etc.) made
by Herzberg seems to be a promising point of departure for the development
of new theories.

A second approach to studying environmental determinants of job-related
satisfaction is to consider separately each of a set cf potentially
important environmental factors and to evaluate their likely impact on a
person's feelings about his overall job situation. Five such factors that
seem to crop up again and again in the literature are supervision, pay,
promotions, co-workers, and the job itsel, (e.g., Smith, Kendall,& Hulin,
1i,69). Accordingly, each it discussed in turn.

Supervision. Leadership or supervisory styve is discussed in the
literature in terms of three major dimensions.ý,: "consideration" (a style
characterized by friendship, trust, respect, and warmth), "initiating
structure." (emphasis on the organization and definition of group
activities), and "participative decision making" (giving subordinates major
responsibility for decisions regarding the performance of their work)
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(Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler,& Weick, 1970). Of these, consideration is
most consistently found related to subordinates' feelings of satisfaction
or dissatisfaction, and there is some evidence that participative decision-
making may impact subordinate satisfaction as well.

Studies by Halpin & Winer (1957), Halpin (1957), Seeman (1957), and Likert
(1961) found positive relationships between a leader's consideration
behavior and subordinates' job satisfact~on. However, these studies are
correlational and therefore do not necessarily indicate the direction of
causation. Vroom (1964), for example, argues that superiors may display a
greater degree of consideration for subordinates who appear satisfied and
accepting of them.

There is also some evidence that suggests a positive relationship between
Jib satisfaction and participative decision-making or the degree to which
sublxrdinates are permitted to infiuence decision-making (Baun'garLel, 1956,
Jacbsb)n, 1951, Morse, 1953; Morse ; Rein*er, 1356). Campbell et a!. (1970)
suggest possible explanations for this relationship by listing several
rewards 4., iJh a subordinate may incur through participation:

1, Patticipation adds variety to his job.

2. He may receive recognition and the chance to be more visible to
hik superiors.

3. He learns more about the intricacies of the firm and is better
informed when he performrn his own assignment.

4. Needs for autonomy ind independence are satisfied to a greater
extent than they may be on the job.

Vroom (1959, 1960) found that t'ie effects of participation in decision-
making on satisfaction may be moderated by subordinates' need for
independence and tendencies towaro cuthoritarianism. He found that amount
of participation was most positively associated with job satisfaction for
indlvidua,, high in need for indepenoerce and low in authoritarianism, and
least pct, _ively related to satisfaction for those low in need for
independence and high in authoritarianism. Under all conditions of need
for independence and authoritarianism, participation improved job
satistactioi, the difference was in the degree of improvement. Therefore,
although participation may, in general, be hpoitively related to satisfaction,
individual differences in subordinate personality will affect the degree of
relationship.

Pay. Lawler (0970) summarized most of the research relating pay to
satisfaction. In his book he reviews two theories of the reldtionship
between pay and satisfaction, discrepancy theory and equity theory.
Discrepancy theory views satisfaction to be a functioo. cf the
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correspondence between the amount of pay possessed and the amount desired.
Equity theory postulates that satisfaction is a function of the
correspondence between an individual's perception of his own inputs
(experience, education, effort, ability) and outcomes (pay), and his
perceptions of the inputs and outcomes of other individuals.

Patchen (196l) and Pritchard, Dunnette,F Jorgenson (1972) provided support
for the equity notion of the relationship between amount of pay and
satisfaction., Those equitably rewarded (eqlity being objectively defined
by experimental manipulations) wee more satisfikd with their job than
those who were underruwarded relative to others. A study of managerial job
satisfaction by Lawler & Porter (1963) also supports the equity view. In a
study of two thousand managers, they found that e4hen level of pay is held
Lonstant, job satisfaction is negatively correlated with managerial level.
With managerial level held constant, a positive relationship between pay
and satisfaction was found (the greater the amouit of pay, the greater the
satisfaction). Locke (in press) argues that the discrepancy theory and
equity theory are not opposing theories; rather, discrepancy theory
presents a model of the relationship between pay and satisfaction (the how),
and equity theory provides content for the discrepancy theory (the what).
In other words, equ'ty theory and discrepancy theory are two different
levels of explanation, not opposing theories.

Promotion. The relationship betwien promotions and job satisfaction is
ccmplex. A p:romotion to a higher level in an organization typically
involves significant changes ir supervision, pay, co-woikers, and the
content of work itself. This discuýsion will be limited to the relationship
between promotional opportunities and job satisfaction.

Morse (1953), using data from a utility compa.ly, found a positive
relationship between perceptions of promotional opportunities and
satisfaction; the more an individual sees that he has a good chance for a
promotion, the greater his satisfaction. Sirota (1959) found a negative
relationship between promotiona l frustration (a measure of how soon an
individual expected a promotion, subtracted from a measure of how soon the
individual wouid1Tlke a pror'ution) and satisfaction. Both of these
studies support the notion that satisfaction is associ3ted with the
individual's perception that he has opportunities for promotion.

Co-workers. If an individual's interaction with his co-workers is
rewarding, he should be re;atively more satisfied with his overall job
situation. Yet industrial/organizational psychology has not directed much
research into the relationship between job satisfaction and the
characteristics of co-workers. Sncial osychologists have studied in the
laboratory the relationship between group characteristics and member
satisfaction with participation In the group, These characteristics are
similarity of attitudes, acceptance of the individual by the group, and
goal interdependence.
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Ncwcomb (1956) hypothesized that group interaction would be more rewarding
for mimmbers of the group when they have similar attitudes. Newcomb (1956,
1361) found significant correlations betweeen similarity of attitudes and
the deýgree of attraction to otner members of the group. Attraction to
other mebGber- may be interpreted as a measure of the degree to which
interaction is rewarding to the participants in the group.

Bellows (1949) suggested that the -degree to which an employee is accepted
by his co-workers (degree he is considered an important part of the group)
may largely determine job satisfaction. Van Zelst (1951), in a study of
construction workers, found a substantial correlation between an individual's
"interpersunal desirabilty" (the degree to which an individual is liked)
as measured by rdtings made by his co-workers and his level of job
satisfaction. Zalesnik, Christcnson,& Roetnlisberger (1956) and Jackson
(1959) found the same positive relationships.

Interdependence of goals of the work group have also been hypothesized to
affect satisfaction. Jones & Vroom (1964) studied the effects of goa
interdependence in the laboratory with two-man work groups. One group
(high goal interdependence) was told they would both receive an incentive
if their combined performance exceeded the average for other groups.
Another group (low goal interdependence) was told they would raceive an
incentive if their individual performance exceeded that of their partner.
The results indicated that individuals in the high goal interdependence
condition were more satisfied with their performance than the individuals
in the low goal interdependence condition. Vroom (1964) stresses that
individual differences in needs (needs for independence, affiliation,
recognition, security) and work group characteristics probably interact to
determine the effects work group characteristics have on satisfaction.

In summary, the evidence suggests that the characteristics of the
individual's co-workers and the work group situation (similarity of
attitudes, acceptance, goal interdependence) may affect his job satis-
faction. It seems reasonable that individual differences may moderate
these relationships, but no evidence directed to thi3 point has yet been
presented.

Work content. The content of work (variety, challenge, responsibility,
autonomy, and tasks performed, is considered by many to be one of the most
important determinants of job satisfaction (Herzberg, Mausner & Snyderman,
1959, Ford, 1969; Maher, 1971). Much of the job enrichment movement is
built upon this premise. Although many elements of work content are found
to be related to job satisfaction, in some cases, worker characteristics
seem to moderate tne effects of these elements.

The variety of tasks performed is, in most cases, positively related to
job satisfaction (Walker & Guest, 1952; Baldamus, 1991; Mann & Hoffman,
i960). Kennedy & O'Neil (1958), however, found •o relationship between
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variety and satisfaction. Vroom & Maier (1961), in attempting to reconcile
these discordant findings, hypothesize that it is the performance of a
variety of tasks forming a meaningful, unified whole which produces
satisfaction, not just the performance of a number of unrelated tasks. In
the Kennedy & O'Neil (1958) study in which variety was not related to
satisfaction, the tasks performed were unrelated, while in the studies
that found variety related to satisfaction, the tasks were unified and
related to a single goal.

Measured intelligence is found to moderate the e, *.cts of variety ot tasks
on worker satisfaction. Studies by Wyatt, Fraser,& Stock (1929) ar.J
Reynolds (1951) indicate that workers with low measured intelligence are
more satisfied with highly repetitive jobs than high intelligence workers
performing the same repetitive jobs.

The individual's perception that his job offers him the opportunIcy to uso
his skills and abilities is also linked to job satisfaction (Brophy, 1959;
Kornhauser, !965; Vroom, 1962). These studies found positive correlations
between job satisfaction and individual's ratings of the degree his job
utilized his abilities, Job level apparently affects this relationship.
Studies by Centers (1948), Morse & Weiss (1955), and Lyman (1955) shot
that the importance attributed to opportunity to use one's abilities
increases is job level increases.

Hulln & Blood (1968) and Hulin (1971) argue that not all individuals value
occupational achievement, 1he intrinsic value of ha,d work, or the
attainment of responsible positions, based on evidence from studies by
Turner & Lawrence (1965), Kilbridge (1960), and Blood & Hulin (1967).
Turner & Lawrence (1965) concluded that cultural differences associated
with living *n small towns versus large cities are related to a worker's
job satisfaction. Their results indicate that for workers living in small
towns, the more an Individual's job is characterized by variety, complexity,
responsibility, and authority, the higher the individuil's job satisfaction.
For city workers, however, these job characteristics were not related to
higher job satisfaction. Kiibridae (1960), in a study of assembly line
workers employed by a factory in a large city, found that 51 percent
preferred a smaller job involving less variety and complexity, 37 percent
were indifferent, and only 12 percent preferred an enlarged job involving
more variety, complexity, responsibility. Research by Blood & Hulin
(1967) compared the correlation between j-b level (an index of job
variety, complexity, responsibility) and job satisfaction for individuals
living In large, industrialized communities with large slum areas, and
individuals living In small communities with a low standard of living and
few slums. There was a positive correlation between job satisfa.tion and
job level foi. those living in small communities, but no relations fip was
found between these two variables for those workers living in large
communi ties.
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Studies by Friedman I Havighurst (1962) and Morse & Weiss (1955) suggest
that workers in lower occupational levels view work only as a means to earn
a living or to keep busy, while higher level workers view work as a means
of fulfilling higher order needs like esteem, autonomy, and self-
actualization.

In summary, individual differences must be considered in evaluating the
effects of work cotitent on job satikfaction. Not all workers value the
same work content elements. Therefore, the content of work will have
different relationships to job satisiacti , for different individuals.

S-mmary: Environmental determinants of job satisfaction. Environmental
factors do iqfluence job satisfaction. In the area of supervision, the
leader's consideration end the worker's opportunity to participate in
decision-making correiate with job satisfaction. The amount of pay and
perceived opportunity for promotions relate to worker satisfaction. Job
St;faction relates to the structure of the work group (competition
versus cooperation to gain rewards), as well as to characteristics of the
individual's co-workers. Another element which influences job satisfaction
and which is currently receiving a great deal of research attention is the
con.ent of the work itself; that is, the variety and complexity of tasks,
th( responsibility, and the authority associated with the individual's job.

in the developfiei:t of his Two-Factor Theory, Herzberg sought to build a
theoretical framework by which the influence of job situation factors on
s3tisfaction and dissat;sfaction could be explained. At this point, we
conclude that his theory is not capable of integrating the available data
and that other theoretical models shoold be developed.

In considering the relationship between sime environmental factors and job
satisfaction (i.e., supervision, co-workers, and work content), some
individual differences variables (needs for independence, affiliation,
responsibility, intelligence, authoritarianism, cultural differences)
have been hypothesized to affect the relationship. The discussion of
theories focusing cn the individual and those focusing on the environment
have buth indicated that to understand the determinants of job satisfaction
one must focus on the individual and his environment simultaneousl).

The Individual-Environment Interaction

The third approach to viewing the determinants of job satisfaction is to
focus on the interaction between individual and environment. The most
comprehensive interactive theory of Job satisfaction is the Theory of Work
Adjustment (Dawis, Lofquist,& Weiss, 1968).

There are three components in this theory the reinforcer system of the
work environment ('.e., the rewards available from the job), the individual's
needs (i.e., what the individual d sires to obtain in the work environment),
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and the irdividuai's abilities. According to the Theory of Work Adjustment,
satisfaction is a functien uf the match between the reinforcer system of
the work environment and the individual's needs, p,'ovided that the indi-
vidual's abilities correspond with the ability requirements of the work
environment.

Weiss, Dawis, Lofquist,& Engiard (1966) list twenty categories which
individuals consider to some degree as important outcon.as from work, and
which jobs provide to some degree to the individual. The twenty categories
with statements used to represent them when assessing their importance are:

I. Ability utilizatior: I could do something that makes use of my
abilities.

2. Achievement: The job would provide an opportunity for advancement.

3. 1%ctiiatV: I could be busy all the time.

4. Advancemert: The job would provide an opportunity for advancement.

5. Authority: I could tell people what to do.

6. Loirpa:iy policies and practices: Ti.e company wouic administer its
policies fairly.

7. Compensztion: My pay would compare with that of otFer workers.

8. Co-workers: My co-workers would be easy tc make friends with.

9. Creativity: I could try out some of my own ideas.

10. lndependence: I could work alone on the job.

H1. Mural values: I could do the w,rk without feeling that it is morally
wrong.

12. R.cognition: I could get recognition for the work I do.

13. Responsibility: I could make decisions on my own.

14. Security: The job would provide for steady employment.

15. Social service: I could do things fir other people.

16. Social staLus: I could be ":somebody" in the community.

17. Supervision-human relations; My boss would back up his men (with top
managenent).
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18. Supervision-technical: My boss would train his men well.

19. V•riety: I could do something different everyday.

20. Working conditions: The job would have good working conditions.

Betz (1969) teste' the hypothesis that an individual's satisfaction with
his job is a functiu., of the correspondence between the reinforcer system
of the work environmenc and the individual's needs. Betz found positive
correlations between the dctree the reinforcer system (available rewards)
matched the indivldual's needb (desired rewards) and job satisfaction. The
need-reinforcer correspondence scý,res and the job satisfaction scores for a
group of subjects in a retail organization were dichotomized at the median
of each of the two distributions (i.e., the need-reinforcer correspondence
d~stribution and the job satisfaction distr!bution). According to the
Theory of Work Adjustment, the individuals failing in the high half of the
correspondence distribution should also be in the high half of the
satisfaction distribution, while those low in correspondence should be low
in satisfaction. The results were 68 percent correct predictions for
cashiers and 73 percent correct for sales clerks, thus supporting the
Theory of Work Adjustment.

Conceptual Models of Job Satisfaction

So far we have discussed three very different ways of conceptualizing
determinants of job-related satisfaction: as stemming from factors in the
individual, in his environment, or in his interaction with environment.
Within each of these three aiproaches, the tht:retical formulations
considered were aimed primarily at delineating the causes of positive and
negative feelings a person may have about his job situation. Somewhat more
global considerations guide and direct much of the empirical research
reviewed in the previous section; these more basic considerations involve
the need fulfillment model, the equity model, and the frame of reference
model.

Need Fulfillment Model

In simplified terms, the need fulfillment model holds that people have
positive or negative feelings about their job situation to the extent that
elements in their job environment are available to gratify their needs.
One of the most fully articulated need fulfillment models is the Theory of
Work Adjustment discussed above to illustrate an apDroach that conceptual-
izes determinants of job-related satisfaction stemming from the interaction
betwee,; an individual (with his needs) and his Job environment (with its
reinfoicers). Feelings of satisfaction depend largely on the degree of
correspondence between what an individual needs in his environment and what
the environment provides as reinforcers.
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There are two variants of the general need fulfillment model--a subtractive
model and a multiplicative model (Vroom, 1964). According to the
subtractive model, job satisfaction is a function of tV discrepancy
between what an individual needs from his job (pay, pr, stige, security,
etc.) and the op!ortunity for relevant rewards in the work situation. For
example, according to this model an individual who wants $3.00 an hour and
receives $3.00 would be satisfied with his pay, but if he only receives
$2.50 he would be dissatisfied.

Vroom (1964) criticizes the subtractive model because it does not
differentiate between the contribution to overall satisfaction of an
important need which is satisfied, and a need which is satisfied but
unimportant to the lndivlduijI. Vroom argues thac the satisfaction of an
individual's ne,.' for job security will have a greater effect on his overall
job satisfaction I' job security is important to him than if it is
unimportant. The subtractive model cannot deal adequately with cases like
the individial who would like job security but for whom the satisfaction of
other needs such as independence and responsibility are more important.
This individual's satisfaction (or his decision to stay In his job) should
depend wore on his obtaining an independent, responsible position than on
his obtaining Job security.

The multiplicative model avoids this problem by Including a third component:
the importance to the Individual of satisfying the need. It assumes that
need satisfaction is a function of the prod of (a) need importance,
times (b) the discrepancy between what an0nTnicvidual desires from his job
and outcomes Frovided by the job. In this ,,odel, the importance of the
need weighs need satisfaction according to the impact satisfaction of that
need has on overall job satisfaction.

Both mode's are supported empirically. Morse (0953) and Kuhlen (1963)
support the subtractive model. In their studies the discrepancy scores
were positively correlated with measures of promotional opportunity (in
the former study) and overall satisfaction (in the latter). Vroom (1960)
and Schaffer (1953) support the multiplicative model. In general, the
results of their studies indicate that the greater the relative strength of
the need (relative to other individuals in the sample), the greater the
positive correlation between a measure of the degree need is satisfied and
overall job satisfaction.

Wanous & Lawler (1972) compared measures deriveo from both the subtractive
and multiplicative models. Measures of satisfaction for each of twenty Job
facets (esteem, 9,owth, security, variety, pay, etc.) were obtained for
both models and then the measures were correlated with a direct measure of
satisfaction (i.e., "How satisfied are you with the pay you receive?") for
each of the twenty facets. There was no difference over the twenty facets
in the correlation between the direct measure of satisfaction &nd the
measures derived from the two models (r - .44). Wanous and Lawler conclude,
along with Ewen (1967) and Mobley & Locke (1970), that need fulflilmenL
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(the subtractive model) reflects the Importance of a need and that
multiplying need fulfillment by need importance will not necessarily
improve predictive ability.

Equity Model

According to Equity Theory (Adams, 1963a), job satisfaction is a function
of the degree the level of job rewards matches the worker's perceived
equitable level of rewards. Vroom (1964) lists six conditions which,
through their interaction and combination, determine the level of redards
which the individual perceives as equitable:

l. His beliefs concerning his qualifications (expericnce, education,
effort, skill, etc.)

2. His convlctlons that his qualifications merit reward (pay,
prestige, authority, security, etc.)

3. His beliefs concerning the degree to which he receives rewarding
outcomes from his job

4. His beliefs concerning the degree to which others receive
rewarding outcomes from their jobs

5. The extent he compares himself with Lnese others (Vroom, 1964,
pp. 171-172).

The equity modei assumes that under conditions of perceived equity
(individual perceives his rewards relative to his inputs equal to rewards
others receive relative to their inputs) the individual experlenres job
satisfaction, and that under conditions ot perceived inequity (overreward
or underreward relative to another) the individual experiences job
dissatisfaction. The results of a study by Pritchard, Dunnette &
Jorgenson (1972) support this :iypothesized relationship between equity ard
job satisfaction. In this *tudy individuals who were equitably paid were
nore satisfied than Individuals who were either underrewarded or
overrewarded.

Frame of Reference Model

The frame of reference model differs in that it focuses not on the
individual's desires, but on the discrepancy between the perceived
characteristics of his job and some external standard of comparison (Smith,
Kendal),& Hulin, 1969; Korman, 1971). This standard of comparison might be
alternatives to the present job, characteristics of previous jobs, or
opinion of a reference group which the individual respects. Different
Persons encountering the same objective job situation with different frames
of r%ýfare..c may not only evaiuate the situation differently, but may select
different a-•pcts %f the job situadion as pertinent to their evaluation.



A study by Hulin (1966) supports this model. Hulin administered a measure
of job satisfaction to female clerical workers employed in three hundred
geographically dispersed catalogue order offices. Individuals' job
satisfaction scores were then correlated with indices of economic
environment (prosperity, unemployment, slums, farm productivity, and
general economic condition) of the communities. The results indicated that
environment did bear a significant relationship to job satisfaction. With
job conditions held constant, individuals living in prosperous communities
tended to be less satisfied with their jobs than those living in poor
communities. Katzell, Barrett & Parker (1961) in a study of warehouse
workers employed In a number of different locations reported similar
findings.

Organizational Consequences of Job Satisfactior,

Although the major thrust of the theoretical and empirical research in the
area of job-related satisfaction seems directed toward understanding what
determines positive or negative feelings about one's overall job
situation, a secondary research thrust, more empirical than theoretical,
seeks to specify the organizational consequences of job satisfaction. Even
if feelings of satisfaction or dissatisfaction were not related to any
objective Index of organizational effectiveness, the prevailing values in a
democratic society dictate a study of job-related satisfaction: it is
better that people feel satisfied than dissatisfied. But employee
satisfaction is even more important for the organizational administrator
when it is related to things like accident rates, grievances, absenteeism,
turnover, and productivity which bear on the organization's efficiency,
effectiveness, and probability of survival. In this section we examine
some research In this area in an effort to summarize the major findings
with respect to the impact of job satisfaction and dissatisfaction on
ind;ces of organizational functioning.

Accidents

What little research done on accidents involving personal Injury and job
satisfaction Indicates in general that the occurrence of accidents is
negatively correlated with job satisfaction, if at all (Hill & Trist,
1953; Stagner, Flebbe & Wood, 1952; Fleishman, Harris S Burtt, 1955).
Hill & Trlst (1953) Interpret t01s to Indiate that an accident Is a
mechanism which allows the worker to withdraw from a dissatisfying work
situation. Stagner et al. (1952) and Vroom (1964) take a more
conventional view, hypothesizing that accidents are a cause of
dissatisfaction.
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Grievances

A grievance is an individual's response to an unpleasant element in the
work situation, and consequently, grievance rates sometimes are used as
operational definitions of satisfaction. However, there is little direct
data that relates frequency of grievances to job satisfaction. Some
indirect evidence exists. Fleishman & Harris (1962) found that high
grievance rates occurred in work groups with unpopular supervisors, a
condition associated with low job satisfaction (Halpin & Winer, 1957;
Halpin, 1957; Seeman, 1957; Likert, 1961). Ford (1969) ard Maher (1971)
present evidence that job enrichment, a program which generally leads to
increased job satisfaction, is accompanied by decreases in grievances.
This evidence, although indirect, presents a basis for predicting that the
occurrence of grievances is negatively correlated with job satisfaction.

Absentepism

Vroom (1964) reviews ten studies which Indicate a low negative relationship
between job satisfaction and frequency of absences. The nature of the
absenteeism measure has been found to hifluence the size and direLtion of
relationship (Kerr, Koppelmeir,& Sullivan, 1951; Metzner & Mann, 1953).
For example, a stronger negative relationship occurs when the absence
measure is either frequency of absence or number of unexcused absences,
rather than total days absent (a measure heav!ly Influerced by long
illness). The predominant explanation of the relationship between absences
and satisfaction Is that a dissatisfying work situation will cause the
individual to avoid work whenever possible. Research using either a
measure of frequency or unexcused absences has gepnerally found a negative
correlation between absenteeism and job satisfaction.

Turnover

Since feelings of job satisfaction are assumed to reflect how much a
person likes his present job, job satisfaction should be related to
turnover (voluntary withdrawal from the work organization). Reviews of
research Investigating the relationship between satisfaction and turnover
found the higher the Individual's Job satisfaction, the lower the
probability he will qu' his job (Brayfield & Crockett, 1955; Vroom, 1964).
More recent studies co:. irm these findings (Hulln, 1968; Waters & Roach,
1971; Taylor & Weiss, 172). Turnover is one Index of organizational
effectiveness consistently and unequivocally related to job satisfaction.

Productivity

Vroom (1964) reviews twenty scucdiei.rs r.reŽLting job satisfaction vith some
measure of performance or productivity (including those reviewed b7
Brayfield & Crockett, 1955). Although most of the correlations reported
were positive, the median correlation was only .14, and Vroom suggests this
has little or no theoretical or prectical value.
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Porter & Lawler (1968) and Locke (1970), while not arguing that these
results have practical value, do believe that their consisteicy (mostly
positive correlations) indicates some theoretical importance. They argue
that productivity should be viewed not as a result of job satisfaction, but
rather as a cause of satisfaction. They agree with Vroom (1964) that there
is no simple relationship between performance (or productivity) and
satisfaction, and they hypothesize that when the receipt of valued rewards
is directly contingent upon high performance and the individual is capable
of high performance, job satisfaction wil4 be significantly related to
performance. Porter & Lawler (1968) and Locke (in press) argue that the
small relationships found between satisfaction and performance could be
the result of the individual's perception that high performance will not
lead to obtaining valued rewards, or that rewards are not directLy
contingent upon high performance. Therefore, job satisfaction may have
some theoretical relationship to performance, but in practice, the
relationship is so low that no practical utility for predicting job
performance is obtained. The notion that satisfaction is a result of
performance has intuitive appeal but is yet too new to have been
extensively tested.

Summary of Organizational Consequences

Of the five kinds of indices--accidents, grievances, absenteeism, turnovet,
and productivity--potentially reflecting organizational consequences of job
satisfaction, turnover is must consistently related to levels of job
satisfaction a.od dissatisfaction. Absentceism and grievance rates also
show some relatlonship with job satisfaction, but not as much or as
consistently as turnover. Accident rates and productivity, indices which
in the past were viewed as consequences of job satisfaction, are now viewed
in some quarters as determinants of job satisfaction.
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CHAPTER 4

MORALE: THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE

A great deal of terminological confusion enshrouds "morale," at least when
psychologists use the term. For example, Guion (1958), in remarks to a
psychological symposium on industrial morale, listed seven d;fFerent
commonly used definitions, concluded none of them was adequate, and
proceeded to offer yet an eighth, which, he hastened to add, would probably
not please the other participants in the symposium. He was, evidently
correct--they did not appear enthusiastic about his definition and in
subsequent papers they offered definitions of their own. The glaring lack
of consensus among psychologists on a definition for morale is also
evident in some early writings published during World War II and some
currently used textbooks of industrial psychology.

Without agreement on even a rough conceptual definition, there can hardly
be a well-elaborated theory or a set of systematically collected data about
morale. To be sure, some psychologists have used the term in studies of
job s -isfaction and job attitudes. For those cases where morale was used
synonymously with satisfaction as defined previously, we incorporated the
data and findings into the satisfaction section of this report.

Since there are no coherent psychological theories of morale and no
extensive body of empirical literature researching morale, if morale means
something different from satisfaction, this chapter is both theory-free and
data-free. However, many writers have discussed morale conceptually in an
effort to come to a useful definition, but had no success at reaching a
happy consensus. Suspecting that psychologists might not use the word in
the same way as military authors, we sampled some of the voluminous
literature written by authors who discuss morale in the military context.
We found that they write about what they consider to be important aspects
and ingredients of morale, generally in an effort to explicate their
favorite definition. Also, they discuss determinants of morale and imply
that a commander who can successfully manipulate these determinants will be
blessed with troops of good morale. And finally, they list indicators of
morale--ways a commander ascertains the quality of his troops' morale. The
military literature, although often less formal and scientifically
rigorous than the psychological literature, provides valuable insights into
what morale means to military organizations.

Overview

The combined writings of psychologists and military authors on morale
suggest that a high-morale group is cohesive with high levels of esprit de
corps and unit pride. It has a clearly defined goal to which its members
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are totally committed. They persist tenaciously, undaunted in the face of
even the greatest adversity. They sense that they are advancing toward
their goals and are hopeful of reaching them. They cling to ideals like
patriotism, honor, and loyalty which are bound up somehow in the group's
goal. The group members are cheerful even in the most trying conditions
which they shrug off with satiric laughter. They are contented, frev from
worries or doubts, perform bravely, and are contemptuous of danger.
Disciplined and self-confident, they willingly sacrifice themselves for the
welfare of the group.

The quality of their morale is determined by factors that impact their
physical well-being; their pride in the military; cohesiveness of their
unit; strength of their ideological convictions; satisfactoriness of their
military careers; quality of their leadership; amount and nature of
information communicated to them; and some of their feelings such as self-
importance, achievement, and competence.

It is possible to ascertain the quality of morale by noting rates of
desertions, AWOLs, and requtests for transfer, records of disciplinary
actions; degree of cheerfulness; hospital reports of illnesses and
accidents; general smartness of appearance; performance in jobs, marches,
battles, and athletic contests, and esprit de corps.

Morale is so general, pervasive, and complex that apparently any mental
state which bears on a soldier's performance reflects his morale, anything
at all in his environment can affect his morale, and any aspect of his
performance indicates quality of his morale.

A construct as general and complex as th;s is not likely to be readily
amenable to rigorous scientific analysis. It probably expiains too much to
be heuristically useful and might be too internally complex to be
empirically workable.

It might be easier to conceptualize an explicitly multi-faceted construct--
or rather set of co~rstructs--depicting morale. For example, much of morale
seems to consist essentially of motivation (goals, determination,
persistence, tenacity, progress), satisfaction (cheerfulness, contentment,
freedom frcm worry, satisfaction of physical needs fur food, water, rest,
etc.), and group cohesiveness (solidarity, cooperation, self-sacrifice for
the group, esprit de corps, traditions). A conceptual framework which
includes these three distinct cons ructs and which gives some attention to
their interrelationships in the context of the Army probably provides a
tighter and more workable model than the loose conglomeration of informal
associations suggested by the commonly used definition. "A state of mind
with r, terence to confidence, courage, zeal, and the like, especially of a
number of persons associated in some enterprise, as troops (Plunzmon, 1921,
p., 3)."
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Morale According to Psychologists

As a world crisis developed in the late 1930s, concern with the state of
American morale increased. The Society for the Psychological Study of
Social Issues (SPSSI) published a book and sponsored discussions which were
attended by prominent behavioral scientists propounding their views of
morale. One of these was a round-table discussion in which the participants
were R. Likert, G. Bateson, P. F. Lazarsfeld, K. Lewin, and G. Watson.
Summarizing the conclusions of this discussion, Watson (1942) writes that
"Good morale is shown by the stamina with which people stand up under
punishment and by the energy with which they strive to realize their
ideals. Poor morale is evidenced by those who can't take it and who
become easily discouraged and disillusioned (p. 30)." The discussants
decided that rrorale had five major components:

I. A clearly defined, positive goal: People need hope and something
to look forward to in order to sustain high morale.

2. Togetherness and mutual support: People need to feel a sense of
common purpose with others in the group.

3. Knowledge of comm-n danger: High morale requires shared danger
which can arouse the individual and the group into a higher state of energy
mobilization (an aspect of morale).

4. Something each can do: There must be a conviction that it is

possible to overcome the danger and achieve the goal and that each
individual shares important tasks.

5. Approaching the goal: There must be a sense of progress toward
the goal,

In another meeting some twenty years later, a different group of
psychologists assembled to present papers on industrial morale (Guion,
1958). It was evident that although the participants were all ostensibly
discussing morale, they were all talking about somewhat different things.
Each seemed to have his own notions about morale, and none of their

definitions corresponded exactly to what the SPSSI round-table discussants
concluded about morale, although there was some overlap. Guion (1958)
attempted, not altogether successfully, to cut through the conceptual chaos
in the symposium by listing seven definitions he had come across,- (I) the
absence of conflict, (2) a feeling of happiness,(3) good personal
adjustment, (4) ego-involvement in one's job, (5) cohesiveness of the
group, (6) collection of job related attitudes, (7) acceptance of the
group's goals. Not satisfied with these definitions, he offered his own:

Morale is the extent to which an individual's needs are satisfied
and the extent to which the individual perceives that satisfaction
as stemming from his total job situation (Guion, 1958, p. 62).
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Other participants offered their own definitions:

Morale is an index of the extent to which the individual
perceives a probability of satisfying his own motives through
cooperation with the group (Stagner, 1958. p. 64).

Me-ale is a condition of congruent motivation among members
of a group, resulting in relatively high levels of energy
expenditvre toward common goals having positive valence
(Katzell, 1958, p. 73)

In all these definitions, three factors are prominent. First, there is
the element of satisfaction. Morale connotes "a feeling of happiness,"
"the extent to which an individual's needs are s3tisfied," and a
"collection of job related attitudes." Motivation, or some aspect of
motivation, is a second element shared by these definitions. "A
condition of congruent motivation," 'high levels of energy expenditure,"
and "acceptance of the group's goals" reflect the motivational component
and the emphasis on energization. The third major element of morale is
the group. It is the group's goals that must be accepted, it is through
cooperation with the group that one must perceive a probability of
satisfying his own motives, and it is toward common goals that behavior
is directed and energi!ed.

Blum & Naylor (1968), in their recent textbook of industrial psychology,
argue vigorously that "although morale is related to job satisfaction, it
is not the same thing (p. 391)." They attempt to explicate morale by
emphasizing geoup and motivational aspects. It has four main determinants:
foremost is a feeling of togetherness. The other three are the need for a
goal, observable progress toward the goal, and specific, meaningful tasks
necessary for goal achievement distributed among the group members.

In line with their emphasis on cohesiveness, Blum and Naylor note that
sociometry is a technique which can be used to measure morale. By measuring
the extent to which members of a group tend to choose each other as "best
workers," "the most fair-minded person," or as something else with an
evaluatively positive connotation, one can devflop sociograms and compute
an index of the group's cohesiveness. And, of course, the greater a group's
cohesiveness, the greater Its morale, according to Blum and Naylor.

In their discussion of its determinants, Blum and Naylor imply that nmrale
has the fellowing characteristics:

I. It is tied directly to the group: for morale to be high, the
group must be cohesive.
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2. It is related to goals, and, hence, to motivation: for high
morale, the group must have a clearly defined coal that is unequivocably
understood.

3. It is related to motivation in another way as well: high morale
requires a sense of progress toward the group goal. Cast into the language
of expectancy theory, we can translate "sense of progress toward the goal"
to read "relatively high expectancy of a valued outcome."

4. It is related to feelings that an individual has when working
toward the group goal: that the individual's tasks should be meaningful
implies feelings of self-importance, achievement, competence, and
responsibility. Morale appears to include elements of job satisfaction or
feelings of satisfaction from the work itself.

Morale According to Military Authors

Napoleon reputedly said, "In war, the morale is to the physical as three
is to one (Munson, 1921, p. 2)." Apparently, hardly any military commander
doubts that morale is a potent force in determining troop effectiveness.
"The maintenance of morale is recognized in military circles as the most
important single factor in war (p. 92)," writes Baynes (1967). Munson
(1921), a former Brigadier General on the General Staff, writes:

That their mental state, their will to do, their cooperative
effort, their morale--all of which are synonymous--bear a true
relation to their output, productivity, and the success of the
Joint undertaking, is so obvious and has been proven so often
as to require no supporting argument (p. 2).

To get a better flavor of morale as used in military organizations, we
appealed to authors like J. Baynes (1967), who wrote about morale in the
Second Scottish Rifles at the Battle of Neuve Chapelle, 1915: E. G.
Boring (1945), editor of Psychology for the Armed Services; J. T. MacCurdy
(1943), who lectured to British officers on personnel selection and
training; N. C. Meier (1943), author of Military Psychology; and E. L.
Munson (1921), who served as Brigadier General on the General Staff and as
Chief of the Morale Branch in the War Plans Division. There is enough
overlap among these authors that rather than review each one separately, we
draw from their pooled contributions in discussing the aspects, determ-
inants, anO indicators of military morale.

Aspects of Military Morale

Munson (1921) offers a fairly representative definition of military morale;
"A state of mind with reference to confidence, courage, zeal, and the
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like, especially of a number of persons associated in some enterprise, as
troops (p. 3)." Military authors describe some facets of this complex
state of mind when they list the ingredients of morale:

Sense of advancing toward a worthwhile goal. There is a defined,
group goal which is seen as both worthwhile and attainable. The men know
their objectives and feel they are progressing toward them.

Exaltation of ideals. The group objectives represent strong ideals,
perhaps valued more than one's own life. Victory in a baLtle, for
instance, may mean the preservation of freedom, democracy, and a way of
life. High morale is often associated with patriotism.

Determination to reach the goal_. More than m,.re desire or will,
there is a fervent determination to reach objectives. The will to win is
reflected in higi levels of tenacity, persistence, staying power, and
fortitude,

AttitLde toward adversity. Troops with :iigh morale are reconciled
to "scorning delights and living laborious days," and tenacious in the
face of adversity, expressing an attitude of "Pour it on... I can take
it. . . nothing can break me." They show a sense mf humor under stress
and laugh at their miserable plights.

Contentment and satisfaction. They are free from discontent and
worry, and feel generally ebullient and cheerful.

Courage. High morale connotes both moral and physical courage. The
troops feel brave and act bravely. They show a contempt for danger.

Discipline. Troops with high morale are disciplined and self-
centrolled. They do not feel overly impulsive, rash, or self-indulgent.

Self-confidence. They have confidence in their units, themselves,
and their ability to win. They have self-respect.

Feelings of group cohesiveness. They feel accepted by and accepting
of their group which is characterized by solidarity, cooperation, mutual
support, teamwork, and togetherness. The group member is oriented toward
group welfare and would readily self-sacrifice for the group. He feels a
sense of esprit de corps and pride in its history, achievement, traditions,
ideals, and symbols.

Determinants of Military Morale

Munson writes, "Every physical thing entering into the environment of the
soldier, and the expressed state of mind of every perso'i with whom he
comes in contact, affects his morale (Munson, 1921, p. 51)." The long
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lists of determinants that he and the other mi:itary authors have
generated support his opinion:,

Physical wel.are and subsistence. Morale is dependent on the
adequacy of clothing, food, water, warmth, rest, and shelter. Facilities
for cleaninq, hygiene, medical care, physical fitness, laundry,
transportation, and housekeeping impact morale as do pay, insurance
allotments, pension schemes, and welfare services. Also, recreational
facilities such as athletics, movies, PX, clubs, library, reading, and
letterwriting facilities have an effect. And finally, the adequacy of
policies for visitors, leaves, passes, and furloughs are important.

Pride in the Arwy. Morale is affectcd by the many factors that
influence an individua'l's pride in the Army. Included are such factor, as
training which fosters trust and esprit de corps; knowledge of the Army'q
military successes; martial music, formal ceremonies, and knowledge of
military trad!tions; and expressed attitudes of one's family, friends, and
the public at large toward the Army.

Unit cohesiveness. Interunit competition is one wey to develop
solidarity and improve morale. Another is to instill a sense of pride in
the unit, its history, traditions, or identifying emblems.

Individual's ideology. Morale may vary according to the individual's
patriotism, sense of honor, sense of loyalty to an ideology defended by
the Army, and whether he feels a "rightness of purpose" with respect to
the Army's overall objectives.

Task, iob. and career satisfaction. Morale depends to some extent on
whether the individual is satisfied with his job, whetner he has been
piaced in a job suited to his abilities and interests, whether he feels
his work is important and meaningful, whether he can do well on his job
and receive recognition in the form of awards and letters of commendation,
whether his equipment i3 adequate, whether he has been well-trained for his
work, and whether he sees opportunities for promotion and advancement.

Leadership. Since the le3der is in a position to manipulate many of
the determinants mentioned here, he may be the single most important
factor influencing morale.

News and information. Uncertainty is detrimental to morale; knowing
is facilitory. Morale is influenced by whether the individual can receive
news about the welfare of his family and friends, and about his own and
the enemy's positions and relative strengths. Thus, propaganda influences
morale, as well as the availability of communications through mail, press,
radio, and telephone. Although any news at all is better than no news,
good news is obviously better than bad news.
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Miscellaneous feelings. Feelings of self-importance, self-respect,
achievement, confidence, and competence that come from performance on the
joto and treatment by leaders and fellow group members have an iroipact on
morale.

Indicators of Military Morale

Authors who write about morale in Ehe military generally mention a number
of ways for a commander to gauge troop morale. These indicators inc!iAe
"•oth firsthand observation of the troops' behaviors and more indirect signs
like administrative records of relevant behaviors:

Indications of desires to leave the unit or ,ervice. These are
administrative records of a unit's desertion rates, AWOL rates, and
requests for transfer. When these rates are low, morale is likely high.

Indicators of disciplinary action. High numbers of ccurts-martial,
civil arrests, and prisoners in the guardhouse are signs uf low morale.

Signs of cheerfulness and high spirits. Evidence of singing,
jocularity, and wit indicate high morale. Satirizing prevailing miserable
conditions and showing cheerful determination to stick it out come what
may are signs that morale is high. In comfortable surroundings,
cheerfulness indicates hlgh morale possibly because of the physical
satisfactions inherent in a comfortable environment, whereas in a
miserable, uncomfortable environment, cheerfuliess indicates high morale
from a refusal to be demoralized.

Occurrence of illness and accidents requiring hospitalization or
medical care. When the numbers of hospital reports, accidents and
illnesses, whether real, faked, or psychosomatic, are up, morale is said
to be down--for two reasons. First, low morale arid its concumitant
general apathy lead to slackness in hygiene, wnich in turn leads to
illness. Second, when morale is high, people are more reluctant to give
in to minor illnesses.

General smartness of appearance. The smar:ness of a man's personal
aopearance on and off duty: his grooming, the smnartness of his salutes,
the neatness of the barracks, and attention to fiiqiene, all indicate
quality of morale.

Performance Indicators. Where n'orale is low, wen take little pride
in the performance of their duties. They are sloppy in understanding and
carrying out orders, they perform poorly in athletic ond training
competitions, on marches, and in battles. They are negligent about the
care of their equipment. They are reluctant to sacrifice for the group or
to accept responsibility.

Espri* dc curpN. When morale is high, men express pride in the history,
iraditions, and ac eveients of their units. They brag about their
accomplishments and their units.
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CHAPTER 5

THEORETICAL SUMMARY AND INTEGRATION

In the preceding chapters of this -eport, we reviewed in some detail the
major conceptual and theoretical issues in the areas of job motivation,
satisfaction, and morale. Our hope was to obtain a clear understanding of
these constructs as the first step toward measuring them accurately
enough to facilitate and monitor future efforts for change ano improvement
in the Army.

This chapter takes a wider view. We recapitulate the major theoretical and
conceptual issues to get an overall flavor for the broader notions behind
motivation, satisfaction, and morale. After presenting reasonable
definitions and the general conceptual issues surrounding each term, we
examinc briefly how each relates to the other--how the three constructs
compare and contrast.

Motivation

Motivation is a construct used to explain the direction, vigor, and
persistence of behavior, which cannot be accounted for by ability or by
overwhelming demands or constraints imposed by the environment.

There are classes of environmental stimuli, individudl needs, A.id
consummatory behaviors that motivate individuals to perform certain
behaviors with varying degrees of vigor and persistence. That is, people
will approach some kinds of environmental stimuli and avoid others in
order to gratify their needs and have an opportunity to perform certain
kinds of consummatory behaviors.

These environmental stimuli, states of indiwidual need gratificatio.,, and
consuimmatory behaviors--motivation content factors--vary according to
how lesi-able they are for different indi-.iduals i.n different occasions.
Whether and how much a particular motiv'.tion outcome is desirable for a
particular individual depends on a large ,umber of determining circumstances;

Pr us exoerience. One of the major determinants of outcome
valence for an :ndividual is his previous experience with that outcome.
How much a person de3ire, an outcome can be influenced by how strongly he
enjoyed it in the past. Someone who had an unpleasant experience with
"travel in a foreign coun:ry" will not desire future travel opportunities.

Jjvidual differences. Another major class of factors influencing
*'utcome valence is Individual differences in the kinds of outcomes peoplt
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generally prefer. For instance, perhaps because of early family
experiences, one individual may place a high value on recognition and
approval from authority figures, while another individual might be
relatively indifferent to such approval. Then, for the first individual,
supervisory approval and recognition would be more desirable than it would
for the second.

Instrumentality. How much an individual desires to obtain an outcome
like pay can depend on how instrumental he thinks pay is for obtaining
other desired outcomes, such as PX commodities or entertainment. The more
he desires these other outcomes and the greater the connection he sees
between these other outcomes and pay, the more he will desire pay.

Attributions of success and failure. With outcomes related to
feelings of success and task achievement, the desirability of an outcome
like military decoration may also depend on whether the person attributes
success to ability, effort., luck, or task difficulty. If he believes that
task success and obtaining the decoration is mostly a matter of ability
and effort, he Is more likely to desire it than if he believes it to
depend only on luck or task difficulty.

Expectancy. The desirability of outcomes that are intimately tied to
feelings of success and task achievement may be determined by a person's
prior expectancy of succeeding. For individuals with high needs for
achievemert, the desirability of outcomes like citations probably depends
to some degree on the prior expectancy of obtaining them. Citations that
are easy to get (high prior expectancy of success) are likely to be less
desirable and coveted than those that are hard to get (low prior expectancy),

One important process by which these outcomes or motivation content
factors influence behavior is the expectancy process. That is, different
people in different situations have varying beliefs about the likelihood
that a particular act will result in a particular outcome. These
expeLLancles, like outcome desirabilities, also have multiple determinants:,

Environmental cues. A person's expectancy of obtaining an outcome
such as accomplishment (some specified level of performance) after
exerting effort can deoend on information from his environment about the
probability of achieving it. For examp!e, a person's expectancy of being
named "top soldier of the month" will probkbly be higher if ten "top
soldiers" are to be chosen from his company than if only two are to be
chosen. Also, his expectancy of getting a pass as a reward for being "top
soldier" should be higher if eight such passes will be handed out rather
than one.

Past experience. A persorn's past experiences in similar situations
also Influence his expectancies. For example, the cxpectancy of getting a
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certain score on the rifle range is partially determined by the person's
previous experience with firing at targets. Also, the expectancy of
receiving an outcome like a word of praise from his superiors if he does
obtain a good score on the rifle range will be influenced by how consist-
ently he has recci•ed praise in the past.

Individual differences. A person's expectancy of "task achievement"
or of a given level of performance following the exertion of effort in a
particular situation may be partially determined by individual differences
like self-esteem or generalized feelings of competence and self-confidence.
People with higher levels of self-esteem may generally tend to expect to
succeed more than people with less self-esteem.

The expectancy motivation process involves the combining of the
desirabilities and expectancies of all outcomes that a person perceives as
relevant to a particular behavior. Thus, the probability that a person
will decide to perform a particular act (like shooting at a target on a
rifle range), how vigorously he performs (how hard he tries for a good
score), and how persistently he performs (how long he keeps on trying for
a good score) depend at least partly on the sum of the products of
desirability times expectancy for all the outcomes he perceives as salient
in that situation.

A second motivational process by which outcomes can influence behavior is
the equity process: a person will perform certain acts or behviors to
redice feelings of inequity which arise from his perception that his ratio
of outcomes (what he gets out of his job) to inputs (what he puts into it)
is diffe,,ent from the ratio of outcomes to inputs of someone else. The
stroonger the feeling of inequity, the greater the motivation to reduce it.
Some of the major determinants of such feelings of inequity are:

Referent other. The degree of inequity an individual feels depends
on hisFTchl -of"referent other" with whom he compares his ratio of
outcomes/inputs. For instance, an enlisted person in the Army is likely
to feel more inequity if his referent others are civilian college students
(whom he might perceive as having relatively more outcomes than inputs in
comparison to hlm), than if his referent others are jobless friends from a
slum section of his home town (whom he might perceive as having relatively
less outcomes than inputs in comparison to him).

Situational cues. Situational cues that communicate information
about his own outcomes and inputs, and about his referent others' outcomes
and inputs can also influence how much inequity a person feels. If an
enlisted man's referent others are his civilian friends who have little
job training or formal education, he is likely to feel less inequity if he
reads in a newspaper that the unemployment rate is up and his civilian
friends cannot get jobs, than if he reads that the economy is booming and
there are plenty of good civilian jobs for all.
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Individual differences. People differ according to their perceptions
of things as inputs or as outcomes. For instance, "responsibility" can be
viewed by some as an input but for others as an outcome. Since feelings
of inequity or equity result from perceptions of ratios of outcomes/inputs,
such fairly stable individual differences may impact how much inequity a
person feels.

These motivational processes (expectancy and equity) and content factors
(outcomes) play a major role in the likelihood that a person will decide
to perform a particular act, how much effort he intends to exert, how long
he intends to persist, and whether he will decide to accept a oarticular
goal and actually try for some specified level of performance or
achievement. Given that he is committed to a goal and intends to try for
it, the harder the (i.e., the loftier his performance aspirations), the
higher his actual level of performance is likely to be.

Job Satisfaction

Job satisfaction is a set of feelings of varying positive or negative
affect that a person has with reipect to different aspects of his overall
job situation.

These positive or negative feelings are determined both ny factors in the
individual (his needs) and by factors in his job environment (rewards).
There are three sorewhat different ways of conceptualizing how feelings of
satisfaction and dissatisfaction at the work place come about; that Is, in
terms of a need fulfillment model, an equity model, and a frame of
reference model.

The need fulfillment model holds that feelings of satisfaction and
dissatisfaction depend on the extent to which elements in the job
environment are available to gratify people's needs. Such a model, which
considers individual and environmental factors simultaneously as
determinants of job satisfaction, seems more heuristically promising than
models that foLus exclusively on individual factors or on environmental
factors. The need fulfillment model predicts that enlisted men whose needs
correspond closely to environmental reinforcers available in the Army are
more likely to be satisfied with Army life. For example, the soldier who
both desires to exercise leadership functions and whose job affords the
opportunity to lead would probably be more satisfied with his job than a
soldier with the desire to lead but not the opportunity, or the
opportunity to lead but not the desire.

The frame of reference model differs from the need fulfillment model in
that it seeks to explain satisfaction not in terms of the match between
needs and reinforcers, but rather in terms of the match between an external
standard of comparisor, and available reinforcers. According to the frame
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of reference model, a soldier's job satisfaction depends on how he
evaluates his perceived job characteristics in comparison to his external
(external to his present job in the Army) standaras or frame of reference.
Thus, a soldier whose standards of comparison include a job he held prior
to jo;ning the Army in which he had substantial responsibility and
decision-making authority would probably be less satisfied in a low level
Army job with very little decision-making power than would another soldier
whose previous jobs before joining the Army had very little decision-
making power.

In a sense, the equity model is a special case of the general frame of
reference model. The equity model suggestsý that a person's standard of
comparison is a referent other with whom the person compares ratios of job
inputs to job outcomes. Feelings of inequity, which result when the
person feels either underrewarded or overrewarded for his job inputs in
comparison to a referent other, lead to feelings of dissatisfaction. The
list of factors determining feelings of satisfaction or dissatisfaction in
the equity model parallels the list we presented earlier in discussing
motivational implications of equity formulations. These factors include
choice of referent other, situational cues about job Inputs and outcomes
of both the person and his referent other, and individual differences in
perceptions of job elements as inputs or outcomes. The greater a soldier's
feelings of inequity, as determined by these factors, the more likely he
Is to be dissatisfied.

Morale

The term "morale" as used in the military is an exceedingly complex
concept that seems to include uoth notions of motivation and satisfaction
as well as group-related notions like cohesiveness. Since we lack a more
succinct and rigorous definition, let us define morale according to what
military authors include as its aspects. Morale, then, is a state of mind
characterized by:

Sense of advancing toward a worthwhile goal
Exaltation of ideals
Determination to reach the goal
Positive and adaptive attitudes toward adverse conditions
Feelings of contentment and satisfaction
Courage
Discipline
Self-confidence
Feelings of group cohesiveness.

According to military authors, this complex state of mind has a large
number of determinants subsumed under the following general categories:
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Physical welfare and subsistence
Pride in the Army and the unit
Unit cohesiveness
Individual's ideology
Job related satisfaction
Leadersnip
News and information.

Theoretical Integration

The two cqnstructs, mocivation and satisfaction, both rely heavily on the
notion of outcome, and they both share concepts drawn from similar
theoretical perspectives. To summarize the similarities and differences
between satisfaction and motivation, we list some simple parallels drawn
between the major theoretical issues previously discussed.

Motivation Satisfaction

I. Outcomes 1. Outcomes

a. Paople are motivated to a. People are satisfied when
obtain desired environmental they have obtained desired
rewards, environmental rewards.

b. People are motivated to b. People are satisfied when
gratify their needs. their needs are gratified.

c. People are motivated to c. People are satisfied during
perform consummatory behaviors and immediately after performing

consummatory behavior.

2. Expectancy Theories 2. Frame of Reference Model

People are motivated to People are relatively more
perform acts which they expect satisfied with a given outcome if
to result In desired outcomes. it matches or exceeds in desira-

bility what they expected to obtain
according to their prior experi-
ences or frame of reference.

3. Equity Theories 3. Equity Theories

People are motivated to People are dissatisfied when
reduce feelings of discoort they feel that their ratio of
or Inequity which result when inputs/outcumes is inequitable
they perceive their ratio of relative to the ratio of inputs/
lnputs/outcomes as different outcomes of a referent other.
from that of a referent other.
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The constructs of motivation and satisfaction are related, but they are
not conceptually identical. The primary emphasis of motivational concepts
is to explain the direction, vigor, and persistence of behavior--to
explain why people perform one behavior rather than another and why they
perform a given behavior as vigorously and persistently as they do. On
the other hand, the primary emphasis of job satisfaction concepts is to
explain feelings of varying positive or negative affect that people have
toward aspects of their overall job situation--to explain why people have
these feelings and how they are likely to express them in the context of
the formal work organization. People are motivated to perform some act
with some level of vigor and persistence. People are satisfied with
various aspects of their job situation. They experience feelings of
varying positive or negative affect when they think about their job
situation.

Although motivational concepts focus primarily on behavior while
satisfaction concepts focus mostly on feelings, there is also a feeling
aspect to motivational terms and a behavioral aspect to job satisfaction.
It is the notion of valence .- motivation theories tht includes this
feeling aspect. Outcomes (whether conceptualized as states of need
gratification, as rewarding environmental stimuli, or as consummatory
behaviors) play a major role in motivational theories precisely because
they vary for different Individuals according to their valences--according
to how desired they are. They are desired according to how mush
satisfaction a person anticipates he will feel when or if he has those
outcomes.

However, a person may not necessarily experience as much satisfaction when
he actually has an outcome like promotion to a higher rank as he
anticipated. That is, there is not necessarily a one-to-one correspondence
between valence and satisfaction. A person might find, for example, that
being a sergeant is not as satisfying as he expected or that it is much
better than he expected. In either case, the amount of satisfaction he
feels on being promoted will likely impact his valence for his next
promotion. Porter and Lawler (1968) make this theoretical link when they
suggest that a person's valence for a reward (outcome) is partially
determined by how much satisfaction he felt when he had that reward before.
Thus, although both valence and satisfaction connote feelings of varying
positive or negative affect, valence implies the affect (or satisfaction)
that is anticipated, while satisfaction Implies the affect that is
actually experienced.

The behavioral aspects of satisfaction concepts derive from the idea that
people who experience dissatisfaction will probably act to reduce these
feelings. Thus, if they are generally dissatisfied with their overall job
situation, they might submit gr;evances, avoid their jobs by absenteeism,
or terminate employment altogethe'r. In other words, juJst as people are
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motivated to seek satisfying experiences (to obtain desired outcomes),
they are also motivated to avoid dissatisfying experiences (to avoid
undesirable outcomes).

As the term is used in the military, "morale" seems to differ from
motivation and satisfaction in that it is a much more encompassing
construct that includes components of both motivation and satisfaction, as
well as group-related notions like cohesiveness. When a soldier is said
to have high morale, this suggests that he is strongly motivated to
achieve his goals which are in line with the Army's mission, that he is
relatively satisfied with his overall situation, and that he feels a
strong sense of togetherness with the other members of his unit. There
are, of course, other elements included as well, such as a sense of
ideological commitment, a positive and adaptive attitude toward adversity,
and so on. Further theoretical research in the area of morale might
profitably move toward a conceptual tightening of the many informal and
loose concepts that military people have traditionally incorporated into
that broad construct.
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S E C T I 0 N I I: M E A S U R E M E N T

CHAPTER 6

MEASURES OF MOTIVATION

MoVetil". theories discussed in earlier chapters suggest implications
for how to measure motivation. In this chapter, we examine some of these
specific Implications which stem from expectancy and equity theories.
The thrust of this discusslon is primarily to explore alternaLive
methods whizh, according to prevailing theories of motivation, can be
us.ed to measure work-related motivation. Then we discuss the wide variety
of Instruments that actually have been developed or used as measures of
motivation or some component of motivation.

Implications of Motivation Theories for Measurement

Before setting out to measure motivation, the investigator needs to
define clearly the particular behavior under consideration--to answer the
question: motivation to do what? There are many important benaviors
that people in the Army can E"d'lfferentlally motivated to perform,
such as:

. Working hard on the job
* Volunteering for a mission
* Reenlisting
. Obeying orders.

An obvious strategy for measuring motivation is to ask directly about it.
For example, the Investigator might ask: "How much effort do you exert
on your job?" or "How hard do you usually work?"

Expectancy and equity theories suggest different strategies for meaiuring
motivation. Generally, the various components of motivation are measured
separately and then combined according to the principles set fcrr.h by
expectancy and equity formulations.

Implications from Expectancy Theories

After specifying the behavior or behaviors of interest, the investigator
then determines the salient outcomes. He needs, in effect, to determine
the motivation content factors most relevant for the particular behavio-
under consideration. The content factors or outcomes most relevant for
one behavior may not be pirticularly relevant for another. For instence,
the mos'. relevant outcomes for a behavior like "working hard on the job"
might include a promotion, a word of praise from the supervisor, a feeling
of task accomplishment, and respect from fellow workers. On the other
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hand, the most relevant outcomes for a behavior like reenlisting might
include a reenlistment bonus and opportunities for travel.

From expectancy theories of motivation, we draw the implication that once
the behavior and set of salient outcomes have been defined, the next steps
measure the valences of the outcomes and the expectancies of attaining
them after performing the focal behavior.

To measure valence of an outcome, the investigator can ask an individual
either how desirable it is or how in-trumental It is for obtaining other
outcomes he values highly. For example, suppose the behavior under con-
sideration is working hard on the Job and one of the salient outcomes is
promotion to a higher rank. To measure the valence of this outcome
directly, the investigator might simply ask, "How desirable to you is a
promotion?" or "Hod much would you li' e a promotion?"

The valence of promotion is approached Indirectly when the investigator
measures (a) its instrumentality by asking how It is related to other
outcomes such as status, responsibility for others, and a feeling of
power; and (b) the valences of the second-level outcomes by asking how
desired they are. Then the valence of promotion Is computed as the sum
of the products of instrumentalities and valences over all the outcomes
determined relevant for the first-level outcome, promotion.

To measure expectancies, the investigator must ask in some manner what is
a person's subjective probability of attaining each of a set of (first-
level) outcomes If he performs the behavior under consideration. For
example, the investigator asks something like, "What is the probability
that If you work hard you will get a promotion?" He repeats this
question for each of the outcomes which, like promotion, are relevant for
the behavior, working hard.

For some kinds of behaviors, like working hard on the job, instead of
asking directly about the relationship between exerting effort (working
hard) and first-level outcomes like a promotion, the Investigator might
measure separately the two components of this expectancy relationship;
namely, the relationship between exerting effort and performing well, or
Fxnv'ctancy I (e.g., "If you work hard, will your job performance be
,'v standing?'), and the relationship between performing well and receiving

a promotion, or Expectancy II (e.g., "If your job performance is
outstanding, will you receive a promotion?"). If the two kinds of
expectancies are measurcd separately, the Investigator must subsequently
combine them, perhaps multiplicatively, as indicated by the Porter and
Lawler (1968) model, to derive a measure of outcome expectancy.

Once the valences and expectancies relevant for a particular behavior
have bemn measured, the final index or measure of motivation is computed
as the sum of the products of valence times expectancy over all the
(first-level) outcomes. For an individual, the graater this index, the
more motivated he is to perform the behavior under consideration,
according to the general principles of expectancy theories.
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Implications from Equiti Theories

Equity theories suggest a somewhat different approach to measuring
motivation. The Investigator measures what a person perceives as his
inputs, his outcomes, his referent other's inputs, and his referent other's
outcomes. Then, the final index reflects the difference between a person's
ratio of inputs to outcomes and his referent other's ratio of inputs to
outcomes. The greater this difference, the greater the person's motivation
to reduce the resultant feelings of inequity.

The research on pay as an outcome suggests that a measure of perceived
inequity based on pay as the only outcome under consideration might
perhaps be usefully applied in the Army as a measure of motivation to
perform well on the job. As discussed in the theoretical chapters of this
report, in the hourly payment situation (like in the Army) the more
inequitably underpaid a person feels, the more likely he is to reduce his
level of effort and performance to reduce his perceived inputs and minimize
feelings of inequity. Thus, a measure of the difference between the ratio
of his referent other's job inputs/perceived pay and the ratio of his
refere't other's job Inputs/perceived pay reflects to some degree his
motivation to perform well on the job.

Motivation Instruments in Use

The motivation instruments that are actually in use have only rarely been
developed from the kinds of theoretical considerations discussed above.
Their developmenT; Is more typically aimed at solving practical needs than
measuring a construct of motivation which would fit snugly in a thought-
fully elaborated nomological net. For this reason, there is a wide
variety of instruments designed and used as measures of work-related
motivation. The literature is replete with measures of both motivational
content and motivational process.

Content instruments include measures of:

I. Degree to which th;ngs and outcomes in the environment are
valued and desired by the individual.

2. Degree to which individuals have needs or motives to attain some
kinds of environmental thinas and outcomes but not others.

3. Degree to which individuals h.ve interests in some kinds of
activities or preferences for performing some kinds of behaviors over others,

Most process instruments derive from expectancy theory formulations,
usually of the type propounded by Vroom (1964) in his valence-
instrumentality-expectancy model. Such Instruments measure an individual's
valence for specified outcomes and his expectancy of attaining them. They
generally yield an index which is often computed as the sum over all
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outcomes of valence times expectancy and which represents the strength of
the individual's motivation to perform acts he thinks lead to the desirable
outcomes.

Besides these content and process instruments, there are several others
that are not proJucts of an explicit content or process theoretical
orientation but which have been carefully constructed so that they might be
useful measures of job-related motivation. They include measures of
motivation broadly conceived as job motivation, job involvement, and
orientation toward the Protestant Ethic. Also, there are some interesting
physiological and behavioral instruments that may have some utility in
measuring motivation in formal organizations.

In the remainder of this chapter, we discuss each of these types of
motivation instruments in turn. We describe overall strategies used in
developing the measures, items and content of some of them, and some
empirical findings obtained with the instruments. Also, we attempt to
evaluate the constructs being measured, overall strategy of measurement,
and where appropriate, specific instruments themselves according to their
likely utility in the Army. For these evaluations, we consider the
conceptual and theoretical justification for measuring a construct as well
as empirical justifications based on such notions as reliability and
predictive, concurrent, face, content, and construct validities of
instruments purportedly measuring the construct. Hard evaluative data is
relatively scanty, however, and in most instances our evaluations must
carry the caveat that even a little additional data might alter our
judgments.

Measures of Motivation Content

Measures of motivation content can be thought of as iraasures of outcome
valence, whether outcomes are conceptualized as environmental rewards,
states cf need gratification, or consummatory behaviors. Many such
instruments seem to be measures of how much outcomes are desired by people
in general; they focus on the differences among outcomes for people in
general. Other instruments focus more on how people differ In how much
they desire certain outcomes; they measure differences among individuals'
needs and desires for certain outcomes.

Measures of Differences Among Outcomes

One type of instrument commonly used to measure motivational content
assesses the degree outcomes are positively or negatively valent for people
in general. Typically, an individual ranks, rates, or compares a specified
set of outcomes according to their relative valences for him personally or
according to his opinion about their relative valences for people in
general. In any zase, the tester usually Intends tu determine how
outcomes differ zmong themselves, rather than how individuals differ in
their valences iith respect to each outcome. That is, these instruments
usually yield an average valence per outcome initead of a statement of
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where one individual stands in comparisorn to others in an outcome's
valence for him. Although the instruments discussed in this section could
be used to measure individual differences in valence of outcomes--and they
are occasionally used that way--more often they serve as m~aiures of the
outcomes themselves, of how positively or negatively valent they are for
people in general.

Many instruments of this type were developed to meet a momentary need in a
particular industrial or military organization. As a result, there are
3everal instances of instruments used only once to answer a specific question.
There is little cumulative evidence, therefore, of their reliabilities and
validities.

Since there are a very large number ol instruments measuring differences
among outc~mes, we restrict our attention to those developed in a military
context and review instruments used in studies conducted by Githens (1966),
Shenk and Wilbourn (1971), Thomas (1970), Bialek and McNeil (1968), and
Datel and Legters (1971) There are, of course, many similar instruments
developed in civilian organizat;ons. For a representative sample, the
recder is urged to see Gadel (1953), Gruenfeld (1962), Jurgenson (1947),
Rosen and Weaver (1960), Schwartz, Jenusaitis, and Stark (1966), and Wild
(1970).

Gitihens (1966) asked 644 junior officers commissioned through the NROTC
Regular to complete a questionnaire measuring importance of Naval career
aspects or outcomes. The officers rated 25 outcomes on a five-point scale
from "extremely important" to "not important at all" such as:

"* Good pay
"* Travel
"* Early retirement
" Feelings of accomplishment.

The administrative instructions on the ouestionnaire make it apparent that
it was valence Githens wanted to measure by means of these importance
ratings: "For the Items in the list below, please circle a letter to
indicate how important that item is to you personally as a vocational
reward." Respondents also Indicated for each outcome how probable it was
In the Navy (its "obtainability") and whether the reward outcomes were
greater or more 3ttainable In a Navy career as compared to civilian jobs.
Githens found that th; fcllowing outcomes were considered Important but not
readily obtainable In the Navy:

Satisfactory home life
r rull use of abilities

S•ork under consistent and intelligent personnel policies
* Feelings of accomplishment
* Success through ability alone.
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As part of a larger study of relationships between Air Force officers'
attitudes and career decisions, Shenk & Wilbourn (1971) analyzed ratings of
23 career outcomes by importance and possibility of attainment in the Air
Force, such as:

Adequate job security
Have a say in what happens to you
Obtain a good salary.

Ratings were made by 4,006 junior Air Force officers on a five-point scale
from "not important at all" to "extremely important." They found little or
no relationship between importance of a reward and its perceived
attainability.

The same importance-possibility scale was administered by Thomas (1970) to
scientists and engineers in the Air Force. Responoents also rated their
intention of making the Air Force a career on a five-point scale from
"definitely do not intend to make the Air Force a career" to "definitely
plan to make the Air Force a career." Of che 23 career outcomes, importance
ratings on four were correlated at p<.Ol with career intent. Possibility
ratings on ten of the same outcomes were also correlated with career intent.
Table 1 shows the correlations between the importance and possibility
ratings for each outcome and career intent. Thomas concludes that
importance (valence) ratings of these general outcomes are less predictive
of career intent than possibility ratings.

In another part of the questionnaire, respondents made similar importance-
possibility ratings on a set of relatively specific outcomes generated to
be particularly relevant for Air Force scientists and eng ec.rs. Table 2
shows the correlations between ratings on the spetific outcomes .nd rated
career intent. Note that the correlations between importance or valence of
these specific outcomes and career intent are considerably higher than
between importance of the general citcomes and career intent. In particular,
valence of two of the outcomes seemed very highly related to career intent:

. Achieve success as an Air Force officer: r-.56, n-499, p<.Ol.

. Work under collearue supervision (as opposed to authority
supervision): r-.42, n-499, p<.Ol.

These results suggest that valence of specific outcomes predicts career
Intent better than valence of general outcomes.
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Table 1

Correlations Between Career Inent and Ratings
of the Importance and Possibility of Attaining

Ge:ieral Job Rewards or Conditions

Correlation with Career Intent
Job Reward or Condition Importance Possibility

Adequate Job security .14* -. 11
Work under consistent and intelligent

personnel policies .02 .10
Have a say in what happens to you -. 14 .28*
Feel that you are accomplishing something .06 23*
Do a great deal of traveling -. 04 -. 07
Become proficient in specialized

type of work -. U5 .21*
Be in a competitive situation .00 .25*
Obtain a good salary .02 .22**
Have a definite work schedule -.01 .02
Settle down ;1 d certain area .26** .06
Be promoted an the basis of ability 06 .16*
Spend a lot of time with my family -.01 -. 02
Advance at a fairly rapid rate .02 .02
Be able to retire at an early age .22*A .00
Have competent supervisors .09 .24*
Make a lot of money -. 02 .01
Be given recognition for work well done .10 .11
Ccntinue flyinga
Do work which my wife and family can

be proud of .15** .21**
Have prestige or social status 18**
Keep very busy .13*
Freque;it change of duties .00 .09
Interesting and challenging work -. 02 -38w*

aOmitted due to excessive blank•.
ASignificant at ,u5 level.

**Significant at .01 levLl.

Note: Reprinted from J. M, Thomas, Retention of scientists and
ergineers in the Air Force. Report No. AFHRL-TR-70-20. Personnel
Research Division, Air Force Fuman Resources Laboratory, Air Force
Systems Command, Lackland Air Force Base, Texas, 1970.
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Correlations Between Career Intent and Ratings
of importance and Possibility of Attaining

Specific Job Rewards or Conditions

Correlation with Career Intent
Job Reward or Condition . Importance Possibility

Achieve success as a Scientist/Engineer -. 12* .18.*,
Have freedom to formulate my own research ideas -. 15** .IS**
Conduct longitudinal or long-term research -. 07 .07
Do research/englneerlng work only -. 13* .08
Become a manager of other Scientists/Engineers .19** .15*
Do collega teaching -. 05 .04
Publish research In journals of my profession -. 18"* .20**
Do predominantly pure or basic research -. 17"* .02
Have funds reaaily available for my research -. 09 .00
Work with recugnized and highly qualified

associates .00 .20*
Have freedom from organizational deadlines .07 -. 06
See the results of my work applied In

practical situations .14* .18**
Move up in my field without b,.comlng a

manager -. 14* .06
Maintain the strict research and work

standards of my profession -. 08 .2*
Obtain more formal education ".09 .09
Solve concrete, practical problems faced by

my organization .21** .24**
Work under colleague supervision (as opposed

to rank authority supervision) -. 42** .01
Be In a position to evaluate the work of other

Scientists/Engineers .12 .22*
Have access to co.,iplete reference material

sources -. 02 .17*
Achieve success as an Air Force Officer .56** .12*
Manage large-scale projects and contracts .27** -. 05
Do predominantly field or applied research .12* .00
Make a contribution to the advancement of

knowledge in my profession -. 05 .21"h
Have auequate facilities available -. 02 .06
Receive technical guidance from associates

and supervisor -. 12* .31*
Make a significant contribution to the mission

of the Air Force as a Scientist/Engineer .25** .16*

*Slgnificant at .05 level.
**Fignificant at .01 level.

Note: Reprinted from J. M. Thomas, Retention of scientists and engineers
in the Air Force. Report No. AFHRL-TR-70-20, Personnt] Researdh
Division, Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Air Force Systems Command,
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas, 1970.
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To assess natural reinforcers in Army Basic Combat Tratning which might be
used as incentives to motivate soldiers toward imp.oved performance and
proficiency, Bialek & McNeil (1968) had 62 trainees at Fort Ord sort 43
outcomes that might occur during BCT into seven categories from "most
attractive" to "least attractive." Trainees were instructed to sort
outcomes according to what they thought most trainees would find most ard
least attractive. Two weeks later, another -roup of trainees re-sorted rhe
same list of outcomes for the purpose of estimating item reliability.

The investigators found that 19 of the 43 outcomes met their a priori
standards of reliability and low variability,. Their criteria for selecting
these 19 items were that:

1. Item median could not differ between i•dmioiitritions by more than
.5 of a scale point.

2. Variability of items (interquartile range or Q scores) between
administrations could not differ by more than 1.0 point.

3. Given conditions I and 2, Items could not have an absolute (two
administrations combined) Q score greater than 2.6 (BialI-K & McNeil,
1968, p. 4).

By these criteria, the three most attractive outcomes were:

" Special promotion In rank (E-2)
". Choice of future assignment
". Three extra leave days.

The three least attractive outcomes were:

" PT demonstrator for one week
"* One month's supply of shoe polish
"* One month's supply of Brasso.

It does seem possible, therefore, to generate a list of faiiij specific
outcomes which vary reliably among themselvw3 in valenc. and for which
people agree on how positively or negatively valent they are. The Bialek
and McNeil study also shows, however, that outcomes differ accorditig to
how reliably they are evaluated and how much people agree on the extent to
which they are positively or negatively valent. Therefore, it would be
prude.it for other investigators who hope to measure valence of outcomes to
demonstrate the reliability ar' inter-rater arecement for their measures.

Datel & Legters (1971) extended the Bialek and McNeil study by having 500
judges trained in Army Basic Combat Training, Advanced Infantry Training,
and Combat Spport Training rate how much they thought trainees liked each
of about 200 outcomes that might occur du-ing trairing. The seven-point
rating scale was anchoredi at each point by a lengthy statement of degree of
affect which rangcd from a maxinmm of: "Trainees like th!4 very much;
trainees would iIe to lee this take olace more frequently; trainees would
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work harder if this happened oftener," to a minimum of: "Trainees d;slike
this very much; trainees would not like to see this take place at all;
trainees would try hard to avoid this." Some examples are:

. Having eight hours of sleep a night

. Listening to a radio
* Being told that he's done a good job

Having good chow.

Datel and Legters found that trainees were very consistent in their
respQnses. Outcomes with similar content received similar ratings,
outcomes oppositely worded were rated at opposite ends of' the scale, and
the trainees in the three different groups agreed highly on ratings for
the outcomes.

We turn now to instruments measuring importance of outcomes for something.
In such Ins.truments, the respondent is asked to rate, rank, or compare
outcomes according to their importance for his satisfaction, dissatisfaction,
effort, or enlistment decision (into the military). These instructions
sometimes make it unclear whether the instrument is tapping valence,
salience, or Instrumentality of the outcomes. We Include such instruments
In thlý discussion of valence measures anyway, because some of them do seem
to be tapping valence. Keep in mind that some probably are measuring
valence of outcomes, but some may not be, and then it is difficult to
specify exactly what constructs they are measuring that are relevant for
motivation, Job satisfaction, or morale.

Friedlander (1963, 1964, 1965a, 1965b, 1966) conducted a series of studies
of job satisfaction in which he used an instrument which typically has the
respondent rate the degree of satisfaction for each of a set of job
characteristics or outcomes and then the degree to which each outccme was
important In contributing to feelings of satisfaction or dissatlsfaction.
For example, with a sample of 1,468 white and blue collar civil service
employees, Friedlander (1965a) had respondents rate the following 14 job
characteristics on "how Important each of these thhigs is to your feeling
of satisfact~on or dissatisfaction":

Performing challenging assignments on my job
Receiving recogn-tion for a job well done
Work requiring the use of my best abilities
A feeling of achievement ;n the work I am doing
The working relationship I have with my supervisor
Opportunity for promotion on my job
Management policies which affect the feelings of the employees
Working with a supervisor who really knows his job
A feeling of security in my job
Opportunity for freedom on my job
The working relationship I have with my co-workers

* Amount of responsibiflty I have on my job
* A smooth and efficient work group

Training and experience on the job that will help my growth.
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The ratings were made on a eive-point scale from "of extreme importance to
me" to "Vf no importance to me." White-co~iar employees rated outcomes
reflecting self-actualization and social environment as most important,
whereas blue-collar workers rated interpersonal comfort and security more
important.

Wernimont, Toren, & Kopell (1970) developed an instrument that requires
re.pondents to rate a list of 17 outcomes twice; once according to their
importance in "making you want to put extra effort into doing your job"
and again according to their importance in contributing to greater personal
satisfaction on the job. Outcomes rated by 944 technical employees of a
business organization as most important for extra effort were:

* Doing the kind of work that one likes to do
* Being responsible (and accountable) for all or nearly all aspects

of one's job assignments
* Having the opportunity to take part In making decisions which

affect one's work.

The most Important outcomes rated as contributing to satisfaction were:

. Having accomplished a lot accorJing to one's own standards

. Doing the kind of work that one likes to do.

Several lnvestlgator- in the military have conducted surveys about
attitudes and motivations related to decisions to enlist, reenlist, or make
a career out of the military. We review some of these studies to
illustrate the kinds of instruments typically used by these rest -- hers to
measure importance of various classes of job and career outcomes in
impacting these decisions.

As part of a survey questionnaire administered to 1,415 Naval Fire Cý)nt
Technicians, Sharp & Katz (1969) included a list of 27 career outcomes t':h
instructions that respondents rate each of them on a three-point scale (of
considerable importance, of some importance, of no importance) according to
"tho extent of Is L in reaching a decision on whether or
not to make a career of the Navj,. The three outcomes r3ted overall as
most important were:

* Freedom of personal life
Chance to do the kind of work you like
Your job and duty assignments.

The three outcomes rated least important were:

. Travel, adventure, new experien es

. Amount of social activities
. Retirement and survivors' benefits.
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Mullins, Massey, & Riederich (1968) administered a questionnaire to 449
basic airmen (Air Fo,;e), part of which was a list of 15 statements.
Respondents were to "select the two which were most important in your
decision to join the Air Force instead of some other branch of the service."
The most frequently endorsed statements were:

"* I felt I could learn more in the Air Force (30.3% endorsed)
"* The Air Force offers a wider choice of assignments (11.0%).
". If I have to fight, I'd rather not do it as a foot soldier (8.9%).

Deimel & Blakelock (1969) analyzed questionnaire data collected from 2,926
men applying for enlistment at Navy Recruitinq Stations to learn about the
relative impact of personal contacts, personal reasons, and Navy events on
decisions to enlist in the Navy. The category of reasons in the
questionnaire called ",)ersonal reasons" Included things like:

. Desire for a Navy career
* Ne',ded a job
. To become more mature and self-reliant.

The applicants indicated the influence of each item on a six-point scale
from "negative influence" to "strong positive influence," which included
rating categories for "did not think about" and "don't know." The most
frequently endorsed reasons were:

"O pportunity to get technical training (85% encorsed)
" Desire to travel (81%)
" Desire to serve country (70%).

There are clearly many strategies of measuring valence or importance of
outcomes, and many instruments deriving from each strategy. Most of these
recuire respondents to make direct self-report estimates of the relative
valence or importance of job factors or outcomes. Opsahl S Dunnette (1966)
discuss three possiblP reas'as why such self-reports of importance might
not yield trustworthy data: (1) people may be reluctant to report that
pay, for instance, Is very important to them, because they might feel that
it is more socially desirable to claim money is relatively 4nimportant in
comparison to more "acceptable" factors like job autonomy or Intrinsic job
satisfaction; (2) the reinforcement contingencies for actually obtaining
money are different from those for simply saving one is motivated to attain
money; and (3) some people are poor j',rjes of what It is about their jobs
that attracts and holds them.

4ealey (1972) reviews other shortcomings of direct measures of the
;mportance of job factors and summarizes his arguments by listing these
methodological requirements for good measures of importance:

W o/rk factors, characteristics, or outcomes to be evaluated should
be specific and quantified.

. Respondents should be judging importance of outcomes in the specific
c,'CXt of their work organization instead of from the point of view of a
" ),.eral life set."
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. Focus or referent for the importance judgments should be defined.
Judgments should be made on importance for something.

• Self-report techniques are less methodolobically adequate than
techniques relying on simplý verbal response or behavior observation. For
example, judgments of "preference" between two outcomes are simpler and
more sound methodologically than judgments of "degree of importance" for
each out.come.

. Judgments should be free from biases of social desirability or

motivation to fake or distort responses.

"• Method should allow the assessment of a reliability estimate.

"• Method should be appropriate for both tangible and intangible
outcome.-

With such methciologlcal considerations in mind Nealay (1970) developed
what he call: a "two-phase" method of measuring the importance of Job
factors aboard a Navy destroyer. Three groups of Navy enlisted men,
thirty men per group, made paired comparison judgments first among types of
work, then among supervisors, and finally among sets of co-workers. Thus,
each group of men made preferences among pairs of outcomes in three lists
of paired comparisons. Th,- first group made these Judgments from the
standpoint of the perceived influence on reenlistment. They were to
"choose among Job assignments (or supervisors or groups of co-workers) on
the basis of the effect they might have on your decision to re-enlist
(p. 61)." The second group made Judgments from the standpoint of perceived
influence on productivity, and the third, perceived influence on Job
satisfaction. To illustrate the type of ;tems in these pal ed comparisons,
we list below some pairs of Jobs. Responder;ts in the first group were
instructed: "For each pair, check the Job fo," which you would be more
likely to reenlist if you knew that yoL would Save that job (p. 62-T.r

Boatswain's Mate Boilerman
"Machinist's Mate Boatswain's Mate
"Machinist's Mate Boilerman

In this way seven Jobs were paired with each other in ali combinations.

Then for phase II of his measurement strategy, Nealey had three other
groups of enlisted men on the same destroyer make preference Judgments
among pairs of combinations of:

, Pay and supervisors
. Pay and types of work
. Pay and co-workers
. Supervisors and co-workers
• Types of work and co-workers
. Supervisors and types of work.
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That is, Nealey determined from analysis of phase I data which types of
work, which supervisors, and which sets of co-workers were ranked first,
fourth, and seventh and then developed che six scales listed above by
combining the top ranked type of work, for instance, with middle and
bottom ranked supervisors; the middle ranked type or work with top and
bottom ranked supervisors; and the bottom ranked type of work with top and
middle ranked.supervisors. For the "pay" items, he used three levels
arbitrarily chosen to be equivalent to a 20 percent raise, 10 percent
raise, and present pay level, assuming the 20 percent raise would have been
ranked higher than the 10 percent raise which in turn would have been
ranked higher than present pay level. At this point, therefore, Nealey had
six lis-ts of combinations of pay, types of work, supervisors and co-workers,
with six combined timuli per list. From these lists, he cbnstructed six
scales for paired comparison evaluations by pairing each combined stimulus
in a list with all other combined stimuli in the same list. An example of
some of the 15 comparisons made using combinations of job assignments and
supervisors appears below with introductory instructions:

On the page below, combinations of job assignments and supervisors
are listed side by side in pairs. For each pair, check the
combination for which you would be more likely to reenlist if you
knew that you would have that combination (p. 64).

Bollerman Electronics Technician
Jones Jones

Gunner's Mate Gunner's Mate
Brown Smith

Electronics Technician Bollerman
Brown Jones

In sum, Nealey's two-phase strategy is a method of measuring preferences
for different types of work, supervisors, and seLs of co-workers considered
singly and then for combinations of pay levels, types of work, supervisors,
and sets of co-workers considered in pairs. These preferences are made by
different respondents from the standpoints of influence on reenlistment,
productivity, and job satisfaction.

Next, Nealey computed multiple regressions to predict preferences among the
combined job factors In phase II from the preference rankings of their
individual constituents obtained in phase I. The beta weights in these
regression equations constitute Nealey's indices of "importance." Thus, if
"supervisors" had a high beta weight in multiple regression equations for
predicting preferences among conbinations of supervisors plus type of work,
supervisors plus pay, and supervisors piLs sets of co-workers when all
these preferences are made from the standpoint of influence on reenlistment,
then supervisors would be considered an "important" job factor for
reenlistment.
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Nealey (1970) found that type of work and pay were highly important in
determining reenlistment, production, and job satisfaction, while co-
workers and supervisors were less important. To estimate reliability,
Nealey counted the number of "circular triads" (cases where A>B, B>C, but
C>A) in his ordinal scales and concluded there were few enough to warrant
the declaration that his scales of importance were highly transitive and
possessed at least ordiral scale properties.

In another study, Nealey (1972) measured the relative importarce of these
same job factors on four destroyers by two methods: a two-phase indirect
method similar to the one described above and a direct method ir which the
job aspects were simply rated on 11-point scales of importance. He
compared results obtained by these two measurement strategies ano found
that with the direct rating method, pay was the most important factor on all
four ships, but with the indirect two-phase method, the relative iinportance
of the factors varied from ship to ship. Nealey concludes from this that
the direct mý.thod is less sensitive to specific situational influences.

Measures of Differences Among Individuals
in Their Desires, Needs, and Interests

The valence measures we discussed in the previous section are not frequently
used as measures of individual differences--they are more often used to
measure the differences In valence among outcomes, rather than the
differences among individuals in valence for a particular outcome. Although
they could be used to differentiate peddle, they more typically are scored
such that individuals' responses for each outcome are averaged and
average scores thus obtained are compared to each other. This type of
Information lets us say things like "outcome A Is more valued in general
than outcome B," rather than "Jones values outcome A more than Smith does."

Instruments considered in this section are measures of individual
differences. They measure characteristics of people, rather than charac-
teristics of outcomes. They measure what an Individual desires, what he
likes to do, and how much he desires and likes these things In comparison
to other people. They measure, in effect, the desires, needs, and
interests of Individuals.

There are a number of ways that we can infer individuals' desires, needs,
and interests. We can use valence instruments of the type described in the
previous section to measure what outcomes are relatively more and less
valued by one person in comparison to other people and infer that the kinds
of outcomes highly valued constitute his desires or needs. We can group
these outcomes Into categories likeý intrinsic and extrinsic and infer from
the kinds of outcomes a person values the level of his Intrinsic and
extrinsic needs relative to other pecple. Another approach Is to have a
person describe himself according to adjectives or statements such as are
found in typical objective "personality" questionnaires and infer from his
self-reported description the type and level of his needs. For instance,
if someone endorses adjectives like aggressive, dominant, and ambitious
but not timid, passive, or apathetic, we might infer that he has a higher
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need for power than another individual who endorsed the latter three
adjectikes but not the former three. A projective personality measure
could also be used to infer need. Perhaps when the kinds of stories a
person tells in response to an ambiguous picture all deal with striving to
excel and meeting high standards and goals, we might infer he has a hiqh
need for achievement. Also, statements about ai individual's preferred
activities may be used to infer his interests. For example, if an
individual reports that he enjoys finding out how things work, dealing with
numbers, and reading the biographies of eminent scientists, we might infer
that he has an interest in science.

How Important Questionnaire. As part of his doctoral dissertation, Carlson
(1970) sought "to examine the empirical meaning of individual differences
reflected in the exploratory measure of preferences for various job
characteristics and job circumstances (p. 29)." To this end, he developed
the "How Important" questionnaire, an instrument containing statements which
described 196 job characteristics and circumstances. The statements were
chosen to represent a wide variety of "activities, types of people, inter-
action possibilities, work group characteristics, physical and qualitative
aspects of the job environment, modes of behaving on the job, etc. (p. 38)."
Some are:

* Having pleasant work surroundings
* Having a secure job and income

Working for a company where people are treated as individuals
• Having a job title that one can be proud of
• Working with people who readily share helpful tips about their jobs.

While asking themselves the question "How important is this job charac-
teristic to me?", respondents were to rate each statement on a seven-point
scale from "critically Important" to "of little or no importance." The
anchors were carefully defined; for instance, "critically important" was
defined as "I feel this job characteristic would contribute something that
is essential and that I cannot do without in the best possible job for me,"
while "of li-ttle or no importance" was defined as "I feel this job charac-
teristic would contribute little or nothing at all to the best possible job
for me." Two hundred and thirteen hourly-paid precision assembly men
working In the manufacturing department of a moderately large electronics
firm completed the questionnaire.

Factor analysis of their responses to the "How Important" questionnaire
yielded three general, two sub-general, and 14 group factors. The three
general factors are listed below with their two highest loading items:

Factor 1. Support: dependence on physical and social environment.
Working with people who are friendly and helpful
Doing a type of work which makes it possible for one to work
together cooperatively with other people.

Factor 2. Advantage in environmental returns.
" Having a job where one can make more money than in one's previous job
"* Having pay as the major snurce cf satisfaction with one's job.
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Factor 3. Competence: mastery of job and environment.
* Being on a job that provides responsibility and pride in one's

workmanship
• Being in a position to help meet departmental objectives.

Considering these factors as "scales," Carlson computed estimates of
internal consistency reliability, which were in the 90's for the three
general factors. They appear, therefore, to be three reliable scales of
general needs.

Job Attitude Scale. The Job Attitude Scale (Saleh, 1971a) is a question-
naire consisting of 16 job-related statements, six representing the intrinsic
outcomes of achievement, recognition, nature of job, responsibility,
advancement, and possibility of growth, and ten representing the extrinsic
factors of salary, interpersonal relations (supervision), interpersonal
relations (subordinates), interpersonal relations (peers), technical-
supervision, company policy and administration, working conditions, factors
in personal life, status, and security. Each statement is paired with all
the others for a total of 120 items. For each pair of statements,
respondents are Instructed to "indicate in each of the following items
whicli of the two factors will be more satisfying to you as you perform your
job," Examples of the pairs of statements follow:

(a) Seeing results of work
(b) Performing creative work

(a) Having a secure job
(b) Receiving a salary increase

(a) Receiving more responsibility
(b) Receiving advancement.

The questionnaire is scored by assigning one point whenever an item
representing ai intrinsic factor is chosen over a comparison extrinsic
item. Besides this "general Intrinsic score," the instrument yields a
separate score for each of the 16 job factors. A short form of the JAS is
available in which each of the six intrinsic items are paired witr each of
the ten extrinsic itemi for a total of sixty paired comparisons. This
short form yields only a "general intrinsic score." Mean intrinsic scores
on the short form were compared to mean intrinsic scores on the Iona form
obtained from two groups of employees (n-32; n-22) of an a, pliance dnd
sheet-metal manufacturer (both groups took both forms In a counterbalanced
order 2 weeks apart). The means were not significantly different, indicating
that the short-form might be an adequate substitute if only the general
intrinsic score&'s required.

In a sample of 83 male managers aged 60 to 65, employed by 12 Cleveland
companies, Saleh (1964) found the split-half reliability of the intrinsic
scale to be .94. Then, with a sample of 25 employees of a company
manufacturing appliances and sheet-metal product6, Saleh (1971b) found the
test-retest reliability, (2 weeks between testings) to be .88.
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Saleh (1971a) administered the JAS and the California Psychological
Inventory (CPI) to 68 male public school teachers. Table 3 shows the
correlations obtained between the CPI scales and the general intrinsic
score from the JAS.

An examination of the significant correlations of the JAS with the CPI
scales, dominance, .ociability, social presence, sense of well-being,
tolerance, achievement via conformance, and intellectual efficiency
suggests th3t the person with a high general intrinsic score might be
described thus: more poised, ascendent, and self-assured in social
situations than low intrinsic scorers; more permissive, accepting, and
non-judgmental of social beliefs and attitude; more clear thinking,
resourceful, well-informed, and oriented toward achievement in situations
requirinq conformity to structure than low intrinsic scorers. Saleh also
reports that college students score higher than high school students and
that upper and middle managers score higher than supervisors or correction
officers. In sum, Saleh's JAS appears to be both a rellable (internal
consistency and test-retest) and to some extent valid (by the tenets of
construct validity) measure of intrinsic need.

Work Components Study. Based largely on the theoretical formulations of
Herzberg, Mausner, & Snyderman (1959), Borgatta (1967) aru Borgatta, Ford,
& Bohrnstedt (1968) developed the Work Component Study (WCS), a self-
report questionnaire which, in its revised form has 64 items distributed
among the seven scales listed below (Ford, Borgatta, & Bohrnstedt, 1969):

SPotential for personal challenge and development. Items in this
scale appear to reflect the person's desire to do creative work, exercse
responsibility, and be in situations emphasizing originality and ability.

. Responses to new demands. These items describe the person's
responsiveness to emergencies and changing job situations.

. Competitiveness desirability (and reward of success). Items here
reflect the person's tendency to seek situations characterized by compe-
tition, emphasis on accomplishment, and the determination o, salary by
merit.

Tolerance for work pressure. Items in this scale reflect attitudes

toward heavy work loads which may require performance above and beyond the
call of duty.

. Conservative security. These items were intended to measure the
person's tendency to seek security and play it safe.
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Table 3

Correlations Between the General
Intrinsic Score of the JAS

and CPI Scales

Males
N=68

Dominance ,25*
Capacity for Status .22
Sociability .30*
Social Presence .32*
Self-acceptance -. 02
Sense of well-being .31*
Responsibility .15
Socialization -. 05
Self-control -. 12
Tolerance .39"*
Good Impression .22
Communality .07
Arhievement via Conformance .24*
Achievement via Independence .22
Intellectual Efficiency 46**
Psychological-mindedness .20
Flexibility .21
Femininity -.01

*p<.05; **p<.Ol

Note: Adapted frorr S. D. Saleh, Development of the Job
Attitude Scale (JAS). Mmeo, Department of Management
Sciences, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, 1971a.
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. Willingness to seek reward in spite of uncertainty versus avoidance
of uncertainty. These items ask such questions as "Is the person willing
to do interesting work even though he might get fired easily?"

. Surround concern. This scale seems to measure degree if concern for
such "hygiene" factors as lighting, ventilation, co-workers, ;uperv;sors,
and the community at large.

The items in all these scales describe job situations which vary according
to their relat:ve attractiveness for different individuals. The
administrative instructions for completing the WCS ask respondents to
indicate how desirable they would consider a job ir which the situational
job factors described in the 64 items were prominent. In essence, by
asking respondents to indicate the relative desirability of various
specific job situations or outcomes, the WCS yields a measure of the
individual's desire or need for the seven classes of situations described
by the scales.

Ford, Borgatta, & Bohrnstedt (l969) administered the WCS to 869 male and
344 female college-level personnel hired during 1964 by Bell Telephone.
Internal consistency reliabiiities (Cronbach's alphas) for the scales and
interscale corrclations are displayed in Table 4. Note that stale
reliabilities are moderately high, ranging from .66 to .83. Since several
of the interscale correlations are in the .40's and .50's, there may be
some doubt they are each measuring different or independent constructs.

In comparing employees with those terminated by the company and with those
who quit the company, Ford et al. found few differences in WCS scores.
There is some indication of predictive validity for the WCS, however, in
that the Individuals scor'ng high (i. the competitive desirability scale
were rated by the company as most quickly moving toward the third level of
management. The correlation between WCS Competitive Desirability and
estimates of number of years to reach the third level of management was
-. 24 (N-390, p'.05).

Minnesota Importance ,uestionnaire. The original version of the Minnezota
Importance Questionnaire (MIQ) 7Weiss, Dawis, England, & Lofquist, 196L}a)
was a one hundred item instrument which measured twenty vocational needs
on a rating format with alternatives ranging from "very important" to "very
unimportant." Vocational needs were defined as "the individual's preference
for different types of reinforcers in the environment, I.e., preferences
for those stimulus conditions in the enrironment which he perceives as
important to the maintenance of his behavior in the work environment (Weiss,
Dawis, Lofquist, & England, 1966, p. 11)." Although this instrument had
high internal consistency reliabilities (Weiss et al., 1964) and perhaps
some degree of construct validity (Weiss, Dawis, Eng!and, & Lofquist, 1964b),
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Table 4

Reliabilities and Intercorrelations of WCS Scores

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Potential for personal challenge
and development .67 .39 .41 ,24 -. 10 .13 .21

2. Responsiveness to new demands 3T .66 .52 .62 -. 17 .32 .07
-TT7

3. Cc'mpetitiveness desirability (and
reward of success) .50 .49 .70 .54 -. 24 .43 -. 01

.7 1 -
4. Tolerance for work pressure .35 .55 .52 .79 -. 15 .35 -. 06

5. Conservative security -. 21 -. 23 -.11 -. 13 .74 -. 30 .27

6. Willingness to seek reward in
spite of uncertainty vs.
avoidance of uncertainty .13 .23 .28 .30 -. 18 .81 -. 19

7. Surround concern .17 .05 .04 .01 .20 -. T• .83

Note. Data above the main diagonal are for 869 male college hires; below the main
diagonal for 344 female college hires. Cronbach's alphas are In the main diagonal,

Source: R. N. Ford et al. Usc )f the Work Componenti Study with college level
employees. Journal of Applied Psychology, 1969, 53, 367-376, Copyright (1969)
by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted by permission.
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it had major psychometric defic;encies--scale intercorrelations were moder-
ately high and there was relatively little variance on che scale scores.

To overcome these deficiencies, the Likert rating format was revised into a
pair-comparison format. Each of the one hundred Likert items was first
correlated with its total scale score, and the one Item most highly
correlated with Its total scale score was retained for inciusion in the
pair-comparison version. In this way, the following twenty items were
chosen to represent the twenty scaies:

I. Ability utilization: I cou!d d. something that makes use of my

abilities.

2. Achievement: Tne job could give me a feeling of accomplishment.

3. Activity: I could be busy all the time.

4. Advancement: The job would provide an opportunity for advancement.

5. Authority: I could tell people what to do.

6. Company policies and practices: The company would adm;ntster itL.
policies fairly.

7. Compensation: My pay would compare well with that of other
workers.

8. Co-workers: My co-workers would be easy to make friends with.

9. C,-eatlvity: I could try out some of my owr Ideas.

10. Independence: 'I could work alone on the job.

1H. Moral values: I coul 4 do tOe work without feeling that it is
morally wrnng.

12. Recognition: I could get recognition from the work I do.

13. Responsibility: I could make decisions on my own.

I4. Security: The job would provide for steady employment.

15. Social service: I could do things for other peop!e.

16, Social status: I could be "somebody"' in the community.

17. Supervision-humat, relations: My boss would bi.ck up his men (with
top management).
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18. Supervision-technical': My boss. would train his men well.

19. Variety: I could do something different every way.

20. Working conditions: The job would have good working conditions.

Each item is paired with all other items twice. For instance, item P is
paired with item B once as the first ;tem-innthe pair and then again as the
second item. there are, accordingly, 380 pair-comparison items. The
respondent is instructed to "decide which statement of the pair is more
important to you in your ideal job." A scale score is then computed as the
number of times that the item representing the scale is preferred over all
other items.

Weiss et al. (1966) report reliability and validity data obtained from
questionnaires completed by 1,430 individuals in a variety of occupations-

240 janitors and maintenance men
324 assemblers and machinists
226 office clerks
202 salesmen
384 engineers
54 in miscellaneous occupations.

Foyt internal consistency reliability coefficients (Hoyt, 1941) for the
twenty scales range from .94 to .73. The median reliability coefficient
was .82 with 18 of the twenty coefficients .76 or larger. These
coefficients are large enough to indicate that In general the pair-
comparison scales of the MIQ have at least adequate reliability as estimated
Lv an index of internal consistency.

Inter-scale correlations range from .64 to -. 36 with a median of -. 02.
Since the median inter-scale correlation with the Likert rating format was
.50, the pair-comparison method does seem to have been successful in
improving *he MIQ by reducing the degree of inter-scale correlation. An
orthoqondi factor analysis of the pair-comparison scales using the Kaiser
criterion for ,unber of factors to extract (all factors whose eigenvalues
are greater than 1.0) yielded three factors which accounted for 29 percent
of the total varlai;ce. But since approximately 82 percent of the variance
is reliable, as indicated by the mediao reliability coefficient, over 50
percent of MIQ scale variance is reliable and specific. In other words,
the scales are reliable an, fairly independent.

Comparing relative scores across the occupational groups in their
development sample, Weiss et al. (1966) found that:

• Janitors-maintenance men obtained the highest m!3ns on Activity,
Co-workers and I.dependence.

• Assemblers-machinists had the highest means on Compensation,
Security, Variety, and Working Conditions.
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Office clerks scored highest on Advancement, Supervisioi-Technical,

and Company Policies and Practices.

Salesmen had the highest means on Social Servir -nd Social Status.

Engii-ers obtained the highest means on Abil1 y fltilization,
Achievement, Authority, Csi-tivity, Moral Value-, Re. -.nition, Responsibility,
and Supervision-Human Relations.

The investigators conclude from these tindings t:., ,xtrinsic outcomes seem
more important for the two blue-collar groups (jan`t)rs-maintenance men and
assemblers-machinists) and that intrinsic outcomes ,re relatively more
important for the higher level joLs. Since such cr.cupationai differences
agree with common expectationF about the kinds of iwards sought by those
in different occupations, these results iend some cm.nstruct validity to
the pair-comparison MIQ.

Instrur-ants developed by Carlson (1970), Saleh 1i711a), Borgatta (1967),
and Weiss et al. (1966), ;an be thought of as m.:,sures that infer individual
j'fferences in ,oeeds or des'res from self-reports about the relative valences

or importances of outcomes. A second major me,:rid of inferring needs is
by the use of what are traditionally called "peisonality fest,.'' These
instruments typically attempt to tap underlying need structure through more
indirect means. They ask the respondent to describe himself by selectively
endorsing arproprlate self-descriptive aJ.,ct ves or statements. Some are
projective measures and infer needs from responses to standardized,
ambiguous stimuli. And others infer needs )r interests from self-reports
regarding the kind5 of activities an indivdual enjoys. W, cannot in this
report review all personality instruments chat have at scme time or other
been used in formal work organizations bu discuss a few of them to provide
a flavor for what is available.

Self-Description Inientory. Ghiselli (1971) developed the SDI as a measure
of abilities, personality traits, and motivational traits (needs) that may
be related to effective managerial performance, The SDI consists of 64
pairs of self-descriptive adjectives with the adjectives in each pair
matched for social Jesirability. For 32 pairs, both adjectives are socialiy
desirdble and the respondent checks the one in each pair which is ,most
descriptive of him, for the other 32 pairs, both are undesirable and he is
Instructed to check the ore least descriptive of him. Examples of these
items follow,:

In each of the pairs of words below, chcck the one you think most
describes you.

(ap3ble friendly realistic
d'scrcte cheerful tactful

In eac0 of the pairs of words below, check the one you think least
describ-s you.

shy shallow sly
"lazy stingy exc i tabt ,
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Items were assigned to the five motivation scales in the SDI (need for
occupational status or achievement, self-actualization, power, high
financial reward, and job security) according to whether they distinguished
between one sample of undergraduates who reported they had a high neeJ for
the kind of outcome indicated by the scale and another sample report;ng a
low need.

Ghiselli (1971) reports some validity for the scale, "need for occupational
stacus," by demonstrating that mean scores on this scale vary with
occupational level. Table 5 shows that highest scores are obtained by
professional and upper management personnel (T-44.8), lowest by unskilled
workers (X=24.3), and moderate by foremen (X-33.l).

The scale measuring need for self-actualization correlated .41 with ratings
of self-actualization made on the basis of interview information collected
from 170 people In management and high sales positions. Similar interview
ratings of strength of desire to ach;eve high financial status correlated
.42 with the financial need scale. Thus, some construct validity can be
attributed to these scales.

Perfo,'m3nce ratings were made by the supervisors or superiors of 306 middle
managers, Ill line supervisors, and 238 line workers. Correlations between
these ratings and scores on the SDI motivation scales are presented in
Table 6. Note that in general need scores correlated more highly with
performance of middle managers than with the performance ratings of line
supe-vi3ors or line workers. The scales, therefore, seem to be conrurrently
valid for middle managers but not for line supervisors cr line workers.

Thematic Apperceotlon Test. The TAT (Murray, 1943) is one of the better
rnoein projective personality instruments that attempt to measure individual
differences in needs. It consists of twenty ambiguous pictures and requires
the respondent to reiate stories about the events seen in the pictures.
The stories are coded and scored for needs such as need for achievement,
affiliatior, and power. Although inter-coder reliability for the TAT seems
adequate (Atkinson, 1958), other estimates Of reliability indicate that the
TAT may have psychometric deficiencies. For example, test-retest relia-
biWities for TAT need achievement scores range from .78 to .26 (Cofer £
Appley, !964, p. 723). Entwisle (197?) reviews several studies and
concludes that internal consistency reliabilitles for such measures rarely
exceed .30 to .40. The TAT has hod only very limited use in formal work
organizations and very little, if any, evidence is available to indicate
that it is a valid measure of work-related needs,
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Thble 5

Scores on the Need for Occupational
Status Scale of the SDI According

to Occupational Level

Standard Mean
Number Deviation Score

Professional personnei 57 24.8 44.8
Upper managers 113 13.5 4'4.8
Middle managers 177 18.1 "0.9
Clerical workers 102 17,8 33.5
Foremen 157 22.5 33.i
Skilled workers 64 18.5 30.0
Semisk;lled workers 69 18.4 27.1
Unskilled workers 34 18.2 24.3

Note: Adapted from E. E. Ghiselli. Expolorations -in managerial talent.
Pacific Palisades, Calif.: Goodyear Publishing Company, copyright 1971,
p. 135.
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Table 6

Correlations Between Pe-formance
Ratings and SDI Need Scale Scores
for Three Occupational Levels

Middle Line Line

Managers Supervisor, Workers

N=306 N=Ill N-238

Occupational status .34** .09 .02
Self-actualization .26** -. 03 .05
Power .03 .13 -. 16*
rinancial reward -. 18* -. 05 -.10

Secujrity -.A0* -. 05 -. l

*p<.OS; **p<.Ol

Source: Adapted from E. E. Ghiselli. Explorations in managerial tale-nt.
Pacific Palisades, Calif.: Goodyear Publishing Company, copyright 1971,
p. 162.

Note: Correlation coefficients reported in this table were extrapolated
from a line graph In Ghiselli (1971) and consequently may be ;:,accurate
at the second decimal place.
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Stog Vocational Interest B 'lank. The SVIB measures~ interests comimon among
people witnin an occupation bu ifferent from those held by people in
other occupations usually entered by college students (Campbell, 1966.
1971). The men's form consists of 399 items of varying formats. The
respondent rates, ranks, or makes paired comparisons between a number of
occupations, school 3ubjects, amusements, activities, ana types of people
in terms of his liking or degree of in~terest ir, them. He also rates
several self-descriptive words and phrases acc.rding to how ;haracteristic
they are nf him. Some examples of items appear belcsw.:

For each occupation (rchool subject, amusement, etc.) listed below,
indicate whether you would like that kind of work or not.

actor -- algebra golf
-military man cehmistey ___going to church
-psychologist philosophy ___oetry

Althounh male and female forms of the SVIB are p e~ently separate, with
different sets of Items .jnd scales, they are soon to be combined into cne
form. However, different norms will Il..ely be osed for- scoring purposes
(Campbcll, 19'.4).

Amcng the occupational groups presenti,' keyed on the SVIS are Dentist,
Biologist, Engineer, Army Officer, Air Force O)fficer, Farmer, Minister,
and Life Ins'jrance Salesman. We describea lh Army Officer scale to
illustrate the devealopment of Etales on the SVIB. A developuental sample
of 463 Army officevs completed the SV1!B, They wvere all West Point
oreduates, had an average of iP; yearst experience with the mifltary, and
had all been rated aboye average on Army Officer M~iclency ratings. They
were mostly majors, lieutenant colonels, or colonels, Their responses to
the individual Items in the SVID were comr-ared~ to .:hose of a large sa.mple
of "man In general,11 men who were in a wide v~uriat ' ,of c-ccupaticns. An
item was included for the Army Officer scale If the percentag1e of off;cers
;n the divelopmental sample who endorsed It was differe,,t from ithe
percentage of "men in gonwer-ill'~ who etidoried it. Thus, items that were
endorsed more frequeiitly by Arn.ýy officers Included architect, civil
engineer, judge, and auto racer; Items that were endorsed iless frequently
by officers included art galleries, *ocio~ocy, bird watching, and physiology.
Both kinds of Items--those endorsed roore fre~uontly and those endorsed less
frequently by Army officcrs--were included in the final scale, as long as
the difference In endorsemntrt (dlifferoane between endorsement by Army
officers and man In general) was large enough.

Aconsiderable araount of research testifies to the rell, ilic aid ali
of the SVIB. For instance, Tyler (11.65) cites studies shcwing that even
with ati Interval of 22 years between testiogs, the median test-retest
reliability of scale scores for 228 people w~ho were college santorh when
first tested was .76. Thus, intertests as measured by oie SVtB6 are
remarkably StAble. And validation studies, focused largely on supporting
the following kinds of propositions, have also obtained Impressive success
(Tyler, 1965, p. 193; after Strong, 1943, p. 388):
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* Men continuing in occupation A obtain a bigher interest score in A
than in any ether occupation.

* Meni continuing in occupation A obtain a higher interest score in it
than do men entering other occupations.

M Men continuing in occupation A obtain higher scores in A than do
mnen who change from A to another occupation.

• Men changing from occupation A to oc'upation B snore ,*igher in B
prior to the change than in any other occupation, including A.

In sum, the SVIB appears to be a reliable (test-retest) measure of the
similarity of a person's interests to those of individuals in various
occupational groups. Since it predicts fairly well whether a person is
likely to stay in a given occupation, it is invested with some degree of
validity as a measure of motivation to persist in an occupation.

Abrahams, Neumann, & Githens (1968a, 1968b; Githens, Abrahams, & Neumann,
1968) report the development and validation of an SVIB scale for selecting

NROTC applicants most likely to remain on active duty beyond the r;inimum
obligated period. They admlinistered the SVIB to all officers from NROTC
graduating classes of 1956 through 1961 still on active duty. In 1965,
item responses of officers who left immediately upon termination of the
ob:igated period were compared to responses of those who voluntarily
remained on active duty. These two groups differed by at least 10 percent
in their endorsements of 156 SVIB items, which were consequently selected
to form the "retention scale." The point biserial rorrelation between
scores on the retention scale and membership in either the "retentee" or
"nonre.entee" group was .58 (N-722, p<.Ol) for the developmental sample. In
two cross-validation samples, the correlation shrunk to .24 (N=599,
p .01) and .30 (N-412, p<.01). The It g-range stability of a slightly
shorter version of this scale was estimated by correlating test and retest
scores for a grout of 152 high school students who took the SVIB again ten
years later and for another group of 171 college-bound high school seniors
who took the test again eight years later. Test-retest reliabilit;es for
the retention .- ale were .57 in the ten-year grovi and .65 in the eight-
year group. The scale appears, therefore, to be a reliable and to some
extent valid measure of interests relatea to the likelihood that a NROTC
commissioned officer will remain on active duty beyond his obligated period.

The Navy has also used SVI3 icems to develop a scale for ldentifyi.ig
midshipmen most likely to d;senroll volurtarily from che Naval Academy
during "Dlebe summer," a noacademic military training program (Abrahams,
Neumann, & Dann, 1969). T', SVI8 was administe-ed to entering ý-Iasses of
1971 and 1972 at the Naval Academy. For the clas of i972, SVIB item
rcsponses os 108 "mwotivational disenrollees" (people who voluuntarily drop
out of the program for motivational reasons) wnre compared to item responses
of the remainiiig 1,226 midshipmen. The two groups differed by IC percent or
more In their responses tu 75 SVI Items, which -Aere chosen to constitute
the "Naval Academy Summer Dlsenrollment Scale." The bilerial correlation
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of this scale for the developmental groups was .62 (N-1334, p<.O). On
cross-validation with members of the 197) Naval Academy class, the
ccrrelation was reduced to .36 (N-I163, p<.01). The scale is sufficiently
predictive of disenrollment that if used to select Na,,al Academy applicants,
the number of disenrollments could be rediccd approximately by half.

Expectancy-Valence Measures of Motivation Process

The general strategy in constructing an expectancy-valence instrurint i!: to
generate a list of outcomes, have respondents indicate for each outcome its
valence and perceived expectancy of attainment, and then compute a
"motivation index" for each respon.Jent as the sum across all outcomes of
salence times expectancy. It is this procedure of summing the products of
valence and expectancy that lies at the heart of expectancy-valence process
measurement, since according to expectancy theory, effort and perfurmance
depend on the product of the two variables and either one by itself con
provide only an incomplete picture of an individual's level of motivation
to perform. We make this point to show why instruments discussed in the
motivational content sections of this report are not process measures even
though some do measure both valence and expectancy of outcomes. Recall
that the nstrument that Thomas (1970) used, for example, required that
respondents rate both "importance" (valence) and "possibility" (expectancy)
for each outcome In the list. But he did not combine these two variables;
he only related each one individually to the criterion, intention to
re-enlist. Thus, though his instrument seemed to have the raw ingredients
for an expectancy process measure, Thomas and otiers who have used similar
instruments did not sum the products of valence and expectancy, and
consequently their instruments, or rather their use of their instruments,
falls short of the requirements for an expectancy process measure.

We hope to provide a flavor for the general strategy of this type of
motivation measure by aescriing in some detail two instruments constructed
by Hackman & Porter (1968) a-,d Mitchel & Albright (1971).

Hackman 1 Porter (1968) Interviewed 24 women employed by a telephone
company as "service representatives," a job invo:ving both customer contact
and clerical activ!ties, to generate a list of outcomes or consequences of
working hard. Fourteen outcomes were mentioned by a" least three
Interviewees and were Included In the expectancy questionnaire. Examples
are: (1) time will seem to go faster; (2) she Is more likely to receive
thanks and gratitude from the customers; (3) she ir flkely to re;eive
promotion(s) more quickly. Since there were few uotcomes reflecting
negative consequences, Hackman and Porter a,,ded four additional outcomes
with a moderately negative tone.

A two-part qjestionnaire was constructeG tu measure expectancies and
valences for the 18 outcomes, First, the respondent was to inuicate on a
seven-point rating scale with alternatlves from "not at all truu" to "very
true" how much she agreed t'iat each outcome was In fact a consequence of
working hard. This set of ratings constitut,,d the expectancy part of the
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measure. 'valence measures were obtained in the seco.nd half of the
questionnaire where respondents rated the outcomes on a seven-point scale
from "very bad" to "very good" with "neither good nor bad" as a neutral
midpoint.

Eighty-t-o femate representatives at the telephone company completed this
o:jestlonnaire. For each person, an expectancy motivation index was computed
as the sum across 18 outcomes of the products of the valence times
exrectancy ratings. Hackman and Porter correlated this index with a number
of criterion variables, including supervisory ratings of job involvement
and effort, supervisory assessments on the company's Empioyee Appraisal
Form, error rate, sales effectiveness, and a composite criterion which
consiste'd of the job involvement, error rate, and sales data; These
correlations are displayed in Table 7. Note that almost all the
performance criteria are significantly correiated with the expectancy
motivation index. In particular, the correlation with the co,'posite
criterion is .40 (N-82, p<.Ol). Although these correlations arc. not
overwhe!mingly large, they are certalinly uf surficient magnitude to
suggest that the expectancy motivation instrument used here has considerab!e
validity for job performance criteria in this sample of individuals.

Mitchell G Allbright (1972) generated a list of outcomes for their
expectancy process instrument by consulting the literature and drawing upon
the prior work experiences and intuitions of Albright, a former naval
oFticer. Their outcomes, for use with naval aviation officers, included
five intrinsic things such a, "feeling of self-esteem," and "feeling of
self-fulfillment," and seve:i extrinsic thing. such as "authority,"
"prestige," and "salary.' Fifty-one naval aviation officers rated these
outrome.', for instrumentality and indicated on a seven-point scale ("not at
ail true" to "very tr,-e") how much they a~r.-ed that the outcome would
occur "if I do a jg.od job in my present position." 7he wilerce ratings
were made for each outcome on a seven-noint szale in response to the
que-tlon "How important is this to ma't" Respondents also indicated their
expectancy that effort would lead to high performance by rating the amount
of effort reqLired f"or good perfomance on a five-point scale with
alternatives rangingj from "I only have to exert a ,slight amount of effort"
tc, "I have to work extremely hard."

The product across the 12 outcomes of valence times instrumert.aiity times
expectancy of performance was computed for each respondent. This prcJuct
correlated .26 (p .05) iith superior rated effort; .64 (p..Jl) with
self-rated etf'ort; .31 (p<.05) with superior rated performance; and 19
kNS) with self-rated performance. Thus,, this expectancy process instrument
is significantly related to .hrae of tt~a four criteria 3nd seems accordingly
to have some degree of validity as a measure of process expectancy
motivation.
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Table 7

Correlations between Hackman and
Porter's Expectancy Motivation

Index and Job Performance Criteria

Supervisor's ratirgs of involvement and effort .27*,
Employee Appraisa; Fo~m

quality of wor', .06
quantity of vork .37*
cooperat I veness .13
judgment .25*
dependabi l ity .36**
initiative ,28*
ebility to learn .25*

Error rate -. 23*
Sales .31 **
Composite criterion .40*

*p< .05
**P< .01

Source. J. R. Hackman and L. W. Porter. Expectancy theory
predictions of work effectiveness. Organizational Behavior and
Human Performance, 1968, 3, pp. 417-;26.
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Measures of General Work Motivation

So far In this chapter we have discussed instruments interpreted 35 measures
of the motivation content factors of outcome valence ard Individual need,
and of the motivation process factor of expectancy times valence. These
instruments measure rnctivation at a fairly molecular level--they measure
the components of motivation (valence, need, process). The Instruments in
this section measure work motivation as a more globally conceived construct.
They arn self-report measures of job motivation conceptualized as "general
devotion of energy to job tasks (Patchen, 1965; p. 26)"; "job involvement"
or "the degree to which a person is Identified psychologically with his
work (Lodahl & Kejner, 1965, p. 24)"; and orientation toward the
"Protestant Ethic," a person's attitudes toward work in general rather than
toward his particular job (Wollack, Goodale, Wljting, & Smith, 1971;
RlooJ, 1969).

Job Motivation !ndic.... Patchen (1965) reports on three job Motivation
Indices intended to measure "general devotion of energy to job tasks
(p. 26)." The three Indices are constructed from the following four Items:

I. On most days on yuur job, how often does time seem to drag for you?
(I) About half the day or more
(2) About one-third of the day
(3) About one-quarter of the day
(4) About one-eighth of the day
(5) -Time never seems to drag

2. Soni people are completely involved In their jub--they are
c,ýsorbed In It night and day. For other people, their job Is simply
one of several Interests. How involved do you feel in your job?

(I) Very little involved; my other interests are more absorbing
(2) Slightly involved
(3) - loderately Involved; my job anc my other Interests are

equally absorbing to me
(4) Strongly Involved
(5) -Very strongly involved; my work is the most absorbing

Interest In my 1,Fe

3. How often do you do some. extra work for your job which isn't
really required of you?

(5) Almost every day
(4) Several times is week
(3) About once a week
(2) Once every few weeks
(I) About once a month or less

4. Would you say you work harder, less hard, or about the taie as
other people doing your type of work at (name of organization)?

(5) Much harder than most others
(4) A little harder than most others
(3) - About the same as most others
(2) A ';ttle less hard than most others
(I) Much less hard than most others

- I
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Index A consists of the first two items, Index B of all four items, and
Index C of the first three items.

Test-retest reliability (with I month between test administrations) for
Index A was .80 In a sample of 46 employees of an electronics company. The
average intt-r-ltem correlatio.n for Index B (all four items) administered to
834 employees of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) Is .23, which
suggests that an internal consistency estimate (calculated from Formula
6.18 in Nurmally, 1967, P 193) for the four items would be .54. This is
low for a reliability estimate but Indicates mostly that Lhe instrument,
with only four items, Is rather short. If it were twice as long--with
eight items--and if the average inter-item correlation were still .23, the
Instrument would then have an Internal consistency reliability of .70, an
estimate more In the acceptable range.

Patchen reports that the Job Motivation Indices have some degree of
validity with respect to criteria of supervisory rankings (on "concern for
doing a good Job"). absenter'' , and productive efficletcy. In ten units
In tht TVA, supervisors ran employees on their "concern for doing a
good Job." The median ;orrs tation In these units between supervisory
rankings and employee scores on Index A (the first two Items) was .15.
Patchen nrtes that the reason these within-unit correlations are low may be
that there was such a small amount of variance among employees In each Jnit
on the criterlun on which they were ranked and on their Indtx A scores,
The median correlation In six units of the electrical company between
similar supervisory rankings and scores on :ndex B (all four Items) was .35
(the median N was 12). The correlation between Index A and absenteeism was
computed for each of three units of the TVA. In an engineering division
Index A correlated -. 08 (N-179, NS) wili number of absences over the
preceding I-year period; in a nonoperat-ng steam plant, Index A correlateJ
-. 16 (N-225, p<.05) with number of absences; and in an operating steam
plant, It correlated -. 30 (N-152, p<.Ol) with absenteelsm. Tn the
electronics company, there was no relation between scores on Index B and
abser eeism tor ferraie production workers. And for engineering personnel
in the electronics company, Index B was on]- weakly correlated with
absenteeism (r--.20, N-17, NS).

Results of thesa studies in the TVA and the electronic company suggest that
tde Job Motivation Indices yield scores that aro fairly stable over time
(i.e., they have adequate test-retest reliability), but their Internal-
consistency estimates are rather low, perhaps because there are so few
items In the Instrument. There is evidence that index A and index B are
weakly related, in the expected direction, to criterta of supervisory
rankings, absenteeism, and productivity. These correlatlo,'s are low, a,',:
only some reach acceptable levels of statistical significance. Never-
theless, that they are consistently In the expected direction Is an
indication they are at least to some extent valid measures of 'ob motivation.

Job Involvement. Lodahl & Kejner (1965) tried to develop an instrument
that would measure "the degree to which a person's work performance
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affects his self-esteem," that is, "the degree to which a person is
identliiied psychologically with his work, or the importance of work in his
total self-image (p. 24)." This notion of job involvement comes concep-
tually close to work motivation in the general sense; not specific
motivation to perform the component tasks of one's job, but motivation to
perform one's job when broadly conceived zs an integral part of one's life.

Lodahl and Kejner started with a pool of 110 statements culled from
interview prctocols and already existing questionnaires or generated as
potentially tapping the construct of job involvement. After eliminating
redundant items and items that 22 expert judges in the behavioral sciences
indicated had overly high Q values or were reflecting only moderate degrees
(neither high nor low job involvement) of job involvement, they were left
with forty items. The items were administered to 137 nursing personnel
with instruct;ons to indicate how much they would endorse each as being
true about themselves on a four-point scale with alternatives ranging from
"strongly agree" to "strongly disagree." Following item analysis and
factor analysis of their responses, twenty items were chosen for the final
scale by considering item-total correlation, communality, and factorial
clarity for each Item. These twenty items constitute the long form of the
Job Involvement Scale; a short form consising of six items loading highest
on the tirst principal component is also available. Since the short form
correlates .87 with the twenty-item form, i' appears to be a reasonable
substitution when questionnaire space or testing time is at a premium. The
six short-form items are: (I) The major satisfaction In my life comes from
my job; (2) The most important things that happen to me involve my work;
(3) I'm really a perfectionist about my work; (4) I live, eat, and breathe
my job; (5) I am very much involved personally In my work; (6) Most things
in life are more important than work.

Internal consistency reliability estimates (split-half, odd-even, with
Spearman-brown corrections) for the twenty-item scale were computed with
tn .ee samples of respondents. With 137 nursing personnel working in a
large general hosp tal, it was .72; with 70 engineers In an advanced
development laboratory, .80; with 46 graduate students in business
administration who responded with respect to their "job" as students, the
reliability estimate was .89. In another study, Schwyhart & Smith (1972)
computed a corrected sp;:t-half estimate of .80 with a sample of 149
middle managers. Lodahl arJ Kejner found that the short six-item forri had
an internal consistency reliability (split-half, odd-even, Spearman-Brown
correction) of .7; in their sample of nurses and engineers taken together.
These Internal consistency estimates for the two forms of the Job
Involvement scale are rather low but perhaps marginally adequate for such
an instrument. Job Involvement might be a multidimensional construct, and
we would not then expect it to reflect Internally consistent attitudes.
Test retest coefficients would probably yield more meaningful reliabilit/
estimates for the instrument, but we know of no studies providing data on
this score.
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Lodahl & Kejner (1964) report findings lending some construct validity to
their Job Involvement scale. They interpret as "plausible" from the
perspective of the meaning of their :onstruct such findings as: Job
Involvement correlates with age for nursing personnel (r=.31, p<.O); for
engineers, it correlates with number of people contacted per day (r=.30),
necessity for working with others on one's job (r=.34), and satisfaction
with promotion (r-.38), supervision (r-.3 8 ) and people ýr=.37) (correlations
significant beyond p<.Ol).* Additional evidence for the construct
validity of the Job Involvement scale comes from a study by Weissenberg
& Gruenfeld (1968) who found that in u sample of 92 civil service
supervisors, Job Involvement correlated more highly with satisfaction with
intr.insic factors such as recognition, achievement, and work itself
(r--.30, p<.Ol, people highly involved In their jobs are'more satisfied).
than with satisfaction with extrinsic factors like security, salary, and
policies (r--.18, NS).

We can, therefore, attribute at least some construct validity to the Job
Involvement scale. Its correlation with variables like age, supervisory
ability, and satisfaction are in the expected direction if the scale is
really measuring the construct of job Involvement. Internal consistency
estimates, although somewhat low, do seem adequate for such a multi-
dfmensional construct and scale. However, no evidence bearing on test-
retest reliability, which is more mearir ;ful in relation to a multi-
dimensional Instrument, is available. And neither can we say much about
the validity 2f the scale in regard to criteria such as productivity or
turnover, since such data is also not available. In sum, the Job
Involvement scale appears to be a carefully constructed instrument
measuring a construct similar to general job motivation. There is at
least some evidence for its construct validity, but very little for its
predictive or concurrent validity with respect to productivity and turnove."
criteria.

Survey of Work Values. Hoping to develop an instrument tmasuring work
values, Wollack, Goodaie, WiJtlng, & Smith (1971) defined seven dimensions
relevant to the secularized interpretation of the Protestant Ethic: (1)
pride in work, (2) job involvement, (3) activity preferenc:e, (4) attitude
toward earnings, (5) social status of job, (6) upward strving, and (7)
responsibility to work. They wrote items representing attitudinal state-
ments that might be differentially endorsed by individuals who have these
work values to varying degrees. To determine whether their items would be

*Lodahl and Kejner at one point comment that high scores on their
scale Indicate low involvement whereas low scores indicate high involvement,
but they Interpret the correlations they report as if the reverse were true.
For Instance, they report the correlation with age as positive (r=.2 6 ) and
say, "The older nursing personnel tend to be more job involved." We assume
they altered the signs of the correlation coefficients to facilitate the
reporting of their findings.
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perceived by others as reflecting these Protestant Ethic dimensions, they
had employees of a glass manufacturing company assign each item to one of
the defined dimensions according to their judgments of whether the item
seemed relevant. Items that did not meet criteria of agreement among the
judges In allocation to the dimension were eliminated. Also, the
"Responsibility to work" dimension was discarded, because its Items failed
to meet the allocation criteria. Another sample of employees from the same
company scaled the items by rating them according to how much of the work
value represented by the relevant dimension each attitudinal item reflected.

Wollack et a). (1971) continued with similar procedures until they
eventually had 67 items allocated to six of their original seven Protestant
Ethic dimensions. Some examples of their final Items appear below:

* A man should feel a sense of pride in his work.

I if the person can get away with It, he should try to work just a
little slower than the boss expects him to.

. A man should always be thinking of pulling himself up in the world
and should work hard with the hope of being promoted to a higher level job.

"* A man should choose the Job which pays the most.

"* My friends would not think much of me if I did not have a good job.

In responding to these Items, a person Indicates on a six-point scale
(9itrongly agree" to "strongly disagree") the extent of his endorsement or
agreement with each item.

In a sample of 495 workers in a glass manufacturing company working in a
variety of jobs ranging from unskilled laborer to management, and another
sample of 356 government employees, WIollack et al. computed Internal
consistency (alpha) estimates for the six Survey of Work Values (SWV)
scales. These alpha rellabilities ranged from .53 to .66, with a median of
.62. Test-retest reliabilities, with a 1-month Interval, in a sample of
66 e-iployees of a large insurance company ranged from .65 to .76 with a

median of .70. Both the Internal consistency and test-retest estimates
seem to fall in the low but adequate range for an Instrument like the SWV
whose scales might be Justifiably multidimensional. Oblique factor
analysis yielded six factors accounting for 36 percent of the total
variance. These factors do not correspond to the scales determined by the
reallocation procedures, and Wollack et al. acknowleuge the posslbllity
that SWY scales derived from factor analytic techniques might prove to be
more useful. However, what reliability and validitý coefficients are
presently avallable have been computed for the reallocatloi scales (i.e,,
status, activity, striving, earnings, pride, and Involverert).

Wollack at al. report findinga suggesting some construct validity for the
SWV. Discriminant function analyses ,sing five occuiational groups
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ranging frcnm professional to unskilled show that weighted combinations of
the six scale scores can discriminate among occupational groups !n a way
that suggests occupations toward t0e professional end of the occupational
continuum seem to have stronger work or Protestant Ethic orientations than
occupations toward the unskilled end. Canonical regression analyses
indicate the scales seem related to demographic variables like sex, race,
education, and urban versus rural background, that have previously been
found associated w!th other measures of work values. There does not yet
see". to be evidence snowing how related the SWV scales are to criteria of
job performance, satisfaction, or turnover ind'ces.

Protestant Ethic Scale. Another instrument intended to tap constructs
derived from secular notions of the Procestant Ethic is Blood's (1969)
short questionnaire of eight Items expressing opinions about work in
general. The respondent rates his agreement with each item on a six-point
scale from "disagree completely" to "agree completely." The eight items
are: (1) When the workday Is finished, a person should forget his job and
enjoy himself; (2) Hard work makes a man a better person; (3) The principle
purpose of a man's job is to provide him with the means for enjoying his
free time; (4) Wasting time Is as bad as wasting money; (5) Whenever
possible a person should relax and accept life as It is, rather thao always
striving for unreachable goals; (6) A good Indication of a man's worth is
how well he does his Job; (7) If all other things (pay, hours, benefits,
etc.) are equal, it is better to have a job with a lot of responsibility
rather than one with little responsibility; (8) People who "do th:ngs the
easy way" are the smart owies. The scale was completed by 420 airmen and
nonoowmissloned offIcers In the Air Force. A factor analysis of their
responses yielded two components: the positively scored items (2, 4, 6,
7) loaded on the first component and the negatively scored item (0, 3,
5, 8) loaded on the second. The eight Items, therefore, cnn be scored to
yield tv-o fairly Independent scores reflecting what Blood calls "pro-
Prot:es~ant Ethic" and "non-Protestant rthic."

Blood found that the "pro-Protestant Ethic" score correlated positively
with satIsfaction as measured by the Job rescription invenizry (JDI)
(Smitn, Kendall, & Hulin, 1969) and Kunin's (1955) Faces S~ale. The "non-
Protestant Ethic" score corresated negatively with satisfaction. There is,
thus, •-me but Vlitod evidence for 0-i validity of Blood's instrument.

Aittrnatlve lechniques in Pleasuring Work Motivation

By far the nost coamon technique of measuring motivation or some component
of motivation is a self-report questionnaire. People fil! out these
questior-naires and Indicate how desirable ,ertain classes of events or job
outcomes are for them. Or they may be describing their personelogical
characteristics, Interests, or desires in self-report questionnaires
aslgned as measures of Individual needs. Srme questionnaires require
Indications of both relative desire for a set of job cutcomes and beliefs
about the probabiity that the outcomes will occur following high levels ot
effort or performance. Other self-report questionnaires have respondents
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indicate relative agreemcnt or disagreement with statemnets reflecting
self-descriptive tendencies to expend energy on one's job, attitudes
toward Involvement with one's job. or attitudes toward work in general.

Other techniques are also possible, but very rarely used. In th~s section,
we describe instruments illustrative of alternative techniques. We
describe Landy & Gulon's (1970) instrument In which a person's motivation
is measured by peer ratings ef his behaviors that reflect varying levels
of motivation. Another possible technique is the physiological measure of
concentration of serum uric acid in one's 4loodstream, with the assumption
that i1s concentration is -elated to the level of a person's general
motivation level. A third technique we describe here Involves observing
how long an individual will perform a specified physical ex4rcise behavior
(step test) when told to do so until he feels like stopping.

Behavioral Scales of Work Motivation. Landy & Gulon (1970) developed an
Instrument to measure the work motivation of engineers. It consists of
seven behaviorally anchored scales completed by peers who :-te their
fellow engineers :n effort, "how hard an individual works, not how well."

As the first stage in constructing this instrument, they held a series of
workshops In which two groups of organizational representatives (engineers
and personnel men familiar with the work) identified and defined broad
dimensions of work motivation. Workshop participants also developed
descriptions of high, moderate, and low levels of notivation on each
dimension and wrote descriptions of behavior (behavioral indidents)
representing each level. These descriptions, supplemented by others
written by psychologists, made up a pool of 95 behavioral incidents.

In the second stage, the same two groups assigned each incioent to a
dimension and rated It 4-cording to the degree of motivation it represented.
incidents were discarded at this point if there was insufficient agreement
on essignment.. A third group of judges--twenty professional engineers in a
sing'e company--again rated Incidents according to the level of motivation
they reflectad, and incidents were discarded here if judges "disagreed" on
their ratings; that is, if the standard deviation of ratings (ratings could
vary from 0.0 to 2.0) for an item exceeded 0.4. A fourth group of 21
engineers from another company made similar ratings, except that scales
were anchored by one high and one low rated item as determined by the
previous groups.

This process yielded seven scales of werk motivation, each anchored by five
to seven behavioral incidents. The dimensions are listed below with their
highest and lowest rated anchoring incidents:

I. Team attitude
Go out of his way to find information for a colleague
Antegonize people because he will not accept suggestions
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2. Task concentration
. Take no notice of time wnen involved in a task
. Accept every invitation for coffee even when involved in a task

3. Independence/Self-starter
"* Ask for projects of his own
"• Hark time while waiting tor a piece of equipment to become

available.

4. Organizational identification
"* Sell his organization to anyone who seems interested in changing

jobs
"* Be last in and first out when It comes to attendance

5. Job curiosity
"* Study the whole system even though he is only working on a

small part of It
"* HMe assumptions about a problem situation rather than seeking

answers

6. Persistence
* Keep whacking away at a problem until he achieves a solution
* Quit when he fnds that a problem of supposedly moderate

difficulty re,0sts all initial attempts to solve it

7. Professional Identifikation
"* Belongs Io or Joins professional societies
"* Talk down the engineering profession

In completing these scales, a rater rates an engineer's work motivation by
indicating the point which best represents his behavioral description.

In an effort to determine inter-rater reliability for their scales, Landy
& Guion had two peers rate each of 19 chemical engineers working for a
glass manufacturing company. Inter-rater reliability for the seven scales
varied form .51 (task concentration) to .82 (oetsistence) with a median of
.71. Inter-scale correlations computed on a larger sample of engineers are
large enough to Indicate that the scales are rot very independent. They
ranged from .11 to .70 with a median of .50.

In sum, the Landy & Guion instrument represents a careful and commendable
attempt to measure work motivation through behavioral observation. While
inter-rater rellab;lltles for the seven scales do seem adequate for such an
Instrument, high inter-srale correlations suggest the technique may not
have been SLccessful in satisfactorily eiiminating systematic halo or otler
response bias.

Serum Uric Ac;d Level. Rahe, Rubin, Arthur, & Clark (1968) report that
several studies have shown a re;64ionship between levels of serum uric acid
and psychological, social, and behavioral variables. Integrating these
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findings, they describe the person with high levels of serum uric acid as
"One who attacks current environmental demands with zest and apt;tude. He
characteristically performs well and often attains leadership peoltions.
He does not seem to be unduly put-upon by often substantial life demands;
indeed, he appears to thrive on them (p. 2875)." Rahe et al. (1968) and
others (e.g., Rubin, Rahe, Gundeison, & Clark, 1970; Rasch, Bird, Hamby, &
Burns, 1968) interpret such relationships by suggesting that concentration
of serum uric acid is somehow related to motivation. To the extent that
it is related, serum uric acid might be used as an index or measure of
motivation.

Rubin et al. (1970) tested the hypothesis that serum uric acid concentration
was relited to motivation in a study with Navy underwater demolition team
(UDT) trainees. During the 16 weeks of a training course in underwater
demolition, Rubin et al. took a series of about 23 to 30 blood samples from
each of 32Ltrainees in the course. At the same t'me, trainees also
completed a short, four-item questionnaire which the authors report is a
measure of motivation. The four items, rated for agreement on a six-point
Likert scale, are: (I) I wish that I had waited a few months before
starting UDT; (2) I have a better chance of passing the UDT course than
most voluntee.rs; (3) UDT isn't what I expected It to be; and (4) Being in
the UDT program Is the best thing that ever happened to me.

Intra-individual correlations between serum uric concentration and scores
on their questionnaire computed across the testing dayý. ranged from +.54 to
-. 34. Thus, for some people, the correlation is positive, for others IL is
negative. The inter-individual correlation computed on each testing day
ranged from .34 to -. 63, Indicating that on some days and under some
conditior,s the correlation Is positive whereas on other days It Is negative.
Other data from the same study suggest that serum uric acid levels
increased when trainees were eagerly performing difficult tasks with an
apparent optir'Istic attitude and determination to succeed.

This and other studies along a similar vein yield very Intriguing results.
At this point, however, we have only hints that uric acid level may be
related to motivation. This is a very Indirect measure and the lack of a
conceptual network articulating a theoretical linkage between motivation
and uric acid puts a heavy onus on empirical findings for construct validity.
Since such findings are tenuous at best, hardly any construct validity can
be attributed to the method, and pr.,ctical limitations make it unlikely
that serum uric acid level would be a useful Index of motivation among
Army enlisted men. Not the least of these is the low "face validity" such
a technique would have for Army decision-makers who would need to use
findings from a motivation survey to tike administrative action. It is
difficult to Imagine, for exampla, that a general would decide to take
substantive actions to improve motivation in a unit tf low motivation were
Indicated only by low concentrations of uric acid among his troops.

i

step rest of Motivation to Excel. Another interesting alternative ýo the
self-re,'ort qestionnare is a technique used by Johnson (196S) as a
measure of Motivation ta Excel e-iong Navy enlisted men in SLbm.arine School.
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The apparatus consists of a 20-inch platform for the subject to step up
and down on. First, he steps up and down for 5 minutes at the rate of
thirty times per minute and then his pulse rate is counted. On the second
trial, he is told simply to step up and down on the platform until he feels
like stopping. His Motivation to Excel Score (MES) is computed as a
function of (a) his duration of exercise in the second trial and (b) his
pulse rate counted following the tirst trial. Johnson found that ;n a
sample of 83 Navy enlisted men attending Submarine School, the MES
correlated .23 (p<.05) with Aptitude for Sub School (ratings made by
sectior leaders on pe,'formance in nonacademic or motivational areas) after
the first week and .28 (p<.05) with sedond week ratings on Aptitude for Sub
School. To determine whether these relationships would hold up after
controlling for intelligence, they pirtialled out scores on a standard
Navy intelligence measure (the GCT) and found the correlations between MES
and week-] and week-2 aptitudes slightly reduced to .20 and .25, respectively.

This presents Interesting new possibilities for the measurement of job-
related motivation, but again the practical limitation of face validity,
if nothin6 else, would render unlikely the chances of the technique being a
useful measure with Army enlisted men.

Summary of Motivation Instruments

1. Measures of Motivation Content

These include measures of how valent, valued, desirable, or important are
events, job characteristics, and job outcomes for people In general. They
vary primarily in terms of how specific the outcomes or events are;
whether they are rated, ranked, or pair-compared; and whether the ratings,
rankings, or pair-comparisons are made according to attractiveness,
preference, desirability, or importance. Some of these are measures of
perceived Importance of outcomes for something, whether that "something" is
enlistment, reenlistment, effort, perfrmance, satisfaction, or
dissatisfaction.

These Instruments vary not only according to their Internal characteristics,
but also In terms-of their Intended use. Among the many possible uses are:

a. To assess valence of outcomes for people In general to estimate
their ralative effectiveness as reinforcers or incentives. Datel &
Legters (1971) and Bialek & McNeil (1968) appeared to have such a purpose
when they measured attractiveness of Army training outcomes for eventual
use in a behavior modification program.

b. To test a theo'y like Herzberg's dual+factor theory *hich
stipulates that some kinds of outcomes (Intrinsic) determine (are
important for) satisfaction while other kinds of outcomes (extrinsic)
determine dissatisfaction.
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c. To compare defined groups of people on how they differentially
value certain kinds of outcoines. It may be important to know, for instance,
that men place more importance than women on security, advancement, and
benefits, whereas women place more importance on type of work, co-workers,
supervisors, hours, and working conditions.

d. To determine what kinds of outcomes an -rganization should
manipulate to maximize criteria such as satisfaction, performance, or
reenlistment. Perhaps, as healey (1972) suggests, soie outcomes are
related to satisfaction but not to prodictivity or turnover.

There are probably other uses a; well. The point is that evaluations of
specific instruments such as these should be made in the context of their
intended use. A vatence instrument evaluated highly for estimating the
incentive value of outcomes as possible reinforcers may be useless for
testing propositions if dual-factor theory or for determinirg what
specific outcomes to vary to differentially impact job satisfaction,
productivity, and turnover.

How should the Army be measuring valence of outcomes? Although the %inds
of cons t ierations we mentioned earlier iiply that there really is no one
best way for all purposes, perhaps it would be helpful to list some
genera 1 guidelines we feel should be followed in developing valonce
instruments of practical utility in the Army.

. To ensure thaL outcomes are maximally relevant and meaningful to
those judging them, they should be generated by or elicited from the
judges. Thus, Instead of speculating about what outcomes to list, the
investigator should somehow get the judges themselves to tell him.
Although conducting Interviews or "seminar workshops" is often a useful
way to obtain the relevant outcomes, larger samples can be reached by a
questionnaire method, perhaps of the type that Olson & Rae (1971) used.
They administered an open-ended questionnaire asking respondents to list
five things they liked about the Army and five things disliked.

. Once a tentative pool of outcomes has been generated, the investi-
gator may wish te edit them before including them in a final list of
outcomes to be judged for valence. This editing should be done so the
outc:omes are made fairly specific, perhaps iot as specitic as the
outcomes used by Datel & Legters (1971) (e.g., "one month's supplv of
Brasso") but certainly more specific than chings like "security" or
"advarement." Information abou' valences of relatively specific outcomes
is likely to be more useful for suggesting organizational actions or
policy changes intended to motivate pcrsonnel. Thomas (1970), for instance,
found that valences of specific outcomes Aere more highly cornelated with
rated intentions of scientists and engineers in the Air Force to reenlist
than valences of more general outcomes.

. Although direct self-report methods have some potential flaws such
as social desirability bias, they are likely more practical and workable
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when there are large numbers of resrondent judges and many outcomes to be
judged. Nealey's (1970, 1972) twc phase method, while an interesting and
potentially useful technique, would likely be difficult to use for lorg
lists of outcomes. Other indirect methods which rely on content analysis
of free responses [such as the procedure used by Evans & Laseau (1950) ir,
which they analyzed the contents of letters written by General Motors
employees during a contest called "My job and why I like it"] may be prone
to subjective error on the part of content ar flyzers.

Evaluating or *.-iging outcomes according to how liked, attractive,
desired, valued, or preferred they are is probably better than evaluating
them according to how important they are. Evaluations of importance may
be subject to ambiguity, and there may be confusion, If not downright
disagreement, amonc respondents about the meaning of "importance." Of
course, if the referent of importance--importance for what--is clearly
specified and if the investigator is more concerned about ultimately
relating responses to criteria like satisfaction, productivity, or
turnover, or abcut comparing the various relationships an outcome has w;th
each criterion, Imp•'-rtnce evaluations do appear more useful.

Other motivat!on cootent instruments measure individual needs, desires, or
interests. They are measures of individual differences and Infer need or
desire from preferred outconic., eFelf-descrlptions on either objective or
projective personality tests, or self-descrip-ictis of :nterests. Measures
of interests tap mainly an individual's preferences for certain kinds of
activities over others. Measures of differences among indiv'duals in their
needs, desires, and interests are summarized below:

How Important Questionnaire (Carlson, 1970)

Description: 196 job characte.-istics and JIrcumstances to be rated on
dec, of importance. !ts thie ma.jor factors or scales are "Support:
Dape::dence on physical and social environment," "Advantage in environmental
returns,'" and "Competence: Mastery of job and environment."

Samples and Settings: 213 assembly men in the manufacturing
department of a moderately large electronics firm.

Reliability: Internal-consistency estimates for the three factors or
scales were In the 90's,

Validity: Low to moderate relationships with standardized tests of
abilities and personality (not nentloned in main body of text here) suggEst
soie evidence for corstruct validity.

Job Attitude Scale (Saleh 1971.a)

Desc-iption: 120 pair-comparison items which reflect intrinsic and
e;t-lnsl-- 7`oboutcames. Yields primarily a "o,-neral intrinsic score" a5
well a,, scores for each type of Intrinsic and extrinsic outcome.
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Samples and Settings: Hourly, clerical, and supervisory employees;
elderly male managers; male public school teachers; college undergraduatr...

Reliability-
1) Split-hair estimate is .94.
2) Test-retest estimate (2-week interv3l) is .88.

Validity: Correlations with CPI scores and comparisons between college
and high school students and between managers and superviso-s provide
moderately strong evidence for construct validity -)f the gereral intrinsic
scale.

Work Components Study (Borgatta, 1967)

Description: 64 items reflecting job situations to be rated for
desirability. There are seven scales of needs or types of desires.

Samples and Settings: Male and female college-level new hires in
lower level management positions.

Aeliability: Internal consistency estimates for the seven scales
rpnge from .66Wto .83.

Validity:
"1) No differences were Found between WCS scores of those who left at

the company's initiative and those who left at their own initiative.
2) Some evidence for validity in predicting performance for the

"competitive desirability" scale.

Minnesota Importance QuestionnairL. (Veiss et al.., 1964)

crition: 380 pair-comparison items measuring perceived importance
of job outcomes. Yields scores on 20 job-related needs like "achievement,"
" activity," and "authority."

Sampl,.s and Settings: Janicors, mairtcnance men, assemblers,
machinists, officel clerks, salesmen, engineers, and represeniatives of
miscellaneous ocher occupations.

Peliabilit: Internal consistency estimates for the 20 scales range
fron, .73 to .9/ with a median of .82.

Val ldity: Findings "iat extrinsic outcomes scem more importlant for
biuE.-colIlr occupations, whereas intrinsic outcomes are more !mpcrtant for
engineers, provide some evidence for construct validity.

Self-Description Inventory (Ghiselli, 1971)

Description: 64 pairs of adjectives, one from each pair to be chosen
as most or least self-descriptive. Yields scores on following needs':
occupational statis, self-actuallzation, power, high financial reward,
and job security.
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Samples and Settings: Diverse occupational groups including managers;
clerks; foremen; skillec, semiskilled, and unskilled worke's; students.

Reliability: Little evidence for reliability available.

Validity:
1) Moderately strong evidence for construct validity:

a) "Need for occupational status" distinguishes among
occupational groups presumed to differ on this need.

b) "Need for actualization" correlates .41 with interviewer's
ratings.

c) "Need for high financial reward" correlates .42 with
interviewer's ratings.

2) Moderately strong eviJence of empirical validity for managers,
(correlations with rated performance) but no evidence of empirical
validity for line supervisors or line workers.

Thematic Apperception Test (Atkinson, 1958)

Description: Respondent tells stnries about 20 ambiguous pictures.
Yields scores on needs for achievement, power, affiliation, ard some
uohers as well.

Settings ant Sampiei: A wide diversity ef samples and settings over
the many years of it3 use.

Reliability:
1. Test-retest estimates for nr-d achievement range from .26 to .78.
2; !nternal consistency estimates for need achievement rarely exceed

.30 to .40 (Entwisle, 1972).

Jalidity: The voluminous literature on the TAT provides moderately
strong construct validity. Very little etIdence Is available to indicate
that It i significantly related to job behaviors In formal work
organizations.

Strong Vocatlohal Interest blank (Campbell, 1966, 1971)

Description: The respondent judges 399 Items cf varying formats
a,;cording to whether he likes, dislikes, or is indifferent to them.
Yields scores Indicating how similar a person's interests are to those of
people working In various occupations.

Samrples and Settings: Used with a wide diversity of samples but
predominantly with pc'ple considering the type of occupations usually
entered by college graduates. Scalec have been ievelopea for Army Officers,
Air Force Officers, Navy Officers, and Navy midshipmen.

Rellability:
1•-•T -•cales are very stable: median test-retett reliability even

with a 22-year Interval has been estimated at .76.
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2) Navy Officc -,,eotion Scale has tcst-rete..t reliability estimated
at .57 (ten-year interval) and .65 (eight-year interval).

1) Mensive research provides strong evidence that SVIB scales
predict persistence In an occupation.

2) Navy Officer Retention Scale has moderately strong evidence of
validity--cross-validated correlations of .24 (N-599, p<.Ol) and .30
(N-412, p<.Ol) with reenlistr~ent.

3) A scale developed to predict voluntary disenrollment from the
Naval Academy's "plebe summer" has moderately strong evidence of validity
-- a cross-validated correlation of .36 (N-1163, p<.Cl) with disenrollr.ent.

2. Expectancy-Valence Measures of Motivation Process

These instruments require respondents to indicate how valent, desirable, or
Important Is each outcome in a list, and the perceived expectancy of
attaining it. A person's motivation score is generally computed as the
sum, across outcomes, of valence times expectancy.

Studies conducted by Hackman & Porter (1968) and Mitchell & Albright (1972)
Illustrate the kinds of results obtained with process expectancy motivation
instruments. Althoqgh the magnitude of correlations from such studies is
not earthshattering, the consistency with which they occur strongly
suggests that an Instrument constructed such that it yields a score
representing the sum of the prooucts of valence times expectancy for a
number of outcomes meaiingful and relevant to the questionnaire
respondents, Is likely to be a valid measure of expectancy process
motivation.

3. Measure of 1%mneral Work Motivation

Instruments In this cateqory measure general work motivation by assetslng
motivationai .,:tudes toward one's Job or toward work in general. They
usually purport to measure a more global conception of work motivation than
motivational cointent or motivational process instruments discussed
prevfously.

Job Motivation Indices (Patchen, 1965)

Description: Four Items intended to reflect "general devotion of
energy to job tasks."

Samples and Settings: Employees of an electronics company; employees
of tha Tennessee Valley Authority.

tleilabillty:

rT"est-retest estimate (one-month interval) for two of the items
if .80.

2) Internal-consistency esLimate for the four items is .54.



Validity: Scores on the indices are weakly related, in the expected
direction, to criteria of supervisory rankings on "concern for doing a good
job," absenteeism, and productive efficiency.

Job Involvement (Lodahi & Kejner, 1965)

Descriptlion 20 items describing degrees of job involvement. A
short-form, six-item scale which correlates .87 with the long form, is
also available.

Samples and Settings: Nursing personnel, engineers, graduate students
in business administration, and middle managers.

Reliabllity:
1T Internal consistency estimates of the long form r-nge from .72 to

.89, with a median of .80.
2) Internal consistency of the! short form is estimated at .73.

Valid!tI: Correlations in the 20's and 30's with variables like age,
superv sory ability, and satisfactici provide some evidence for construct
validity.

Survey of Work Values (Wollack et al., 1971)

Descriptlon: 67 Items representing attitudes, along six dimensions,
toward a secu arized Interpretation of the Protestant Ethic.

Sameles and $attings: A wide variety of occupational groups including
government employees and employees of a glass manufacturing company;
unskilled, semi-skilled, clerical, supervisory, professional, and
management employees.

Reliability:
) Internal consistency estimates for the six scales range from .53

to .66 with a median of .62.
2) Yest-retest estimates (one-month Interval) range from .65 to .76

with a median of .70.

Validity: Discriminant function analyses showing that the six scales
can dTfferentlate among occupational groups and canonical regression
analyses showing relationships with variables like sex, race, and education
provide some evidence of construct validity.

Protestant Ethic Scale (Blood, 1967)

Description: Eight items representing attitudinal orientations toward
or away from the Protestant Ethic,

Samples and Setting3: Airmen and rioncomissioned officers in the
AlI" Force.



Validity: Positive cor ,relations in the 20's with satisfaction

measures provide evidence of validity.

4. Alternative Techniques for Measuring Work-Related Motivation

We described thrse alternatives to the common self-report, self-descriptive
questionnaire. Although these are Intriguing techniques which may
eventually prove useful, only the peer-behavioral-rating method (Landy&
Guion, 1970) is not limited in Its present usefulness to the Army by the
practical prvblem of face validity to the would-be user In the Army.
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CHAPTER 7

MEASURES OF JOB-RELATED SATISFACTION AND MORALE

This chapter first reviews specific implications of the theoretical
discussion of satisfaction and morale, and then instruments developed for
use when measuring these constructs.

Implications of Theories of Satisfaction

and Morale for Measurement

Satisfaction

Before setting out to measure satisfaction, the investigator must clearly
define the particular outcome ,inder consideration--or answer the question:
satisfaction with what? Obviously, there are many kinds of outcomes In
the Army that may be Important to consider with respect to an enlisted
person's feelings of satisfaction or dissatisfaction, such as:

. The Army as a whole

. The overall job situation

. The work itself

. Supervision

. Pay

. Co-workers

. Opportunities for promotion

. The food Ii the mess hall

. RecreatiLnal facilities.

The investigator could then adopt a direct measurement strategy and simply
ask how satisfied an Individual is with the outcomes under consideration.
He might ask, for Instance, "How satisfied are you with the Army as a
whole?" or, "To what extent are you satisfied with four pOay?"

The three major conceptual models of job satisfaction reviewed in the
theoretical chapters--the need fulfillr'.rit model, frame of reference model,
and equity model--suggest different kinds of implications for how to
measure satisfaction with outcomes such as these. In general, they
suggest different ways of measuring the component determinants of satis-
faction and how to combine the component measures to derive an Index of
satisfaction.

Need fulfillment model. This model suggests that satisfaction is a function
of the fit oetween an Individual's needs or desires and the availability
of environmental rewards to satisfy those needs. Accordingly, to measure
satlsfaction, the investigatur obtains a measure of how much an individual
desires an outcome (or set of outcomes) and how much he perceives the
outcome in his environment. The difference of outcome desirability minus
outcome availability should correspond to how satisfied a person feels.
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For example, to measure satisfaction with :"supervision" in the Army, the
investigator first asks a question like this: "How desirable to you is it
to have a supervisor who considers your feelings when overseeing your
work?" Then he asks: "To what extent does your present supervisor
consider your feelings when overseeing your work?" The index of satis-
faction with supervision is computed as the individual's response to the
second q'testion minus his response to tha first. By computing the sum of
several such difference scores for a set of outcomes, the investigator is
theoretically measuring satisfaction in a more general sense--e.g.,
satisfaction with the individual's overall job situation (if all the
outcomes were job related), or satisfaction with the Army as a whole (if
they were all related generally to Army life).

The multiplicative version of the need fulfillment model suggests that
besides measuring outcome desirability ana outcome availability, the
investigator should also measure outcome importance. The difference of
desirability minus availability is multiplied by the importance of the
outcome to derive the final satisfaction index. Some researchers, however,
(e.g., Wanous and Lawler, 1972; Ewen, 1967; Mobley and Locke, 1970) have
found that using outcome Importance in this way does not much improve the
simple subtractive need fulfillment Index as a measure of satisfaction.

Frame of reference model. The frame of reference model focuses on the
degree of discrepancy an individual perceives between characteristics of
outcomes in his present environment and some external standards of
comparison. To measure satisfaction with a particular outc3me, the
investigator measures iti perceived characteristics as the person presently
experiences it and Its perceived characteristics in the frame of reference
or comparison standards. He then computes a discrepancy score as the dif-
ference between these two component measures.

There are several different ways of conceptua;lzing the frame of reference.
For Instance, the frame of reference might be conceptualized as the
person's rnotfon of Ideal outcomes, o•r outcomes he expected before joining
the Army, or outcomes he obtained in jobs before joining the Army.

instead of measuring separately characteristics of presently available
outcomes and characteristics of frame of reference outcomes, the investi-
gator might choose to measure the discrepancy between these directly by
asking:

". "Are you getting as much pay as you feel you should be getting?"
(With ideal outcomes as the frame of reference)

". "Are you getting paid as much as you expected you would before you
joined the Amy?" (With expected outcomes as the frame of reference)

". "Are you getting paid as, much in your job In the Army as you were
in your job before you joined the Army?" (With previous jobs as the frame
of reference)
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The frame of reference model is not limited to characteristics of outcomes
•hemnselves as the dimension along wliici to order outcomes for the purposes
of comparison. That is, the investigatcr is not limited to measuring the
diszreiancy between the amount of pay a person now receives and the alount
in his f-ame .,f reference, or the extent to which his supervisor is
considerate and the extent of supervisory consideration in the frame of
reference. Instead of focusing on outcome characteristics (like amount of
pay, extent of supervisory consideration), the investigator might choose to
measure the relative value or desirability of present outcomes in comparison
to the value or desirability of outcomes in the frame of reference. For
example, he might measure frame of reftrence discrepancies by asking:

"• "How good or bad is your pay in comparison to what you think it
shoold be?" (With ideal outcomes as the frame of reference)

. "How much better or worse is your pay than you expected it would be
before you joined the Army?" (With expected outcomes as the frame of
reference)

". "How much better or worse is yoar pay in your present Army job than
it was in your jobs before joinlng the Army?" (With previous jobs as the
frame of reference)

Eguity model. The equity model of jQb satisfaction suggests that feelings
of dissatisfaction result when a person perceives his ratio of inputs/
outcomes inequitable (too high or too low) relative to the ratio of inputs/
outcomes of referent others. The implication Is that to measure satis-
faction, the investigator should measure the person's perceptions of his
own inputs, his own outcomes, his referent other's inputs, and his referent
other's outcomes. The index of satisfaction would then be computed to
reflect the difference between a person's own ratio of inputsloutcomes and
his referent other's ratio.'

Like their Implications for measuring motivation, Implications of equity
theories for measuring satisfaction are *ague on too many critical issues
to be immediately useful as the basis of a measure of satisfaction. In
particular, equity theories are vague about the specific dimensions along
which InoJts and outcomes are to be ordered, about how persons differ in
what they perceive as-inputs or as outcomes, about how to combine several
inputs or several outcomes when computing the equity ratios, and about
precisely who Is the person's referent othe,.

Unlike need fulfillment models and frame of reference models, both of
which make readily apperent impircations for measuring feelings of

satisfaction and dissatisfaction, equity models, as presently formulated,
lack the conceptual specificity to be of much help as mea=jres of
satisfaction.

Morale

The term "morale," as used by military authors, seems to connote elements

of both satisfaction and motivation, as well as group related concepts like
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cohesiveness. Also, "morale" suggests an ideological commitment to values
like patriotism, a sense of honor, courage, and a positive and adaptive
attitude toward adversity.

Morale is such a complicated construct with so many components that the
task of measuring all of them with self-report Instruments in the hope of
combining them somehow to derive a single index seems hopeless. The
investigator might try to measure satisfaction (but satisfaction with what
outcomes?), motivation (motivation to do what?), cohesiveness (in what
group? at the platoon level? company level? battailon level?). He
wo&uld be hard put to develop an accurate self-report measure of courage,
honor, patriotism, determination, willingness to self-sacrifice for the
group, or adaptive attitude toward adversity, all of which are important
components of morale. Unless further theoretical and conceptual work
defines the aspects of morale In more manageable terms, the investigator
is not likely to develop a practical, self-report measure of what military
people mean by "morale" by trying to measure Iks components.

Of course, the Investigator need not limit himself to self-report measures.
Military commanders have traditionally gauged the morale of their truops
by attending to Indicators like AWOL and sick call rates. Also, they have
used behavioral signs like the smartness of troops when marching, how they
perform on thei, duty stations and in athletic contests, and whether they
express pride in their units. All these indicators of morale are
presumably apparent to observers who, by watching what troops do, should be
able to estirnte the level of their morale. The implication is that if he
were to classify these behavioral indicators of morale, the Invescigator
might be able to Improve the commander's traditional, informal "Indicator
measure" of morale by designing Instruments that helped the commander focus
more systematically on those aspects of the troops' behaviors that most
reliably and validly reflect their morale.

The method of "scaled expectations" (Smith & Kendall, 1963; Landy & Gulon,
1970; Folgi, Hulin, & Blood, 1971; Campbell, Dunnette, Arvey, & Hellervik,
1973) lends Itself very well to the development of behavioral scales of
morale. This method has frequertly been used with considerable success
to develop sets of rating scales for job performance. To develop morale
scales by this method, the Investigator follows a procedure similar to that
outlined below:

. He first conducts a series of seminars or workshops in which he
asks knowledgeable and experienced military personnel to relate "critical
incidents" of morale; that Is, anecdotes or stories of occasions when they
saw a military unit or Individual do something that reflected some level of
morale--high, low, or average.

.After collecting a large nunber of such incidents--usually, several
hundred--the Investigator edits them to make them clearer and more succinct
and then develops behavioral categories reflecting the behavioral domain of
mo:t of the incidents. He is guided by comments from workshop participants
who, while provoding behavioral incidents of morale, also have discussed
tentative categories for the incidents they provided.
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* The Investigator then returns to the same workshop participants who
provided the original Incidents and has them classify edited incidents
according to the categories he defined. Also, he asks them to rate each
incident according to the level of morale--how high or low--it depicted.

* Analyses of these categorizations and ratings of incidents reveals
which are "best" in terms of how well participants agree on both categori-
zation and rating.

. After identifying the best incidents ý"best"l means lowest standard
deviation of the rating and highest agreement on which category the
Incident belongs in) the investigator has a second group of workshop
particip3nts rate and classify the inc!dents to verify the ratings and
classifications of the first group.

* Then, the best incidents from these second workshops are used to
anchor various points along the final scales as defined by the behavioral
categories of morale.

To use such scales, the coni'anJer must decide which behavioral incident in
each scale or dimension most accurately describes the behavior of the unit
whose morale he is rating. Thus, the final morals scales closely represent
the particular behavioral dlmensions of "morale" 3s the term is used in the
Army and facilitate the accurate observation and recording of morale-
related behavior.

Satisfaction and tiorale Instruments In Use

In the rest of this chapter, we review Instruments which Feem to
measure job-related satisfaction. Some of these Instruments have, on
occasion, been called morale measures. For example, the SRA Attitude
Survey has been described as a measure of morale (Science Research
Associates, 1970), as has Scott's Semantic Differential Ins~rument (Scot
& Rowland, 1970). Since the content of these instruments seims to reflect
mostly feelings of positive or negative affect toward aspects of the Job
sOtuation, we discuss them as measures of satisfaction. There are prac-
tically no measures which reflect the complexity aihd richness of morale as
the term seems to be used in the military. That is, we found no st!f-
report measures In which respondents could indicate both their satisfaction
and their motivations as well as their feelings of group cohesiveness,
pride, attitudes toward adversity, and the other components of mnrale as

A discussed in Chapter 4.

Satisfaction measures are classified accordinq to two major categories:

1. Measures of overall satisfaction. These are instruments yielding
one index of something globally conceptualized as "overall satisfaction."
Both siagle-item measures and multi-itam scales have been developed to tap
this construct.
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2. Measures of satisfaction with specific facets of the job
situation. Among the many job facets typically Included in such instruments
are pay, promotional opportunities, supervision, co-workers, job itself,
and company policies. This type of instrument yields a satisfaction index
for each job aspect It addresses and may provide scores for anywhere from
one to twenty scales. In some instruments, these are multi-Item scales;
in others, each scale contains cnly one item.

Difference score measures are discussed as a particular type of multi-
item, facet measures. A relatively new development in satisfaction
measurerrent, such Instruments have respondents make at least two sets of
ratings, one describing the actual job s;tuatihn surrounding the respondent
and another Indicating his preferred or ideal Job situation. The
difference between these two sets of ratings is then assumed to reflect
his satisfaction. The less the difference between hls preferred and actual
job situation, the greater lilt presumed level of satisfaction.

A commonly used type of single-item, facet Instrument is what we term
1'survey questionnaires." We single these instruments out for special
attention because they r~ise different issues of reliability and validity.
These Instruments are most typically analyzed item by Item. They are
commonly constructed and administfred in-house by Industrial and military
organizations when trying to measure attitudes of employees toward the
organization, their jobs, supervision, etc. They are used as diagnostic
instruments--to provide management with information bearing on adininls-
trative action they should take to maximize organizational goals--more
often than as measures of satisfaction in a strictly conceptual sense.

Measures of Overall Satisfaction

Multi-Item Measures

Several Instruments measuring overall job satisfaction or satisfaction in
general are available. Multi-item scales tapping this construct generelly
include Items asking how the respondent feels about his job In general,
how he feels about some specific aspects of his Job, how his job compares
to other jcbs, and sometimes, what are some of the characteristics of hi!,
job and overall job situation. Responses to these Items are -umrwed to
yield one score that represents overall satIsfaction. To illustrate the
kinds of instruments constructed as measures of overall satisfaction, we
review Zhese frequently used instruments: the Hoppock (15;5) Job Satis-
faction Questionnaire; the Brayfield and Rothe (1951) Job Satisfaction
Index; and the Kerr (1948) Tear Ballot. Another and more recent instrument,
the Survey of Organizations (Taylor A Bowers 1972), also has a general
satisfaction scale which, however, seems Intended more as a me;.sure of
group than individual satisfaction.

Hoppock's Job Satisfaction Questlonnaire. Perhaps the earliest measure of
job satisfaction, Hoppock's (1935) questionnaire consists oi line items,
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four of v,hich are scored for general jol satisfaction. Each item is srored
from 100 for the response indicaticn minimum satisfaction zo 700 for
maximum satisfaction. The satisfaction indeA is then computed as the
average of all item resoonses.

Using his questionnaire, Noppock (1935) coiiected satisfaction data from
88 percent (N-309) of the working adult population of New Hope, Pennsylvania.
He computed a corrected split-half correlation for the fou;r items as .93.
On the basis of this finding, it appcars that his four-item scale has
fairly good interna! consistency reliability.

Hopppck computed average satisfaction scores for the different occupational
categories in his sample and found that people with lower status jobs such
as unskilled and semiskilled workers scored lower un overall satisfaction
than managers and professional personnel. His results indicate that the
following occupation groupings could be ranked in increasing order of job
satisfaction: unskilled and manual workers; semiskilled workers, skilled
and white, collar workers; sub-professionals and lower management; and
professionals and upper management. Since other investigators have
subseouently derived similar conclusions from results obtained with other
satisfaction instruments, Hoppock's inst.'ument seems to have some degree of
construct validity.

Although Hoppock's is perhaps one of the earliest measures of job satis-
faction, it iF still occasionally used todaV. For example, Schletzer (1966)
found that in a sample of 185 graduates of professional curricula like
medicine, law, and accounting, Hoppock's scores correlated .83 with the
Brayfleld and Rothe (1951) overall satisfaction instrumeML and .75 with
Schletzer's Job Dimensions Inventory, another medsure of overall
satisfaction. And Carlson (1969) found job satisfaction as measuied by
the Hoppock Questionnaire correlated .55 with a performance index in a
semple of blue collar workers with a high degree of correspondence between
their z5ilities and the requirements of their jobs. For blue collar workers
tdith low ability-job fit, the correlation was only -. 06. Such findings
provide additional evidence in favor of the construct validity of Hoppock's
Instrument.

Brayfleld-Rothe Job Satisfaction Index. Brayfield 9 Rothe (1951) tried to
develop a measure of overall job satisfaction which could be used in a
wide variety of jobs. Starting with a pool of 246 items, they had students
in a class on personnel psychology judge each item according to the degrie
of satisfaction ,t reflected. Items chosen for Inclusion in the final
Instrument had Q value- less than 2.0, were distributed along the entire
range of satisfaction, did not refer to specific job aspects but rather
were gerie:al in content, and were deemed acceptable by management
represtntatlves. Eighteen items make up the questionnaire. Some examples
appear below:

M My job is like a hobby ts me.
• I am often bored with my job.

I definitely 6islike my work.
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Items are rated un a five-point scale with alternatives ranging from
"strongly agree" to "stron4 ,y disagree." An overall job satisfaction

score is computed as the sum of the 18 ratings with a possible range of
from 18 to 90.

With a sample of 231 female clerical and secretarial employees, Brayfield
and Rothe report a corrected odd-even estimate of .87. In another study,
Brayfleld, Wells, a Strate (1957) obtained a corrected odd-even estimate
of .90 for 41 male and .78 for 52 female civil service employees, suggesting
at least adequate Internal consistency reliability.

Correlations between the Job Satisfaction Index and Hoppock's questlonnairu
provide some evidence of construct valld'ty for both. Brpyfleld and
Rothe found t•Is correlation to be .92 In a sample of 91 night school
students. As Indicated earlier, Schletzer (1066) found that the Brayfield
and Rothe Instrument correlated .83 with the Hoppock QuestIonnaire In a
sample of 185 graduates of professional schools at the University of
Minnesota. Brayfleid, Wells, & Strate (1957) found that the Job Satis-
faction Index correlated .40 (N*41, p<.Ol) with the SRA measure of satis-
faction for male civil service employees, but thae the correlation,
although positive, was not significant for female civil service personnel
(r-.20, N-52, NS).

A re:ent study by Shepard (1970) provides further evidence for the construct
v.31dlty of the Brayfleld and Rothe measure. He compared mean satisfaction
scores obtained by workers in jobs classified bcforehand Into three levels
of "functional specialization": Automobile assemblers (N-96) were in tOe
high specialization category, oil refiner process control operators (N-92)
in the medium specializatlon category, and maintanance craftsmen in an
automobile factory (N-117) In the low specialization category. Shepard
found that workers with the most specialized jobs obtained the lowest
scores on the Brayfleld-Rothe questionnaire, whereas workers in the least
specialized jobs obta,'ned the highest scores. This agrees well with the
commonly held assumption that job satisfaction is negatively correlated with
degree of job specialization. Many people expect that workers who have
highly ,peclalize4 jobs, such as most assembly line jobs, for instance,
wuuld be bored and unfulfilled by their narrow jobs and would express their
lack of fulfillment as job dissatisfaction.

In sum, available evidence Indicates that the Brayfleld and Rothe instrument
is both reliable (internal consistency) and, according to tenets of
construct validiEy, valid to at least some exi.ent.

The Tear Ballot for Industiy. Kcrr's Tear Ballot (1943, 1948) is another
early instrur•ent measuring overali job satisfaction. Kerr generated items
for' his Instrument by scouring the psychological and personnel literature
und then had a panel of five Industrial psychologists critically appraise
them. Finally, each word in each item was checked agaI,,:t the Thorndlke
word list to ensure that it was at a low vocabulary level,, This process
resulted in ten items rated on five-point scales and an eleventh rated on a
seven-point scale.
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Resporndents indicate their answers to each question by tearing the
questionnaire at the response they wish to make. Kerr argues that this
tearing method is superior to writing implements because of savings in
administration time by not having to distribute pencils and because
respondents are favorably Impressed by the anonymity of not having to make
any written marks on the form.

Kerr (1948) reports corrected split-half reliability estimates computed on
eight samples of business and industrial employees: for seven male retail
office employees, .65; 86 female retail clerks, .68; 20 male retail
supervinors, .68; 125 female factory workers, .73; 58 male retail clerks,
.76; 70 female retail office employees, .80; 13 fema'e retail supervisors,
.80; 84 ship carpeneers, .82. The median of these is .76. Speroff (1959)
administered Kerr's Tear Ballot to 36 factory workers and obtained a test-
retest (with I-week inteival) reliability of .81. Thus, although the
internal consistency estimates seem somewhat low, the test-retest estimate
indicates an adequate level of reliability.

Kerr (1 9 118) selected 98 wage earners at random off the street to fill out
his questionnaire and indicate both the total time spent in the civilian
labor market and total number of Jobs held during that time. He found a
correlation of .25 (N-98, p<.05) between total satisfaction score and
tenurereate (time in ,abor market divided by number of jobs). He argues
that at least some variance in job satisfaction is accounted for by stable
personality traits, Independent of the person's present job situation, and
that since an individual Is likely to be as satisfied with one job as with
any other by this reasoning, his present levei of job satisfaction should
be related to his history of leaving previous Jobs. From this point of
view, the correlation of .25 is evidence for construct validity. The
correlations between Individual items and job tenure rate ranged from .14
to .63 witn a median of about .27. Speroff (1959) collected similar data
from 36 factory workers and found that the correlations between the items
and a criterion of job tenure rate ranged from .19 to .84 with a median ot
.43. With this replication, we can be reasonably confident that there is

indeed a relationship between scores on Kerr's Tear Ballot and one's
history of Job turnover. Whither a similar relationship existL for the
criterion of future job turnover Is another matter, however.

A number of other studies that bear on constrtict validity of Kerr's Tear
Ballot can also be mentioned here. Van Zelst (1951) found that it
correlated .82 (p<.OI) with average poptilarity rating In a sample of 66
construction workers. Zintz & Kerr (1951), studyinj workers in a
manufacturing company, obtained a correlation of -. 42 (N-53, p<.05) between
Tear Ballot scores and percent hearing loss, with age partialed out.

Overall, Kerr's Tear Ballot dppears to have at leajt adequate reliability
based on internal consistency and test-retest estimates. Several studies
ha,'e related It to a wide array of criteria and report many substantial and
statistically significant relationships. In particular, th- Tear Ballot
seeris related to the rate with which an Individual has changed jobs in
the pas'.
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Survey of Organizdiions. As part of their Survey of Organizations
questionnaire (Taylor & Bowers, 1972), researchers at the Institute for
Social Research at the University of Michigan include seven items to measure
overall satisfaction in organizations. The items, three of which are
listed below, were selected, apparently, to tap the major components of
job satisfaction identified in previous empirical and theoretical work:

I. All in all, how satisfied are you with the persons in your wo;k
group?

2. All in all, how satisfied are you with your job?

3. Considering your skills and the effort you put into the work, how
satisfied are you with your pay?

Respondents rate these items on a sever,-point scale with alternatives
ranging from "very dissatisfied" to "very satisfied." Since group scores
on these seven items intercorrelate so highly, they are summed to yiild
one overall group satisfaction score.

Mean scores on the satisfaction items collected from 749 work groups were
submitted to a cluster analysis which yielded an alpha coefficient for the
seven items of .87, an internal consistency estimate indicating adequate
reliability.

Evidence for construct validity of the satisfaction scale comes fr om
analysis of "cross-lag" correlations between the satisfaction scale ana
other scales on the survey instrumonnt. In a cross-lag ana*ysis, measures
of two thinqs, say A and B are taken at time 1'1" and then again at time
"2." The foursets of resultant measurements (Measure A at time I, measure
A at time 2, measure B at time 1, and measure B at time 2) are inter-
correlated. inference about direction of causality can be madt fr)m the
pattern of intercorrelations. For example, If Al correlatea very highly
with B2 but Bl Joes not correlate with A2, then one can infer that the
thing measured by A causes the thing measured by B more than the other way
around. If the pattern of such correlations and inferred directions of
causality conform to theoretical expectations, the n'-asures acquire
construct validity.

Taylor & Bowers (1972) report cooss-lag correlations between the satis-
faction scale and the organization climate scale of the Survey of
Organizations as computed from data gathered from a sample of 284 work
groups. Since the4r theory posits that satisfaction is a dependent
variable relatlve to organization climce--mtanlng that cllinte theoret-
ically causes satisfaction rather than vice vwrsa--they need to show that
the correlation between climate at time I and satisfaction at Lime 2 is
appreciably greater than the correlation between satisfact~on at time 1 and
climate at time 2. Table 8 displays these intercorrelations (which are
actually "mean multiple sorrhlation coefficients among domains for two
time points," p. 85). Note that' the pattern of correlations conforms to
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theoretical expectatio.i:.. The correlation between climate at time I and
sdtisFaction at time 2 (.78) is significantly gredter than the correlation
between sitisfactic' at time I and climate at time 2 (.50; significance of
the differerze in correlations: t-6.44, p<.001). Apparently, sinf-e these
analyses were lone on data collected from "a)l multiwave administrations
of 1969 edition of the Survey of Organizations," (p. 85) the interval
betwten time I and time 2 various for different work groups in their sample.
We could not determine precisely what those time intervals were.

Taylor aad. Bowers also report findings bearing on the concurrent and pre-
dictive validities of the satisfactiun scale. Draw.ing upon eata accumulated
from longitudinal studies of organizations (including plants, laboratories,
and salesregions) in 15 companies, they report correlations between group
satisfaction scores and organizational criteria of efficiency, product
quality, attendance, and human costs. The gist or these data is that satis-
faction as measured by the Survey of Organizatiens seems, overall, to be
significantly correlated negatively with direct labor costs, overtime labor
costs, absenteeism, and turnover. These relationships cons tute fairly
strong support for the validity of the instrument as a meas.re of group or
organizational satisfaction.

Single-Item Measures

Robinson, Athanasiou, and Head (1969) point out tMat if only a gene-al,
overall -ýeasure of satisfaction is required, a single-item :ndex m!g;ot
serve equally as well and with less administration time, than a scale of
several items (from four to twenty items in the scales discussed in the
previclis sec-ion). In fact, ;ome researchers use single-item indices as
criteria with whicn to evalucate or compare their inulti-4:em sca!es. For
example, Smith, Kendal!, and Hulin (1969) report using a single-item "Faces"
rating item (discussed blow) in at least one of their studies validating
the Job Description Inlex. Wanous and Lawler (1972) also used a single-
item rating scale as one of the validat;ng criteria in their study of
satisfaction mea-urement. We review, in this section, some of the many
single-item, ov,-all job satisfaction indices used and hope to convey a
flavor for the variety of possibilities for such a medsure.

A single-item, overall rating index sometimes incluled in survey question-
naires with military personnel follows (from Kirschner, Dr'<*en, and
Hartman, 1970; and Cantrell, Hartmar,, and Sims, 1967):

Following is a job-satisfaction rating scale. You are rpqueste"
to indicate your satisfaction with your present job by piacing
an "X" in the box In front of the statement that best describes
your present feelings about your present job. Statement "A"
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Table 8

Intercorrelatlons Between Satisfaction and Organization Climate
as Measured by the Survey of Organizations at Two Points in Time

(for all multi-wave admiTnistrations of thi, 1969 edition of the
Survey of Organizations; N-284 Work Groups)

Organlzation Organization Satisfactlon I Satisfaction 2
Ciirmate 1 Climate 2

Organization
Cl |r4.te !

Organization
Climate 2 .67

Satisfaction 1 .78 .50.

Satisfaction 2 .78 .88 55

Source.,-Adapted from J. C. Taylor and D. G., Bowers.
Survey of Organizations. Ann Arbor, Michigan:
U-niTversity of Michgan. 1972, p. 86.

• =• • = •• • • =•
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represents a complete dislike for the job while statement "0"
represents a complete satisfaction with it. The other state-
ments fali In between these two extremes. Find the statement
that most nearly describes your feelings about your job and
place an "A" In the box in front of that statement. Mark an
"11X"I in onk, one ..f the boy'es.

A. This ;s the single w)rrt assignment that I have ever ned.
B. One oF two or three terrible assignments--all equally bad.
C. A terrible assignment, but not the worst by any means.
D. A very bad assignment.
E. A bad assignment.
F. Poorer than the ;,verage assignment.
G. Almost as good as the average assignment.
H. An average assignment
I. Just a little better than the average assignment.
J. Clearly better tha., average.
K. A good assignment.
L. A very good assignment.
14. An excellent assignment, but not quite superior.
N. One of two or three superior assilments I have had--

all equally superior.
0. The single most superior assignment that I have ever had.

Analyzing survey data gathered from 2,122 maintenance personnel (airmen) in
twenty military units in Europe, the Far East, and the continental United
States, Canitrell et &l. (1967) compc.ud survey responses of those who checked
the five alternatives reflecting highest satisfaction on this index with the
respionse of those indicating the five lowest. Their general findings were
that quality of supervision seeftJ a potent factor in determining level of
job satisfaction arid that wives' attitudes toward the Air Force were related
to the satisfaction reported by the married airmen.

I.anford, Steinkerchner, Cantreli, Trimble, and Hartman (1971) used a some-
what less elaborate version of the index used by Cantrell et a]. (1967) and
Kirschner et a). (1970), Sanford et al. used a graphic rating scale anchored
at six points w;th numbers ranging from 0 to 15 In :ncrements Gf three. Five
of tht six anchoring numbers were defined as follows (scale point 12 was not
defined):

3 6 3 9 12 15
terrible a bad poorer better excellent

assignment than the than the
average average

assinnmient mssignment

They found that of the 737 Air Force sentr'es in their sample, the majority
reported marked degrees of dissatisfaction. Most responses were at 6 or
less on the graphic rating scale.
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Another type of rating scale, less verbally demanding then others, simply
requires respondents to check one of six faces, each representing some
degree of positive or negative affect or how he feels about his job. Three
of the faces show varying degrees of happiness or positive affect and three
show unhappiness. The degrees of happiness and unhappiness are conveyed
by portraying different degrees of smiling and frowning, particularly
through the curvatures of the mouths and the characteristics of the eyes.
Kunin (1955) reports the original development of the "faces" reporting format.

Smith, Kendall, and Hulin (1969) administered the six-point "faces" rating
scale and other measures of satisfaction (Job Description Index with various
response formats) to eighty employees of a farmers' cooperative to evaluate
different response formats on the JDI. Scores on the overall, single-item
faces scalt; correlted .64 with an overall score derived from summing the
JDI scales.

As a by-product of the studies done to devwlop and validate the JDI, Smith
et al. (1969) report correlations between the one-item faces scale and age,
rated performance, and absenteeism. Note in Table 9 that although these
correlations are low, three out of four are significant at p<.05 and all
are in the direction one might expect for a satisfaction measure.

Please note that most of the one-item, overall satisfaction indices are
evaluative measures. They more or less directly ask for responses along
some contTnuum of affect or satisfaction toward the job. For example,
they require respondents to Indicate directly how satisfied they are, how
good or bad their Job assignments ire, or which of a set of smiles and
scowls best represents their feelings toward their jobs. A few single-
item indices are more descriptive measures. For Instance, Gould (1972)
used as measures of overall satisfaction the following two single-item
Indices:

I find my Job: My job utilizes my talents and training:
1. extremely dull .1. not at all
2. very dull 2. very little
3. fairly dull 3. fairly well
4. so-so 4. quite well
5. f)irly interestIng 5. very well
6. very interesting 6. excllently
7. extremely interesting 7. perfectly

Although these items are not purely descriptive in the sense of providing
objective descriptions of the respondents' working environment, they are
certainly more descriptive than previously discussed singla-item measures
that asked for ratings on explicit scales of satisfaction, for example.
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Table 9

Correlations Between the Overall, One-Item
Faces Scale and Age, Rated Perfermance

ana Absenteeism

Statistical

Sample (males) N r Significance

electronics

Age manufacturer 98 .22 .05

brass
Performance manufactarer 57 .26 NS

electronics
Performar~ce manufactuer 47 .39 .01

electronics
Absenteeism manufacturer 98 -. 22 4o5

Source.--Adopted from P. C. Smith, L. M. Kendall and C. L.
Hulin. The measurement of satisfaction in wo-k and retirement.
Chicago: Rard McNally, 1969, p. 63.
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In analyzing responses of over one hundred thousand airmen in 97 difterent
"career ladders," Gould (1972) found substantial differences within and
between oc.cupational groups on both items. These differences are not
systematic enough to suggest construct validity for the items as satis-
faction measures. Nevertheless, the itehis do illustrate how relatively
descriptive, single, overall satisfaction indices might be developed.

Measures of Facet Satisfaction

Measures of facet satisfaction seem to be among the most widely used
measures of job-related satisfaction. The facets or scales included in
such Instruments can be chosen on theoretical grounds of what dimensions
adequately cover the domain of job-related satisfaction. They can be
chosen on the basis of a literature revlew of previously uied dimensions.
They'can be based on results of cluster or factor analyti'c techniques. Or
they can be chosen simply on the basis of what dimensions are of greatest
Importance or Interest in a given situation. The instruments can have
either multi-item or single-item scales. items can be either evaluatively
or descriptively worded, and they can be scaled according to a variety of
formats including satisfaction-dissatisfaction, agree-disagree, smiling face-
frowning face, or other continua such as graphic rating scales with 0 to
100 percent at the end points or descriptively quantitative end points like
"no opportunity for achievement" to "maximum opportunity for achievement."
There are undoubtedly other major differences amoig these Instruments as
well, not to mention their reliabilitles, validities, reading level, and
so on.

Multi-item Measures of Facet Satisfaction

Job Description Index. The JDI Is the culmination of the "Cornell Studies
of Satisfactions," a program of research begun In 1959 as part of a more
extensive rescaich effort of retirement heided by Patricia Cain Smith
(Smith. !'Lndall, and HulIn, 19S9). Smith ec al. set for themselves the
tasi, of developing a measure of job-related satisfaction with the following
characteri.tics (Smith, 1967):

.Applicable to a wide range of Job classifications and to people in
varying job levels

. Low reading level, so that even poc~rly educated workers would have
no trouble understanding the questions

. Short, easily adminstered In groups, and easily scorable

. Yielding a set of scores reflecting satisfaction in a number of
discriminable job areas (facets)

Free from obvious biases such as L -tcence
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• Reliable from the point of view of both internal consistency and
stability over time

* Valid.

After reviewing the literature reporting factor analytic studies of job
satisfaction and analyzing their own prellm;nary categories, Smith et al.
decided on five facets or areas of satisfaction they wanted their instrument
to measure: satisfaction with work, pay, opportunities for promotion,
supervision, and co-workers. Since there is some evidence (Yuzuk, 1961)
that when an Inventory consists of evaluatively worded items, much of the
variance can be attributed to one general factor (which would work to
preclude the emergence of a set of discriminable or relatively independent
job facet factors), they elected to use descriptively worded items instead.
After reviewing other inventories, and appealing to their own common sense,
they generated a list of thirty to forty adjectives for each of the five
scales. Then they had 317 Cornell students and residents of Ithaca, New
York, Indicate which adjectives in the five lists described the best and also
tne worst job .hey ever had. Adjectives which did not discriminate between
worst and best jobs--that is, which were not used ,more frequently to describe
either worst or best jobs--were eliminated since they probably did not repre-
sent-important characteristics for determining job satisfaction.

The final stage of their item selection procedure was to have a sample of
men from each of three companies and a sample of womeai from two companies,
in a varleiy of job circumstances (the five sample sizes ranted from 29 to
58) describe their present job in terms of the five lists of adjectives.
Smith et al. split eah -sample in half on the basis of tota, scores of each
of the five scales, into a satisfied half and a dissatisfied half. Only
those Items which individually discriminated be:ween these two halves (i.e.,
which were related to the total scale score) wore retained.

The final version of the JDI consists of nine adjeclivai or descriptive
items for the pay scale and for the promotion ý.cale, aid eighteen Items in
each of the other three scales, for a total of 72 iteri4. The scales and
representative items are listed below:

1) Work ii) Supervision Ill). People
. fascinating . hard to p:tase . boring
. creative annoying . talk too much
. on your feet . around when needed . loyal

lv) Pay v) Promotions
. satisfactory profit sharing . opportunity somewhat limited
. Insecure . good chance for promotion
. highly paid . regular promotions
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When comp eting the JDI, respo'ndents describe their present job- by checking
for each item "Y" (for yes) if the item describes tne particutar facet-scale
aspect of their job, "N" (for no) if the item does not describe it, and "7"
if the respondent cannot decide.

Estimates of internal consistency reliability were derived from responses
obtained from eighty male employees in two electronic plants. Corrected
split-half estimates for the five scales range from .80 for "pay" to .88
for "co-workers,"' with a median of .86 (Smith et a)., 1969). In a sample
of 45 employees in a farmers' cooperative, test-retest estimates, with a
3-year interval between testing, range from .45 to .75.

Scale Intercorrelations, derived from a pooled, heterogeneous sample of
980 males In 21 plants, range from .28 to .42 with a median of .39. For
627 females, these intercorrelations range from .16 to .52 wth a median
of .32. Although there is some intercorrelation among the five JDI scales,
the median amount of variance in any one scale accounted for by another
scale is only appioximately !2 percent, while the median amount of reli3bie
variance in a scale, based on internal consistency estimates, is approxi-
mately 74 percent. Thus, a median of approximately 50 percent of a scale's
variance Is both reliable and specific to that scale. These figures indicate
that the five JDI scales are reasonably Independent and reliable.

Evidence for the construct validity of the JDI comes from more recent studies
in which JOI scores have been related to turnover indices. Hulin (1966)
administered it to 350 female clerical workers and found that scores for
26 of them who quit 5 months later were lower, particularly on the work,
promotions, co-workers, and supervision scales. Waters and Roach (1971)
found that in a sample of 160 nonsupervisory, female employees in an
insurance company, termination during the year following JDI administration
correlated .24 (p<.Ol) with the satisfaction with work scalc. None of the
other four JDI scales was correlated significantly with termination, however.
Frequency of absences during the year following JDI administration correl3ted
-. 28 (p<.Ol) with the work scale and -. 18 (p<.05) with satisfaction with
co-workers. Thus, at least some JDI scales significantly predict probability
of tirmination and number of absences.

In sum, the JDI has been developed with meticulous attention to both
theoretical issues inderlying satisfaction measurement and psychometric
issues such as Item and scale characteristics. It is an easily administered,
easily scored instriment yielding five fairly independent satisfaction scores
in the job areas of pa,1, promotion, work itself, supervision, and co-workers.
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Its items are at a low reading level and should be readily comprehensible
even to respondents with little formal education. At least two studies
have found that some of its scales have predictive validity w;th respect
to ternination and absenteeism criteria for female employees. Reiiability
estimates based on internal consistency coefficients are also adequate.

Semantic Differential Scales. Scott (1967) developed a semantic differential
approach to measuring job satisfaction (he called ;t morale) which requires
a respondent to check a point on a continuum defined by a pair of polar
opposites, to describe a specific facet of his job. Instead of checking
whether or not an adjective describes his pay, for example, Scott's approach
has the respondent check a point on the continuum defined by the adjective
and its opposite. Scott (1967) chose to include "me at work" as a primary
scale on his instrument and also, after reviewing the factor analytic
literature, the followirg scales:

" My opportunities ior growth
"My job

" My supervisor
" Top management
"• ompany benefi •s
" My ,ellow workers
. MY pay
" My working conditions.

Ez:ch scale had a number of pIli,-.opporsite semantic differential items, from
75 for the "me at work" scale, to 25 fcr some of the others. The polar
opposites had a 1Ist of quan tifiers ranged bettween them so that the
responident could Indicate the point on the continuum defined by the
oDpo',ites that were most descriptive of his situation. For example, the
scale "My Job" had the following three pairs of polar opposites:

SNeither I
One Nor

the Other

1. routine varied

2. complex simple

3. bad good

Respondents were Instructed to regard the corcept (job facet) at the top
of the questionnaire page and check the appropriate point on each polar-
opposite cor,tinuum to -escribe the concept.
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After admiristering his instrument to a sample of 92 engineers, Scott
factor analyzed the responses for each concept (job fdcet) and found in
each case that a large proportion of common variance was accounted for by
an affective orientation toward the job facet, In a subsequent study,
Scott and Rowland (1970) found that similar factor structures emerged for
each of the nine scales in a sample of 262 male cikil service employees of
a naval armunition depot. Therefore, this method does seem to tap
evaluative dispositions--that is, satisfaction--toward facets of the job
situation. Satisfaction scores are :omputed by summing a respondent's
scores on only those polar-opposite Items found to load heavily on the
general evaluative or satisfaction factor (Cherrington, Reitz, & ScoLt, 1971).

Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire. The MSQ (Weiss, Dawis, England, &
Lofquist, 1967) was developed as a companion Instrument of the Minnesota
Importance Questionnaire (MIQ). Earlier In this review, we Interpreted the
MIQ as a measure of needs, inferred from assessing valence of possible job
outcomes or importance of these outcomes for the individual's potential
satisfaction. The MSQ measures actual or presently experienced satis-
factiun with the same outcomes. The underlying conceptual differences
between the MSQ and the MIQ nicely illustrate the distinction between
valence and satisfaction: Satisfaction refers only to affect an indlvidual
presently experiences with regard to some aspect of his job situation,
whercas valence reflects the degree and quality of affect he expects to
exgerlencr because he has either experienced similar affect In the past or
is presently experiencing it toward a particular aspect of his job. That
is, the MSQ measures presently experienced satisfaction, while the MIQ
measLres anticipated or potential satisfaction by measuring noeds Inferrd
from outcome valences.

The original MIQ, as noted previously, consisted of or3 hundred Items
rated an a five-point rating scale of importance. (This format for the MIQ
was later rev;sed to a pair-comparison format to improve scaling
properties.) The MSQ consists essentially of these same one hundred Items
rewriten as satisfaction Items. There are twenty satisfaction scales,
five Items per scile. Like the MIQ items, the MSQ, accord!ng to a Flesch
count J.f readability, is classified as "very easy," at the fifth grade
level. Its twenty scales, each with the Item correlating hilghest with the
scale ,,core in a sample of 1,793 employed Individuals, are:

I. Ability utilization. The chance to do something that makes use of

my abilities.

2. Achievement. The feeling of accomplishment I get. from the job.

3. Activity. Being able to keep busy all the time.

4. Advancement. The chanqes for advancement on this job.
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5. Authority. The chance to tell other people what to uo.

6. Company policies and practices. The way company policies are put
iitto practice.

7. Cc.'pensation. My pay and the amount of work I do.

8. Co-workers. The way my co-workers get along with each other.

96. Creativity. The chance to try my own methods of Ooing the job.

10. Independence. The chance to work alone on the job.

IH. Moral values. Being able to do things that don't go against my
conscience.

12. Recognition. The praise I get for doing a good job.

13. Responsibility. The freedom to u;e my own judgment.

14. Security. The way my job provides for steady employment.

15. Social service. The chance to do things for other people.

16. Social status. The chance to be "somebody" in the community.

17. Supervislon--human relations. The way my boss handles his men.

18. Superviclon--tethnical. The competence of my superiisor in
makiitg decisions.

19. Variety. The chance to do different things from time to time.

20. Working conditons. The work'Ig conditions.

Respondents rate Items on a five-point scale with alternatives ranging from
"very dissatisfied" to "very satisfied " The MSQ yields a satisfac:ion
score for each scale plus a general satisfaction score computed as the sum
of each of the twenty items correlating highest with their respective
scale,.; that is, the items listed above.

A short form of the MSQ -ons'sts of the twenty Items, one from eadh scale,
correlating highest with the twenty facet scales in the long forri. The
short form yields three satisfactin scores--intrinsic satisfaction,
extrinsic satisfaction, a,.d total or general satisfaction. Items were
assigned to the intrinsic and entrinslc scales of the short form according
to their loadings on two genera-l factors (accounting for 39 percent of the
total variance) which emerged from a factor analysis of responses to twenty
items obtained from 1,460 men employed in a variety of occupations (Weiss,
Dawis, Lofquist, & England, 1966).
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Weiss et al. (1967) report normative data on the long form of the MSQ for
27 occupational groups including professional, technical, and managerial
occupations; cleric;'l and sales occupations; service occupations; and
miscellaneous categories. For each group, they present internal consistency
reliability estimates for each scale on the long iorm MSQ. Table 10 shows
the median internal consistency estimates. The median estimates (medians
over all the normative groups) for the 21 sca!s range from .93 for "recog-
nition" to .78 for "responsibility." Most scales have median inteinal con-
sistency estimates in the 80's. Test-retest estimates with a l-,week
interval, are available for a sample of 75 employed night school students.
These estimates ranged from .66 for "co-workers" to .91 for "working condi-
tions," and again, most estimates are in the 80's. In another sample of
115 persons employed in diverse nccupatlons, test-retest estimates were
computed with a 1-year Interval t-etween testing. These estimates range
from .35 for "independence" to .71 for "ability utilization" with a median
of .61. The MSQ scales seem, therefore, to be at least adequately reliable
from the perspective of internal consistency and also sufficiently stable
over time to he ludged reliable from a test-retest perspective es well.

There appears to oe evidence in support of the construct validity of
several of the long form MSQ scales. In one series of studies conducted to
test i major hypothesis derived from the Theory of Work Adjustment--that
satisfaction is a function of the fit betweem an individual's needs and the
reinfcrcement system of his job--Weiss eý al. (1964) predicted that people
ident fled as having both a high need and a high level of reinforcement in
a particular MSQ scale area would report more satisfaction in that area
than would people with a high need but a low level of reinforcement. The
MIQ was the measure of En individual's needs in each of 16 areas, and the
MSQ the measure of his level of satisfaction in the same 16 areas. To
measure reinforcement level, they had five Ph.D. psyt-hologists rank 19 job
categories (at least 33 indiwiduals were In each job category) on each of
the 16 MIQ-MSQ scale areas for the amount of reinforcement the job would
provide in that arca. Then, for each scale area, Weiss et al. classified
individuals in their sample as having either high or low needs (measured by
the MIQ) and as receiving e!ther high or low levels of reinforcement from
their jobs.

An example of the kind of analysis they performed is shown in Table II,
which displays means and variances in satisfaction scores for the "ability
utilization" scale of the MSQ according to cross-classlficai'ion of indi-
vidials by need and reinforcement level. Note in Table 11 týat the high
nee(, high reinforcement group scored significantly higher on satisfaction
with ability utilization than the high need, low reinforcement group
(F-69.25, p<.001), supporting the hypothesis derived from the Theory of
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Tabl, 10

Estimates of Internal Consistency
and Stability Reliabilities for the

MSQ Long Form Scales

Mecd Stability Stability
Inter,, Estimates Estimates

Consistency One-week One-year
Scale Estimates N = 75 N - 115

1. Ability utilization .91 .84 .71
2. Achievement .84 .81 .62
3. Activity .86 .83 .49
4. Advancement .93 .35 .67
5. Authority .85 .85 .47
6. Company policies and practices .90 .80 .6
7. Compensation .91 .79 .62
8. Co-workers .85 o66 .40
9. Creativity .87 .87 .66
10. Independence .85 .75 .35
11. Moral values .81 .83 .53
12. Recognition .93 .86 .69
13. Responsibility .78 .87 .61
14. Security .80 .70 .58
15. Social service .89 .84 .57
16. Social status .79 .80 .63
17. Supervision--human relations .89 .86 .66
18. Supervision--technical .86 .90 .68
19. Variety .86 .80 .69
20. Working conditions .89 .91 .69
21. General satisfection .88 .89 .70

Source.--Adapted from D. J. Weiss et al. Manual for
the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire. Minnesota
Studies in Vocational Rehabilitation: XXII. Work
Adjustment Project, Industrial Relations Center,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1967.
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Work Adjustment. Finding! similar to these provide evidence of construct
validity for seven of the 16 MSQ srales studied: namely, ability
utilization, advancement, variety, authority, achievement, creativity, and
responsibility (the first three scales received the strorgest support).

Additional evidence for the construct validity of MSQ scales comes from
studies indicating that it !fferentiates occupations in the same way that
previous research (e.g., Herzberg, Mausner, Peterson, & Capwell, 1957) has
shown that occupations differ in terms of level of job satisfaction--
professionals are relatively more satisfied than unskilled groups. Weiss
et il. (1967) report that of the 25 •ccupational groups in their sample:

SField r,!presentatives (who are high level management consultants)
scor,.d highest on eight of the 20 MSQ facet scales.

• Teachers had Lhe '!ghi:st means on seven other scales.

. Ma. i3ers scored highest on frur scales.

Licensed practical nurses scored highest on the remaining scale.

On the other hand:

* Housekeeping aides scored lowest on nine scales.

Laborers were lowest on seven scales.

Small equipment operators were Towest on vwo scales.

* Part-time nurses, food service workers, and toy assenblers scored
lowest on the remaining two scales.

In addition to these studies, there are other bits and pieces of evidence
which, in comblnation with the evidence presented here, indicate rather
strong evidence for the construct validity of the MSQ (long fo m).

The short, twenty-item form of the MSQ also appears both reiiable and valid.
Internal consistency estimates for the three scores derived from it,
obtained from 1,723 people in seven occupational categories, are:

. Intrinsic satisfaction. For the different occupational groups,
Internal consistency estimates ranged from .84 to .91 with a median of .86.

. Extrinsic sat sfaction. Estimates ranged from .77 to .82 with a
median of .80.

. General sat;-faction. Estimates ranged from .87 to .92 with a
median of .90*'
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Table I1

Mean Satisfaction Scores on the
Ability Utilbzation Scale of the
MSQ, According to Need (MIQ, and

Reinforcement Level

Group N Mean Variance

1. HigV need 203 18.6 35.27

2. Low need 285 17.8 15.16

3. High need, high reinforcement 120 21.0 17.32

4. High need, low reinforcement 83 15.1 40.88

5. Low need, high re;nforcement 83 19.8 7.55

6. Low need, low reinforcement 202 U6.9 15.94

7. High reinforcement 203 20.5 13,65

8. L'w reinforcement 285 16.4 23.76

,ariance ratio
group I vs. group 2: f(202, 284) - 2.33 (pv.01)

F-t6sti of mean differences
group 3 vs. group 4: F(1,201) - 69.24 (p<.O0l)
group 5 vs. group 6: F(1,283) - 41.80 (p<.GOl'1
group -. vs. group 6: F(1,283) - 8.24 (p<.0i)
group vs. group 3: F(0,486) - 102.5. (p<.OOl)

Source.--C. J. w/eiss at al. Construct Validation Studies
of the Minnesota Importance Questionnaire. Minneso~a
Studies in Vocational Rehabilltatlon: XVIII. Industriai
Relations Center, Univers'ty of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
1960, p. 31.
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Occupation group differences on the MSQ short form suggest some construct
validity. Of the 25 or so occupational groups in their normative sample,
electronic assemblers scored lowest on the "Intrinsic" and "general"
scales, anu assemblers (not e~ectronic) scored lowest on the extrinsic
scale. Salesmen scored highest on all three scales. These results agree
with previous research on t.ccupational differences in job satisfaction.

Generally, both the long and the short forms of the MSQ have been shown to
be reliable and valid measures of facets or components of job satisfacificn.
Current research is underway to try out additional scales on the long Form
and to change the rating format from a "very dissatisfied--very satisfied"
scale to a scale of "not satisfied" to "extremely satisfied," which seems
to have somewhat improved psychometric properties.

Triple Audlt Opinion Survey. Dawis & Weitzel (1971) list the following as
what they consider desirable features of measures of employee attitudes
(satisfaction):

. It shoul'd be a two-pronged measure of both "satisfaction" and
"importance."

. It should use a rating format as opposed to alternatIve formats
such as ranking or pair-comparisons.

• The rating scales should be one-sided, with the "neutral point"
(i.e., "not satisfied") at one end and should have five rating alternatives.

• The Instrument should be multidimensional (i.e., have several
facets) with a "general" dimension included.

After arguing that these characteristics are indeed desirable in satisfaction
instruments, Dawis and Weitzel point out that their Triple Audit Opinion
Survey (TAOS) has these characteristics.

The TAOS is an instrument tailor-fitted to the particular situation where
it is used. First, researchers irterview a sample of individuals to be
surveyed. Then, on the basis of the interviews, they decide on the most
appropriate set of scales to include In the main survey luestionnaire
administered to all employees. Fifty-eight areas or sc. es are presently
available, twenty of them nearly identical to the twenty MSQ facet scales.
The typical tailor-iitted TAOS consists of about 25 scales rated for
satisfaction and the same 25 scalks with slightly reworded Items rated for
importance. There are four items per scale. The survey includes a personal
data sheet and a free responise section with three general, open-ended
quest i,.)-,s.

Sice twenty of the presently available 58 TAOS scales are very similar to
the MSQ-MIQ scales, previous remarks about the reliability ane validity ef
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the MSQ and MIQ also apply to the parts of the TAOS that overlap with these
two instruments. Thus, the TAOS scales in common with the other two
instruments have fairly good reliability and validity in general. Dawis ,
Weitzel (1971) report internal consistency es'imates for the 58 scales
averaging in the 80's.

SRA Attitude Survey. The SRA Attitude Su-vey (Science Research Associates,
197) was developed with the joint efforts of staff at the industrial
Relations Center of the University of Chicago and Science Research
Associates. A se-les of non-directive interviews with employees in a
variety of jobs and industrial settings suggested 14 job.related problem
areas or facets. These, along with a fifteenth dimension tapping reactions
to the survey instrument Itself, make up the main body of survey. Each
dimension has a nuirber of Items, betweer two and eight, for a total of 78
items. items are brief statements describing either aspects of the job
situation (descriptive Items) or affective reactions to the job aspects
(evaluative items). Respondents indicate on a three-point rating scale,
with the alternatives "agree," '1?," or "disagree," their extent of
agreement with each item. The survey yields a score for each of the 15
dimensions as well as a total score representing general or overall
satIsfactoon (Ash, 1954). Apparently. the survey is aiso sometimes scored
item by item, providing percentages or frequencies for the item response
alternatives. The 15 dimensions included in the survey and an Hilustrative
item for each are:

I. Job demands. There is toc och pressure on my job.

2. Work conditions. For my kind of job, the working conditions
are okay.

3. Pay. My pay is enough to live on comfortably.

4. Employee benefits. The organization's benefit program is okay.

5. Friendliness and cooperation of fellow employees. The people I
work with help each other out when someone falls behind or gets ir, a
tight spot.

6. Supervisor-employee interpersonal relations. My supervisor qets
employees to work together as a team.

7. Confidence In management. I have confidence in the fairness and
honesty of management.

8. Technical competence of supervision. My supervisor knows very
little about his Job.

9. Effectiveness of administration. This organization operates
efficiently and smoothly.
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10. Adequacy of communication. You can say what you think around here.

]H. Security of job and work relations. You can get fired around here
without much cause.

12. Status and recognition. I'm really doing something worthwhile
in my job.

13. Identification with the company. I really feel part of this
organization.

14. Opportunity for growth and advincement. I have little opportunity
to use my abilities in this organization.

15. Reactions to the inventory. Filling in this questionnaire is a
good way to let management know what employees think.

The Attitude Survey was administered to 134 employees for a central buying
department in a large merchandising organization. Test-retest correlations,
with a I-week interval, for the first 14 scal2s (not Including "reactions
to the inventory") r-,iged between .60 and .81 with a median of approximately
.74. Most coefficients were in the 70's. In another sample of 65 line
manufacturing employees, test-retest estimates ranged from .62 to .85 with
a median or approximately .74 for the same 14 scales. Ninety-eight
salaried employees also completed the instrument, and test-retest estimates
for thenm were from .64 to .78 with a median of .75. Generally, then, test-
retest estimates for the 14 scales are in the 70's, with a median
consistently around .74 to .75. Since the SRA Attitude Survey is often
used as a group Instrument, reliability estimates computed on group scores
might also be usefully noted. For groups of twenty Individuals, test-retest
coefficients are all in the high 90's. Internal consistency estimates for
the 14 dimensions, computed on responses by 175 employees in a variety of
jobs in a steel container fabricating plant, ranged from .60 to .84 with a
median of .68 (Ash, 1954). With groups of up to five individuals, Ash
estimates internal consistencies to be in the high 80's.

Ash (1954) reports a study in which the survey scores of 38 employees In a
steel fabricating plant were compared with results cf personal interviews
with the same employees. Interviews were rated by three judges on dimensions
represented in the attitude survey. Table 12 shows correlations between
judges' ratings based on iatervik.1 and employees' responses on the S,,A
Attitude Survey. Note In Table 12 that the correlations are all positive
and that they range from .28 to .80 with a median of approximately .59.
Ash also reports that the Brayfield-Rothe scale of overall satisfaction
correlated in the 30'S (-1175) with many of the SRA scales and .48 with the
total (summed) SRA score. In another study, Brayfield et al. (1957) found
that the SRA total score correlated .40 (p<.Ol) with the Brayfield-Rothe
scale in a sample of 41 male civil service employees and .20 (NS) in a
sample of 53 female employees. These relationships with interviaw ratings
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and the Brayfield-Rothe scale suggest the SRA Attitude Survey has some
construct vaildity.

The preceding discussion of the SRA Survey focused on the main body of the
instrument, the 14 job-facets dimensions. When applied in a particular
situation, the survey also includes provision for open-eided comments by
respondents and up to 21 specific additional items pertinent to the
organization being surveyed.

The SRA Attitude Survey has been widely used with personnel in a variety of
jobs and industrial settings. Norms are available for more than one
hundred thousand Individuals in over one hundred companies. This vast
amount of normative data is another strength of the SRA Attitude Survey.

Cureton's Satisfaction 2uestionnalre for Airmen. Cureton (0560) generated
a large pool of 1,27r preliminary items for his Airmen Satisfaction (he
called it morale) measure by searching the literature for potential sources.
His 1,275 original items included items from the TAOS, SRA Attitude Survey,
Hoppock scale, several Navy, Army, and Air Force scales, scales used in
industrial firms, and Instruments reported in journal articles and doctoral
dissertations. Items were classified into categories according to their
content, and redundant items eliminated. After repeated editing and
purification, a final list of 167 items remained. Items are rated on five-
point scales with different response alternatives for the various Items,
such as "definitely yes" to "definitely not," "strongly agree" to "strongly
disagree," and "very well satisfied" to "very dissatisfied." Through
cluster and factor analytic techniques, Cureton extracted eight scales:

1. General Morale (25 Itemas). On the whole, how much charce do you
have In the Air Force to show what you can do?

2. Satisfaction with the immediate !¶upervisor (12 Items). My super-
visor is quick to take care of cxmplaints brought to him by the men.

3. Satisfaction with the Air Force as a Military Organization (7
items). One of the most important factors in preventing an all-out war in
the next few years will be a strong Air Force.

4. Job Satisfaction (8 items). My present job suits me better than
any other job I know of in the Air Force.

5. Satisfaction with the Civilian Community and with the Attitudes
of Civilians toward Airmen (5 Items). How well do the civilians near your
base get along with the airmen?
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TablIe 12

Correlations Between the SRA Attitude
Survey and Interview Ratings (N - 38)

I. Job Demands ..... ..... ..... ................... . .38*

II. Working Conditions ...... ................. . 58**

111. Pay . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60**

IV. Employee Benefits . .. ............. . 74**

V. Friendliness and Cooperation of Fellow Employees . .66*

VI. Supervisor-Employee Relationships ... . . . . . . 80**

VII. Confidence in Management . ............ . 75**

VIII. Technical Competence of Superv;sion ... . . . . . 61*

IX. Effectiveness of Administration . . ......... 61*

X. Adequacy of Communication ............ ....... ..36*

XI. Security of Job and Work Relations .... .. .39*

XII. Status ard Recognition . . . . .............. 35*

XIII. Identification with the Company . . . . ........ .28

XIV. Opportunity for Growth and Advancement........ . .58*

* p<.Ol

Source.--P. Ash. The SRA Employee Inventory: A statistical analysis.
Personnel Psychology, 1954, 7, P. 343.
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6. Satisfaction with the Air Force as a Whole (i.e., with Air Force
Life in General) (12 items). How secure is your future in the Air Force
compared with what it would be in civilian life?

7. Satisfaction with Management and Communication (12 items). How
much does the Air Porce tell the men about new things which may affect their
jobs; such things as new planes, new equipment, new operating procedures,
and the like?

8. Satisfaction with the Unit and its Leadership (11 items). How
well do you think your unit is run?

Of the original 167 items, only 82 are scored, and ten of these are scored
on both the "general morale" scale and one other scale.

Whitlock & Cureton (1960) administered these scales to another sample of
airmen--555 airman with ranks below master sergeant from a number of bases
and in a number of job classifications. They found that except for the
scale, "satisfaction with the Air Force as a military organization," all
had satisfactory Internal consistency reliability estimates. Four scales
had reliabilities above .80, one scale had a reliability of .70 (but with
only five items), and one scale, as noted above, had a reliability estimate
below .70. Excluding the "general morale" scale, the other seven scales
hdve intercorrelations lower than their rellabilities, indicating that they
do have specific and reliable variance. The last three scales ("Air Force
as a whole," "management and communication," and "unit and its leadership")
correlate highly enough with the "general morale" scale so that the weighted
sum of their scores (weighted 1.0, 1.0, and 0.5) constitute just as good a
measure of "general morale" as the "general morale" scale itself.

Whitlock & Cureton (1960) attempted to estimate the validity of their
scales by relating them to a variety of criteria. We briefly summarize
some of their findings below:

Citations. On almost all scales, those who received at least one
citation during the previous year (N-86) reported higher levels of satis-
faction than those who did not receive citations (N-390). Only for the
"jot) satisfaction" scale, however, is this difference statistically
significant (F-6.80, pi<.Ol).

* Airmen Performance Reports. Airmen with lw rated performance
reports were less satisfied as indicated by the "general morale" scale,but this difference was not significant (N-295, F-i.46, NS). The authors

did not relate other scales to this criterion.

* Proficiencv Pay. The "general morale" scale did not differentiate
those who received proficiency pay (N-14) from those who did not (N=465).
The authors did not relate other scales to this criterion.
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Injuries. Of the eight scales, only "Community" was significantly
correlated with number of hospital visits for treatment of injuries
(r=.23, N=403, p<.01).

. Dispensary Visits. None of the eight scales was significantly
correlated (at p<.05) with number of dispensary visit,; during the previous
year.

. Disciplinary Actions. On six scales, those with at least some
disciplinary action during the past year (N-19) scored as rrore satisfied
than those without disciplinary action (N-447), but none oTithese differences
is significant at the level of p<.05.

* Job Performance (Supervisors' Ratings). All scales except "Community"
correlated at better than the p<.OI lbvel with rated performance,
but none of the correlations was greater than .20 (N-395).

. Rated Moraie ,supervisors' Ratings). All scales except "Community"
correlated at better than the p<.Ol level with rated morale, but none
correlated greater than .25 (N-395).

• Absences (Supervisors' Estimates). Only the scale "Air Force as a
whole" correlated significantly with estimated ab•zences (ru.ll, N-391,
p<•05), but since this is only one correlation out of ;!ght, it too can be
discounted.

• Compatibility of Work with Training. None of the scales differenti-
ated those who were assigned Jobs for which they were trained (N-335) from
those who were not (N*55).

• Performance Rankings. All scales except "Community" correlated
significantly (p<.05) with performance rankings, but no correlation was
higher than .23.

• Military Rank. There was a highly significant tendency for men with
higher rank to report higher levels of satisfaction on the "general morale"
scale (F-5.36, N-479, five categories of ranks, p<.0005). The authors did
not relate other scales to this variable.

* Race. Blacks (N-45) report higher levels of satisfaction than
whites (a-1435) on the "general morgle" scale (F-8.77, p<.005). The authors
did not relate other scales to this variable.

In general, Cureton's scales are related to soie criteria used in his
study with airmen, but relationships are not very large. Nevertheless,
they do indicate that the instrument has some degree of construct validity.
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Roach's Opinion Survey. Roach (1958) administered a 62-item opinion survey
to 2,072 employees working in a diverse range of jobs, from clerical posi-
tions to top management. M'Iost respondents were female clerical workers.
Items in the survey were intended to cover the areas of supervision, com-
pensation, attitude toward the companies, and general issues. Most items
were raced on a five-point scale with alternatives from "very well satis-
fied" to "very dissatisfied." A modified centroid factor analysis yielded
a general factor, a sub-general factor, and ten group factors. Below we
list these 12 factors, each with the item most highly correlated with it:

i. General Attitude Factor. If you had a friend looking for employ-
ment, how would you describe the companies as a place to work?- (.50)

2. General Attitude towaru, Supervision. (Almost all items that
concern immediate supervision load on this sub-general factor.)

3. Satisfaction with Job Standards. Do you feel that you know exactly
what is expected of you? (.40)

4. Consideration of Supervisor. How well do you like your supervisor
as a person? (.40)

5. Work Load and Pressure. How do you feel about the amount of work
you have to do--not too much or too little? (.50)

6. Treatment as an Individual. How do you feel about things which
the companies do to make twork more satisfying? (.60)

7. Pride In Company. How do you faee in general about this company
as a company? (.43)

8. Satisfaction with Salary. What is your cpinlon of the way jobs
are classified into salary grades? (.28)

9. CommurIlcations. How do you feel about the adequacy of information
you get through the "official" sources (compared with "grapevine" sources)? (.39)

10. Intrinsic Job S+itlsfaction. How do you usually feel about coming
to work In the morning? (.33)

II. Satisfaction with Progress. How do you feel about the training
you have been given toward developing you for a higher job? (.31)

12. Satisfaction with Co-workers. In general, how do you like the
other people who work with you? (.47)

PrLcumably, these 12 factors and the items defining them can be used as
measures of facet satisfaction. We know of ro studies that have done this,
however, so we cannot discuss Roach's' Opinion Survey from the perspectives
of reliability or validity.
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Job Satisfaction Inventory. Twery, Schmid, and Wrigley (1958) describe a
factor analytic strategy similar to the approach taken by Roach (1958).
They administered their Job Satisfaction Inventory to 467 aircraft and
engine jcurneymen mechanics in two Strategic Air Command bases and a
Training Command base. Their inventory consists of 21 items rated on a
five-point scale. A principal axes factor analysis (with squared
multiple correlations in diagonals) yielded the six fairly interpretable
factors listed below with their highest loading items:

1. General Attitude to the Job. I am entirely satisfied with my
job. (.72)

2. Satisfaction with Supervisor. My supervisor could use a lot more
training as a technician. (.85)

3. Satisfaction with Higher Echelon. Air Force red tape makes it
impossible for me to do a good job. (.80)

4. Satisfaction with Living Conditions. I wish very much that I
could get away from this base. (.70)

5. Satisfaction with Co-workers. I like very much the men I work

with. (.62)

6. Variety In Job Duties. My job duties are boring and monotonous. (.32)

Again, we have no Information regarding the reliability or validity of these
factors as satisfaction scales, so we cannot d!scuss their psychometric
properties.

Difference score instruments are a type of multi-item, facet measure of
satisfaction which generally require multiple ratings or rankings of various
facets of the work situation. There are basically three types of measures
which utilize the difference between two sets of ratings or rankings as an
index of satisfaction. These types are based on three different conceptual
models of satisfaction:

* Equity/frame of reference. This model focuses on the discrepancy
between ideal characteristics of outcomes and their actual characteristics,
as the source of dissatisfaction. If a person does not feel his outcomes
are all they should be according to his frame of reference (i.e., his con-
ception of Ideal or "should be" outcomes), he feels inequity (though not
necessarily as a result of the same kind of processes discussed with respect
to social comparison equity theories [Adains; 1963a, 1965]). Thus, the dif-
ference between a person's ratings of "How much should there be?" and "How
much is there now?" reflects his feelings of dissatisfaction.
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Desire fulfillment. The desire fulfillment model stresses the
discrepancy between what a person desires in his job environment and what
he obtains from his environment Dissatisfaction is reflected in the
difference between ratings of "How much would you like?" and "How m'Jch is
there now?"

. Need fulfillment. This approach differs from the desire fJl-
fillment model in that ratings are made not on desirability and availability
of environmental utitcomes, but rather on Importance and opportunity for
need gratificatior. Dissatisfaction Is reflected, ac~o,'ding to the need
fulfillment approach, in the difference between ratings of "How Impcrtant
is this?" and "How much opporýun!ty 1. there to satisfy this?"

To illustrate types of instruments using the difference score approach, we
review one instrument representative of each of the three conceptual models
of satisfaction. The equity/frame of reference model Is represented by the
Instrument constructed by Porter (1961), the desire fulfillment model by a
questionnaire constructed by Wanous and Lawler (1972), and the need fu;-
fillment model by an instrument designed by Beer (1966).

Porter's Need Satisfaction Questionnaire. The most frequently used difference
score measure Is Porter's Need Satisfaction Questionnaire (Porter, 1961).
Items Included in this questionnaire were designed to represent Maslow's
(1954) classification of needs, with two exceptions: the questionnaire does
not include Items relating to Maslow's physiological neev category because
it wa, assumed that within the population of managers, for whom the instru-
ment was desi;nea, these needs were so adequately satisfied that items
would be regarded as Irrelevant and unnecessary by nmanajerial respondepts; an-
other variation from Maslow's categoriAtion is the inclusion of a separate
autonomy category, which In Maslow's conceptualization is included in the
esteem category. Also, two Items are included which are not specific to
any one caticgory. The major need areas, earh with a representative item,
are:

I. Security needs: The feeling of security In my management position.

2. Social needs: The opportunity, in my management position, to give
help to other people.

3. Esteem needs: The feeling of self-esteem a person gets from being
in my management position.

4. Autonomy needs: The authority connected with my-management position.

5. Self-actualization needs: The oppoctunity for perbr,;a Crowth and
development in my management position.
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For each item, respondents are asked to ahswc- three .'uestiols (be-low) by
circling a number on a rating scale from I tc 7, low numbers indicating
minimum or low amounts and high numbers maximum or high amounts.

a. How much of the characteristic is there now connected with your
management position?

b. How much of the characteristic do you think should be connected
with your management position?

c. How Important is this position characteristic to you

These three questions follow each core item:

a. How much is there now (min) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (max)
b. How much should there be 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
c. How Important is this to me 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

An Indlvikual's degree of satisfactior. Is determined by subtracting his
rating on the "is now" question from his rating on the "should bel" question.
The greater the difference, the more dissatisfied the Individual is assumed
to be. Results can be analyzed on an Item by item basis or by summing
across Items within a category and dlvidlng,.by the number of items in the
category to obtain a need category score. The "How Important is this to
me"l question is not used in the calculation of an Individual's degree of
satisfaction.

Porter (1962) obtained responses on his questionnaire from 1,958 managers
in a nationwide sample of six thousand representing all levels of manage-
ment. Results Indicated that the vertical location of managerial positions
Is important in determining the degree of satlsfacdion of higher order
needs. For the needs, self-actualization. autonomy, and esteem, satis-
faction Increased at each higher level of nmanagement from first-level
foreman to presidents (p<.05). There were no systematic differences In the
two lower need categories, security and social, This agrees with the
general assumption that as an individual obtains a position higher in the
managerial hierarchy, he has more opportunity to obtain prestige, indepen-
d-,ce, and to do work which is more gratifying. Mitchell (1970) in a study
if eight hundred commissioner( Air Force officers, using a variation of the
Porter questionnaire, also found that satisfaction Increases with rank
(p<.025). The agreement of this data with Job satisfaction theory lends
soma construct validity to this Instrument.

Other support for Its validity comes from a study by Porter and Lawler (1964)
which Investigated differences In need fulfillment of managers in tall (many
hierarchical levels) and flat (few hierarchical levels) organizations. Tall
structures were superior to flat structures in providing satisfaction of
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security and social needs, while flat structures were superior in providing
satisfaction of self-actualization needs. There were no significant dif-
ferences for esteem and autonomy needs. This evidence fits the common
belief that tall structures (the bureaucratic type of organization) orovide
greater security and that flat structures give individuals greater oppor-
tunity to utilize more of their abilities. The failure to find differences
in perceptions of autonomy in tall and flat organizations does provide
evidence contrary to popular belief, detracting from this scale's construct
validity.

in summary, although there is little evidence available with respect to the
reliability of Porter's measure, for managerial samples, at least, it does
seem to have some construct validity. It is a widely used difference score
reasure illustrating our definition of the equity/frame of reference orien-
tation and shows promise as a useful measure of feelings of satisfaction and
dissatisfaqtion.

The Wanous and Lawler Instrument. The Wanous and Lawler (1972) Instrumert
was designed to compare various conceptual rmodels of satisfaction. It con-
tains 23 Items reflecting facets of the work situation. Five representative
Items are: (1) Self-esteem or respect, (2) "Dportunity for growth, (3)
Prestige of job inside company, (4) Amount of close supervision, and (5)
Opportunity for independent thought.

Items are rated twice to ootain the desire fulfillment measure of satisfaction.
They are first rated on, "How much of each quality or characteristic is
present on your job?" On a separate page they are also rated on, "How much
of each quality or charac,.nristic would you like to be associated with your
job?" Both sets of ratilogs are made on seven-point rating scales.

An index of facet satisfaction is obtained by subtracting the rating of
"How much is present" from the rating of "How much would you like"; the
smaller the difference, the greater the assumed satisfaction. Overall job
satisfaction may be estimated by summing across the difference scores for
the 23 facets.

Wanous and Lawler (1972) administered their questivinaire to 208 non-
managerial employees of a telephone company who worked on 13 jobs varying
!n complexity and required skill level. Average inter-item correlations
were used as an index of reliability. The Internal consistency estimate,
.28, is low, as would be expected from a multifaceted instrument.

An overall score of desire fulfillment was compared with a single-item
measure of satisfaction, "Generally speaking, I am very satisfied with my
job." The correlation between •he two was -. 54 (the correlation is negative
because the desire fulfillment measure is an Index of dissatisfaction). Also,
desire fulfillment on each facet Was correlated with a direct measure of
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satisfaction, "How satisfied are you with this aspect of your job?" The
average correlation between facet desire fulfil;ment and the direct measure
of facet satisfactijn for the 23 facets was found to be -. 44. This pre-
sents some evidence for the construct validity of toie Wanous and Lawler
desire fulfillment measure, as ic does share some common variance t.ith
direct measures of satisfaction.

Beer's Preference Inventory and Job Inventory. Beer's Preference Inventory
and Job Inventory (1966) include the same thirty items with some variations.
Items represent the same five categories derived by Porter (1961) from
Maslow's (1954) theory: security, social, esteem, auccnomy, and self-
actualization. Beer used judges to categorize items on the basis of
Maslrrv's definitions. Six items we-e selected to represent each category.
Thirty items are grouped on the questionnaire into six sets of five items
with each of the five categories represented within a set. The following
is an example of one set:

"* The statue my job gives me.
"* Relative freedom from supervision.
" Being told what I am supposed to do and how I am to do it.
" The opportunity to develop my full potential on the job.
" The opportunity to develop close friendships in my job.

Respondents rank the five items within each of the six sets twice. In the
Preference Inventory, the individual ranks items on the oasis of their
importance to him. In the Job Inventory, he ranks each set of five items
in the order of the opportunity to satisfy them at work. The computed dis-
crepancy between these two sets of rankings makes up a need fulfillment,
difference score of satisfaction, according to our definitions presented
earlier.

The score for each r,,ed category Is obtained by Fumming ranks assigned each
item representing the category. Two scores are obtained for each category,
one representing Importance and one opportunity for satisfaction. The degree
of satisfaction exparlenced by an individual within each need category is
obtained by subtracting the opportunity for sitlsfaction score for the
categcry from the Importance score. Job satisfaction is assumed to b'
reflected by a small difference between the two scores.

Beer (1968) reports Internal consistency reliabilities of each scale of the
Preference Inventery and the Job Inventory for 129 clericil employees. The
median reliability for the five scales of the Preference Inventory was
found to be .74 and .68 for the Job Inventory.

The instrument derives some construct validity from the relationship of its
items to Maslow's definitions. Beer (1966) also found that the scales
emerged a, independent factors in a factor analysis.
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beer (1968) administered his questionnaire to 129 female clerical employees
of an insurance company whose jobs had been classified (usiig job titles
and company personnel) into high and low complexity jobs. Data indicated
that for this sample, job complexity does not infl'ence need satisfaction.

Overall, Beer's two inventories have moderate ieliability. The two inven-
tories do have some construct validity based on the construction of the
scales and factor analytic results.

Single-Item Measures of Facet Satisfaction

Pi with measures of overall job related ;atisfaction, measures of facet sat-
isfactior also come in single-item varieties, They typically include a set
of facets or dimensions of satisfaction but have only one item per scale.
Thu , one cannot determine estimates of internal cot.sistency reliability
for these instruments. We revi3w some of them to illustrate this type of
satisfaction instrument.

The "faces' rating scales of facet satisfaction are similar to the faces
scales of overall satisfaction, except that the ref=erent being scaled for
satisfaction is a job facet such as "pay"If "promotion," etc., rather xhan
"Job in, general." As used ;n the JDI studies (Locke, Smith, Kendall, Hulin,
and Miller, 1964; Smith et al., 1969), each scale meas ring a JDI facet has
six faces pictorially depicting a range of express!on from smiling to frown-
ing. Respondents check the face that best represents how they feel toward
each facet In their present job. Smith et al. (1969) found that the onu-
item faces scales correlated moderately well with the multi-item JDI scales.
In a sample of righty employees of a farmers' cooperative, correlations
between the single-item faces scales and the JDI scales are as follows tor
the five facets tapped by the JDI:

Satisfaction with . . .
* Work .49
* Pay .50
* Promotions .69
* Supervision .63
* Co-workers .42

These correlations are statistically significant beyond the .01 levwl of
probability. In addition, Smith et al. (1969) report that with a sample of
52 male employees In a chemical plant, the faces "work" scale correlated
.34 and the "supervision' scale .47 with salary. These relationships sug-
gest that the single-item faces rating scales may be validly measuring sat-
isfaction with facets uf the job situation.

The graphic rating scales used in the JDI validation studies are anchored at
the end points with labels "0% satisfied" and "l100t :,atisfied" and ter un-
labeled Intervals marked off between end points. For each JD! facet area,
respondents iidicate on the horizontal line representing the continuum from
no satisfaction to total sttisfaction their own degree of satisfaction with
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the job facet. They make one such graphic rating for each of the five JDI
facets (Locke et a;, 1964). Smith et al. (1969) present correlations be-
tween single-item graphic scales and multi-item JDI scales obtained with
a sample of eighty employees of a farmers' cooperative:

Satisfaction with . . ,
. Work .44

-lay .45
* Promotions .47
. Supervision .51
* Co-workers .13

Except for the '"co-workers" scale, all graphic scales correlate at better
than the .01 level of probability with their JDI counterparts, providing
some degree of construct validity for both the graphic scales and the JDI.

Uoth Ounham (1971) dnd Mackey and Totten (1969) used similar graphic rating
scales. In his stud-$ of perceptions of civil service employees regarding
their career progress, Dunham's questionnaire Included one (single-item),
graphic rating scale for each of the five job facets which Herzberg defined
as "motivators": achievement, recognition, job !ntereý.t, responsibility,
and advancement. He also Included a scale for Job security. Each facet was
described with a brief paragraph. Respondents were Instructed to place a
mark on the horizontal, unmarked, graphic scales, thinking of the lines as
representing cor.tinua covering a range from 0 to 100 percent. One of the
five scales, the "achievement" scale, appears below:

Achievement: Organizational positions provide varying opportuni-
ties for t Incumbent to make significant and self-satisfying
contributions to his organization, his profession, and to society.
One's opportunities to make such contributions may be different
for each of the categorles. However, please consider all three
cateVorles in de:iding on your total opportunities for achieve-
ment In my Job as follows:

No Opportunity Maximum Opportuni ty
for Achievement for Achievement

Thtse scakes are relatively more descriptive than evaluative- respondents
describe thieir Jobs rather than feelings towa•d their Jobs. One could assume
that respondents describing their Jobs as high on opportunity for achieve-
ment, recognition for accomplishments, Job Interest, advancement potential,
rasponsib'il;ty, and security would be more satisfied than other respondonts.
This method, therefore, illustrates another possibility for singjk-item
measures of facet satisfaction.
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A commonly used type of single-item facet instrument Is what we term "sur-
vey questionnaires." Survey Instruments commonly administered in-house by
industrial and military organizations typically yield as many "scores" as
they have items. Such instruments are analyzed item by item; each item is
examined, usually, for the proportion or frequency of responses in each
response category. For example, a survey item might be one like this: "I
like my work"--with three response alternatives, "agree," "can't say," or
"disagree." The researchers then compute the frequency or proportion of
response for each category, which m'jht be 20 percent, 20 percent, and 60
percent, and report that most people surveyed "disagree" with this item and
that, therefore, most dislike their work. Is this a measure of satisfac-
tion?. Perhaps some would argue that It Is, but with survey Instruments
like this, the concern seems less to measure satisfaction'as a construct
than to find out exactly what the items ask. For the item above, It seems
fairly clear that people who disagree likely have lower Job satisfaction
than people who agree. However, the researchers would probably place heav-
ier emphasis on ai Interpretation tied directly to the item content (and
say that the people surveyed seem to dislike their work) than on an infer-
ence about lob satisfaction as an abstract concept.

Survey Items are also often analyzed according to the mean (or median or
modal) response to each item. This facii;tates a comparison between
selected groups or organizations surveyed. For Instance, the mean response
to the Item, "I like my work" by blue collar workers of a company might be
1.2 (where "agree" is scored 3; "cci'' say," 2; and "disagree," 1) indi-
cating that they dislike their work, whereas the mean response for manage-
mbat personnel might be 2.7, Indicating that they do like their work. If
there Is sufficiently little variance associated with each of the means,
the researcher might report that there is a statistically significant dif-
ference between them; managers like their work more thar, blue collar workers
do.

A najor difference between survey instruments and most other satisfaction
lnstruw-ents reviewed here Is that survey Instruments are almost always
group measures. Instruments like the JDI and Brayfield-Ruthe scale could
be used to moasure satisfaction as a group characteristic (simply by com-
puting a mean score for the group), but they can also serve adequately to
measure an ind!vidual's satisfaction. One could note an individual's scores
on JDI s.ales, compare them to appropriate norms, and make some inference
atiout h.4 relative level of satisfaction more meaningfully than from his
"11score" or response on a single survey item. (Perhaps we should note here
that single-Atem measures of overall or facet satisfaction discussed earlier
are also more appropriate as group than individuel measures.) Thus, al-
though survey Instruments can y4eld a great deal of detailed diagnostic
information about relitive levels of group or organizational satisfaction,
this information is relatively useless for actions at the individual level.
One cannot counsel an individual with information only aboLt his responses
to itein5 in a survey instrument.
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Since the concern when using survey instruments is less to measure a con-
strict like satisfaction than to know about attitudes or feelings toward
very narrowly defined content area4 (such as parking facilities, medical
benefits program, and so on), the issue of validity for these instruments
takes or, a somewhat different coloring from what we discussed in the con-
text of validity for other Instruments. For example, one would not ordi-
narily expect en expressed attitude toward something as narrowly specific
as'bafeteria facilities" (a survey item) to be related to criteria of per-
formance, turncver, or absenteeism. Some survey items (e.g., "I like my
work") do seem to be global enough to be conceptually related to such
criteria, but most Items are much narrower In scope. One way to show valid-
Ity for such narrowly defined Items (there are actually many ways; we de-
scribe only one) is to show that responses change over time fillowing a
change in the situation. For example, if people expressed a great deal of
dissatisfaction with cafeteria service at time I, and if it were subse-
quently Improved, we would expect people to express less dissatisfaction
at time 2 following the Improvement. This would constitute construct valid-
ity for the Item.

Few relsearchers, however, have bothered to demonstrate this kind of valid-
ity for b.trvey items. There seems to be such an overriding faith In the
content validity and face validity of survey Items that if nio change in
response were observed after a change In the situation, researchers would
probably be more likely to Infer that the change In the situation had no
impact on satisfaction with--or attitude toward--that sitution, rather
thar that the item was not a valid measure.

The Issue of reliability also gets somewhat clouded when applied to survey
itemis. Since responses to each Item are analyzed as representing group
charactelitics, the more individuals In the group whose responses get aver-
aged ,or the group score, the more reliable the group score becomes. Aver-
aging over Individuals in effect "washes out" several potential sources of
error that creep Into individual measures and decrease their reliability.
Dunnette (1966) discusses four such potential sources of error: (1) errors
due to inadequate sampling of content, (2) errors due to chance response
tendencies, (3) errors due to changes In the testing environment, (4) errors
due to changes in the person taking tho test.

Only errors due to sampling of content are not at least partially control led
In the process of averaging responses from several Individuals to get a

group measure. Suppose we administer a survey item to five hundred people
In a variety of physical locations during the couse of a week (they can't
all be tested at once). Assume that chance response tendencies, testing
environments, and individual differences ("changes" In the person) are ran-
domly distributed In our samp~e. Then In averaging across the individuals,
errors tend to cancel each other so that they would be reflected not in the
mean of the response distribution (recall that the mean is often the statis-
ti-cwhich represents a group score on a survey item), but rather in its
variance. That is, the greater the Impact of the three major sources of
error, the greater the variance around the group mean; but the mean itself
;R not affected.
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This line of reasoning leads to the conclusion that the reliability of a
survey item yielding a group mean is largely dependent on the number of
individuals whose responses contribute to the mean. The larger the group,
the more stable or reilable its mean score on a survey item.

We have spelled out in some detail these considerations regarding the valid-
ity and reliability of survey instruments partly to explain why hardly any-
one computes and reports the validity or reliability of survey Items and
partly to show why it may nct always be so crucial to do so as It is with
other kinds of satisfaction instruments. Reliability of survey items is
largely dependent on the number of people surveyed, so a researcher can
Improve the reliability of a survey Instrument simply by administering it
to more people. Researchers seem to assume the face validity and content
validity of survey items perhaps more than Is justified. Since many survey
items have been shown to discriminate meaningfully among groups (this must
be so In order for pollsters to report, for example, that job attitudes of
women are different from those of men), they have some degree of construct
validity. But It would be prudent to examine construct validities of sur-
vey items more systematically. If one particular survey Instrument Is
likely to be used repeatedly In a particular industrial or military organiza-
tion, It would be well to examine Items systematically to ensure that they
do Indeed discriminate meaningfully among groups and are sensitive to changes
in the situation. Perhaps researchers, In practice, do take these steps.
However, results of such analyses are seldom if ever reported. It is par-
ticularly crucial to show that an item has in the past been sensitive to
changes In the situation or discriminates among groups when reporting the
lack of difference In means between group scores. Unless a survey Item has
previously been shown to have sob,* construct validity, one could r.at know
whether to Interpret a null -esult as a failure ro pick up a real difference
between groups or as a true lack of difference between groups.

Survey instruments used by Industrial and milicary organizations vary
according to number of items, Item content, generality versus specificity
of Item content, rating format, and several other parameters. It does not
seem worthwhile to review them in detal", because there is hardly any
data--about their reliabilities and validities, for instance--by which to
evaluate them. The better surveys are those with simple, clear, unambigu-
ous items, 3t a reading level appropriate to the target population, and
written so as to encourage willing participation of respondents.

Relatively narrow survey Items are often supplemented in such Instruments
with some combination of other Instruments discussed in this review. They
may include a general satisfaction scale, a set of facet scales, or single-
item general or facet satisfaction Indices. They may Include both descrip-
tive ana evaluative measures to assess both the characteristics Df the
collective Job situation and the mean affective reaction to It.

Sears Attitude Survey Program. The attitude survey program conducted by
Sears (Smith, 1962, 1963) is a good illustration of how a carefully con-
structed, facet satisfaction instrument can be supplemented by a set of
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narrow survey items, many of which are descriptive, to aid In diagnostic
Interpretation. The questionnaire has 150 Items grotped ihto these cate-
gor ies:

Supervision
Kind of work
Amount of work
Co-workers
Physical surroundings
Financial rewards

* Career future and security
. Company identification.

A set of "core Items," included In all administrations of the survey, taps
motivation and satisfaction with each area as Job facet scales. Thus,
meaningful comparisons can be made among the various organizational units
at Sears or between different points in time for the same unit in a longi-
tudinal study. Then, other Items, survey Items, are included whose content
varies depending on the particular unit or point In time being surveyed.
These specific content Items are used to Interpret why satisfaction in a
particular unit is high or low on any of the eight satisfaction scales.

This program seems to work very well at Sears. It successfully combines
the need to compare levels of satisfaction in the many units of a large,
decentralized organization (which means that relatively broad satisfaction
measures should be used) with the need to pinpoint precisely the locus of
dissatisfaction In any one unit so that management can take appropriate
action to Improve the situation. A similar survey program in the Army might
also be useful.

Summary of Satisfaction Measures

1. Measures of Overall Satisfaction

itopock Job Satisfaction Questionnaire (Hoppock, 1935)

Description: Four Items rated on seven-point scales. The sum of
these our ratings constitutes the satisfaction score.

Samples and Settings: A wide vbriety of occupational levels have
completed the questionnaire, Including unskilled, semiskilled, skilled,
white collar, lower management, middle management, professional, and upper
management.

Reliability: Internal consistency reliability Is estimated at .93.

Validity; Moderately strong evidence for construct validity:
a. Orders occupational groups according to occupatioral status.
b. Correlates In the 70's and VO's with other measures of overall
satisfaction.
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Job Satisfaction Index (Brayfield and Rothe, 1951)

Description: Eighteen Items rated on a five-point scale ("strongly
agree to "strongly disagree") yield one overall summed satisfaction score.

Samples and Settings: Clerical and secretarial workers, graduates
of professional schools, male and female civil service employees, factory
wo rite rs.

Reliability: Internal consistency estimates range from .78 to .90
with a median of approximately .87.

Validity: Evidence for construct validity:
a. Hgighcorrelations with other satisfaction Instruments, notably
Hoppock's questionnaire.
b. Factory workers with the most functionally specialized (narrowest;
least "enriched") jobs get lowest scores.

Tear ballot (Kerr, 1948)

Description: Ten Items rated on five-point scales.

Samples and Settings; A wide variety of occupational groups Including
clerks, office employees, supervisors, carpenters, and factory workers.

Reliability:
a-.Interna| consistency estimates range from .65 to .82 with a median
of .76.
b. Test-retest estimate (I-week duration) Is .8!.

Validity: Evldcnce for construct validity:
a. ange of correlations between the ten individual Items and rate of
past turnover is from .14 to .63 with a median of .27.
b. Total score correlation with an individual's past job turnover is
.25.
c. Significant correlations with a number of other criteria, but not
always consistent or readily Interpretable.

Survey of Organizations (Taylor and Bowers,• 1972)

Desrption: Seven Items rated on a seven-point scale from "very
dissatsiTTied- to "very satisfied" yield one overall g-cup satisfaction rcore.

Samles and Settings: A variety of Industrial and business employees,
both salaried and nonsalaried.

Reliability: Internal consistery estimate of .87.
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Val idity:
a. Construct validity. The satisfaction scale correlates with a
measure of organization climate in a way that suggests organization
climate causes satisfaction more than satisfaction causes climate.
b. Concurrent and predictive validities. Satisfaction correlates
significantly with organizational criteria of efficiency, absentee-
ism, and turnover.

2. Measures of Facet Satisfaction

Job Description Index (Smith et al., 1969)

Description: Seventy-two descriptive Items distributed among five
scales measuring satisfaction with pay, promotions, work itself, co-
workers, and supervision.

Samples and Settings: The JDI has been used with people in a wide
range of job categories. It is probably less appropriate for very high
level occupations such as top-level management or professional jobs.

Rellabil itx:

. Internal consistency estimates for the five scales range from
.80 to .88 with a median of .86.
b. Test-retest estimates (3-year interval) range from .45 to .75.

Validity: Some scales have correlated with termination and abson-
teeism Indices measured after JDI administration.

Semantic Differential Scales (Scott, 1967)

Description: Froon 25 to 75 semantic differential, polar-opposite
adjectives for %'ach of nine concepts or Job facets. Only those polar-
opposites that load on an "affective" factor are used to derive satisfac-
tion scores.

Samples and Settings: Engineers; male civil service employees 0f "i

naval ammunition depot.

Reliability and Validity: No Information available.

Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (Weiss at i/., 1967)

Descript ion:
a. Long form: 100 items, 4 itemi for each of 20 facet scales. Yields
20 facet scores plus an overall sat'sfactlon score.
b. Short form: 20 Items yielding ncores for intrinsic satisfaction,
extrinsic satisfaýtion, and overall satisfaction.

Samples and Settings: The MSQ has been used with a very wide range of
occupational categories and settings.
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Reliability:
a. Long form:

(1) Median internal consistency estimates range from .78 to .93
with a median of approximately .86.

(2) Test-retest estimates (1-week interval) raige from .66 to .91
with a median of approximately .84.

(3) Test-retest estimates (1-year Interval) range from .35 to .71
with a median of .61

b. Short form: Internal consis~ency estimates for the three scales
are generally in the 80's.

VaiidLty:
a. Long form:

Construct validity:
(1) Seven of the 16 scales studied support hypotheses derived frcon

Work Adjustment Theory about the relationship between the fit
between need and reinforcement system on the one hand and
satisfaction on the other.

(2) The scales generally order occupations on satisfaction levels
similarly to the way occupations have been ordered according
to satisfaction in previous research.

b. Short form: Some evidence for construct validity In the ordering
of occupations on the satisfaction scales.

Triple Audit Opinion Survey (Dawls and Weitzel, 1971)

Description: An extension of the MSQ and MIQ. After interviewing a
sampe o- Tthose to be surveyed, the researchers decide on a subset of
approximately 25 scales, four Items per scale (from a total set of 58
scales) to be included in their "tailor-fitted" survey.

Samples and Settings% The TAOS has been used with a number of occu-
pational categories.

Reliability and Validity: The sr~ales In common with the MIQ and MSQ
have adequate reliability and validity, but too little is known about the
other 38 scales to evaluate them,

SRA Attitude Survoy (Science Research Associates, 1970)

Description: Seventy-eight items distributed among 14 job-related
dimensions and a fifteenth dimension regarding reactions to the Inventory
itself.

Samples and Settin s: Extensive normative datd is available for many
occupatlonal categories.
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Reliability:
a. Test-retest (1-week interval) estimates for the 14 job-related
scales are lirgely in the 70's. For group scores, estimates are In
the high 90's for groups of 20 Individuals.
b. Internal consistency estimates for the 14 job-related scales
range from .60 to .84 with a median of .68.

Validity: Some evidence for construct validity comes from studies
showing that the 14 job-related scales correlate with such alternative
measures as:

a. Interview ratings of satisfaction--in the 50's
b. Brayfield-Rothe scale--in the 30's.

Curetoh's Satisfaction Questionnaire for Airmen (Cureton, 1960)

Descript : Factor analytically derived instrument with 72 items
distrigute"camong eight dimensions.

Samples and Settings: Airmen below the rank of master sergeant.

Reliability: Internal consistency estimates for the eight scales
range frora .65 to .92 with a median of approximately .85.

Validity: Construct validity derives from correlations between some
of thiescales and such variables as citations received, job performance
ratings, morale ratings, performance rankings, military rank, and race.

Roach's Opinion Survey (Roach, 1958) and Twery's et al. Satisfaction
i-nventory (TwerX et al., 1956)

Dciption: Both have factor analytically derived dimensions, but

as far as we know have not been much used as scaled Instruments.

Porter Need Satisfaction Questionnaire (Porter, 1961),

Description: Fifteen Items rated twice on seven-point scales. A
difference score Is obtainad on each item by subtracting the rating of
"Now much is there now?" from the rating of "How much should there be?"
Need satisfaction scores are obtained for five need areas: security, social,
esteem, autonomy, and self-actualization, by averaglhg the difference scores
for the items in each category.

Samples and Settings: All levels bf managerial personnel, commissioned
Air Force officers, and a wide variety of hospital staff perionnel.

Reliability: No estimates of reliability available.

Valid;3y.: Evidence for construct validity:
a. Expected differences In satisfaction for different levels of man-
agers and Air Force officers.
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b. Greater satisfaction of~security needs in tall organizations
than flat organizations, greater satisfaction of self-actualiza-
tion needs In flat organizations than tall organizations.
c. Multiple correlation between overall satisfaction on the Porter
questionnaire and the five scales of the JDI of .69.

Preference inventory and Job Inventory (Beer, 1966)

Description: Thirty items representing five need categories: secur-
ity, social, esteem, autonomy, and self-actualization. Items are arranged
In six sets of five, each set containing one Item from each of the cate-
gories. The six sets of Items are ranked twice, first on tne basis of
"the order of Importance to you" (the Preference Inventory), and, second,
on the basis of "the opportunity to satisfy them at work"(the Job Inventory).
Category scores on each Inventory are obtained by sunming the ranks assigned
each item in a category. Category need satisfaction is obtained by sub-
tracting the total rankings of Items In a category on the Preference Inven-
tory from the total rankings of the same Items on the Job Inventory.

Sa .les and Settings: Clerical workers in an Insurance company.

Reliability: Median internal consistency rellabilities of:
;'. Preference Inventory: .74
b. Job Inventor/: .68

Validity:
a. Content validity: Items selected on the basis of Maslow's defini-
tion% of wed categories.
b. Construct validitf: Scales emerge as Independent factors In a
factor analysis of a large number of variables.

Wanous and Lawler Desire Fulfillment Measure (Wanous and Lawler, 1972)

Description: Twenty-three Items representing different facets of the
work Situation, each rated twice on seven-point scales, first on "How much
Is present?" and, second, on "How much would you like?" The difference
score on each facet is obtained by subtracting the "is present" rating from
the "Would like" rating. An overall satisfaction score may be obtained by
summing the difference scores for the 23 facets.

Sa!ples and Settings: Non-maxnagerial personnel of a telephone com-
pany rking on 13 different jobs.

Reliability: Internal consistency reliability of the overall Instru-
ment o7 .28.

Validity: Evidence for construct validity:
a. Correlation of the overall score on the Instrument with a single
Item measuring general satisfaction of .54.
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b. Average correlation of the difference score on each facet with a
direct measure of satisfaction on each facet (How satisfied are you
with this aspect) of .44.

In addition to these multi-item Instruments, many Investigators have used
single-item measures of both overall and facet satisfaction. Such single-
Item measures, particularly of facet satisfaction, can be very useful in
providing specific, diagnostic informat!on. However, they are not often
studied according to their reilabilitles and validities.
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CHAPTER 8

SUMIARY'AND CONCLUSIONS

Theoretical Issues

Motivation

According to content theories of motivation, there exist classes of environ-
mental stimuli, individual needs, and consummatory behavibrs with the capa-
city of motivating Individuals to perform certain behaviors with varying
degrees of vigor and persistence. That is, people wil! behave in certain
ways to approach some kinds of environmental stimuli and avoid others,
gratify their needs, and have an opportunity to perform certain kinds of
consummatory behaviors. These environmental stimuli, states of individual
need gratification, and consummatory behaviors--motivation content factors--
vary according to how desirable they are for different Individuals on dif-
ferent occasions,

The prevailing motivation content theories--those of Murray (1938), Maslow
(1954), and Herzberg (1966)--are not specific and comprehensive enough to
indicate precisely what are the important outcomes in the Army environment.

We need to know which outcomes are most salient for motivating which par-
ticular behaviors under what kinds of circumstances and for what types of
soldiers. Obviously, this is a highly complex Issue. One way to attack it
would be through the blatantly empirical route of "trying out" different
kinds of outcomes for a carefully specified behavior like "reenlisting."
For example, the researcher could test empirically each of a number of pos-
sible outcomes (like reenlistment bonus, Increased educational opportuni-
ties, etc.) to see which work best In explaining and predicting the motiva-
tion to reenlist of specified groups of enlisted men (e.g., different job,
ability, soclo-economic status, and age classifications) under specified
conditions (e.g., stationed abroad versus stationed in the continental
U. S.). A number of investigators have studied the relative desirability
of outcomes for behaviors like performing well and reenlisting, but the
research emphasis should turn now to a closer look at how the importance of
such outcomes is moderated by situational variables and Individual differ-
ences.

Expectancy theories are one major body of motivation theories which seek to
explain the process by which motivation content factors Impact behavior.
Expectancy theories maintain that ,-ople have expectancies about the like-
lihood of obtainina desired or undesired outcomes as consequences of their
actions. The probability of a given action depends on the sum of the
products of desirability times expectancy for all outcomes salient in that
situation.
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Expectancy theories of motivatioa have recently come under close scrutiny
by a number of authors (e.g., Campbell & Pritchard, in press; Miner &
Dachler, 1973; Heneman & Schwab, 1972; Hobley, 1971; Mitchell & Biglan,
1971; House & Wahba, 1972; and Wahba & House, undated). Besides the
logical, methodological, and empiri-al problems that these authors discuss,
one which we feel is particularly pertinent, especially for commanders who
hope to improve motivation with the help of concepts drawn from expectancy
theories, is this: What are the most powerful determinants of expectan-
cies and valences? In particular,-we need to know to what extent valences
and expectancies are determined by factors representing relatively stable,
individual differences--which suggest strategies of recruiting, selection,
classification, and placement as ways to Improve expectancy motivation--
and to what extent they are determined by Immediate situational factors--
which suggest various strategies of altering the organizational environ-
n'3nt.

A second theoretical process by outcomes said to influence behavior is the
equity process. According to equity theories, a person will perform cer-
tain acts to reduce feelings of Inequity which arise from his perception
that his ratio of outcomes (what he gets out of his job) to inputs (what
he puts into It, Is different from the ratio of someone else. The stronger
the feeling of inequity, the greater the motivation to reduce it.

Equity theories are vague about several Issues which demand reso .tion
before they can be more fully and readily applied to problems of measure-
ment and improvement of motivation and satisfaction in the Army. Some
central Issues previously discussed arc:

. What particular behavior Is motivated by feelings of inequity under
what circumstances and for what types of individuals?

. How do individuils differ in their perceptions of Inputs and out-
comes?

* How should we define "Inputs" and "outcomes" to reduce the con-

fusing conceptual overlap among these terms?

. What determines who a given Individual's "referent other" will be?

Invesgigators have already begun to address themselves to some of these
Issues. Further research along these lines should pay additional dividends.

Job Satisfaction

Job satisfaction is a !et of feelings of varying positive or negative
affect that a person has with respect to different aspects of his overall
Job situation. These feelings are determined both by factors in the indi-
vidual (his needs) and by factors in his job environment (rewards). There
are three somewhat different ways of conceptualizing how feelings of
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satisfaction and dissatisfaction at the work place cowe about: that is,
In terms of need fulfillment, equity, and frame of reference models.

The need fulfillment rodel holds that feelings of satisfaction and dis-
satisfaction depend on the extent to which elements In the job environment
are available to gratify people's needs. Such a model, which considers
individual and environmental factors s;multaneously as de-ermlnants of job
satisf3ction, seems more heuristically promising than models focusing ex-
clusively o:, individual or environmental factors.

The frame of reference model differs from need fulfillment in that it seeks
to explain satisfaction not in terms of match between needs and reinforcers,
but rather in terms of match between an external standard of comparison
and available reinforcers. Accordingly, a soldier's job satisfaction de-
pends on how he Evaluates his pe-ceived Job characteristics in comparison
to his external (external to his present job in the Army) standards or
frame of reference.

The equity model suggests that a person's standard of comparison is a refer-
ent other with whom the person compares ratios of job inputs to job out-
comes. Feelings of inequity, which result when the person feels either
underrewarded or overrewarded for his job Inputs In comparison to a refer-
eit other, lead to feelings of dissatisfaction.

Mora le

The term "morale" as used by military authors is an exceedingly complex
concept that seems to ;nclude both notions of motivation and satisfaction
os well as group-related notions like cohesiveness. Since we lack a more
succinct and rigorous definition, let us define morale according to what
military authors incldde as Its aspects:

Sense of advancing toward a worthwhile goal
Exaltation of Ideals
Determination to reach the goal

• Positive and adaptive attitudes toward adverse conditions
Feelings of contentment and satisfaction
Courage
Discipline
Self-confidence

. Feelhigs of group cohesiveness.

According to military authors, this complex state of mind has a large num-
ber of determinants subsumed under the follow!ng general categories:

Physical welfare and subsistence
Pride in the Army and the unit
Unit cohesiveness
Individual's Ideology
Job-related satisfaction
Leadership
News and information.
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Morale is such a complex notion that it would probably be becter to con-
ceptualize It in terms of Its components rather than as a single, global,
and undifferentiated constru't. This calls for a more precise and rigor-
ous theoretical develiopment of morale. It would be good to develop a
"nomological net" of the principal components of what military people mean
by morale and conceptual interrelationships among them. It would then be
possible to tie this nomological net to measurmment and change operations
by specifying how to observe and manipulate each of Its components and
how the e.xperimental manipulation of one component is likely to Impact
others.

Implications of Theory for Charge

A careful reading of theoretical isnues reviewed In carlier chapters sug-
gests a number of practicel implici~lons for the kinds of actions a conmmn-
der might take to Improve motivation, satisfaction, and morale among his
troops. There is, of course, a very extensive literature that deals more
directly with such practical considerations. ;n fact, much of the litera-
ture on leadership, training, personnel selection, compensation, organiza-
tional cli-ate, and organizational development, to name bit a few areas
of Industrial/organizational psychology, deals to some extent wi'h tech-
niques to Improve motivation, satisfaction, and morale In formal work
organizations. A discussion of all this literature Is well beyond the scope
of this review. We point out in a general way only some Implications for
change that derive from the theoretical and conceptual Issues.

Because these practical implications are drawn from theoretical considero-
tions, chey should, of course, be verified by careful applied research and
field experimentation before being widely Implemented. Therefore, our
remarks in this section should not be construed as strong and firm recom-
mendations for practice, but rather as suggestions to be tri- ,u tested
before declared true. Some of the Implications we mention herr jay appear
somewhat remote and may nwt be feasible because of constraints and limita-
tions Imposed by the Army's organizational requirements. We hope, how-
ever, that. they will stimulate further Ideas for change and programs which
can realistically be applied to *..rove motivation, satisfaction, and
morale in the Army.

Mot ivat ion

Expectancy theories. To motivate a parti;ular behavior--to increase the
probability that It will be perfurmed rather than some other behavior and
tOat it will be performed more vigorously and more persistently--the
commander should seek to maxi-nize the sum of the products of an individual's
expectancies of attaining outcomes relevant for that benavior and the
valences of thosL outcomes -for him.
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To increa3e the valence of outcomes, the commander can choose from a
number of possible strategies. For Instance, he can make them more in-
strumental for other desired outcomes; assure that Individuals attribute
outcome attainment to ability and effort; or recruit Individuals, place,
and classify them according to whether they are predisposed to desire the
kinds of outcomes available. We discuss these strategies more fully below;

Instrumentality. Since how much an individual desires an otitcome
like a promotion depends largely on how instrL'mental [,a thinks it Is for
other outcores which the individual desires, the commander can Increase
its valence by making It more instrumental for other desired outcomes
such as status. The commander m/•ht take steps to assure, for example,
that status in the Army Is commensurate with rank and that a promotion to
a higher rank "automatically" means a significant Increase in status. In
addition, the commatider should provldt, Information which shows the promo-
tions are !ndeecl highly instrumental for status.

Attributiois of success And failure. Theoretically, an Individual
will desire the military decoration vimui o0 success) more If he be-
lieves that attaining it is a matter of effort ind ability rather than luck
or other factors out of his control. The commaoder should accordingly
see that the decoration Is rewarded only to the most deserving who through
their own actions performed with sufficient distinction to deserve It. The
Individual should be made aware that people are decorated not because they
art "lucky," but because they exert a high level of effort and/or have a
great deal of ability.

Recruiting strategy. Because of recent previous experiences and
because of more deeply_ Tngralned Individual differences, people differ
according to the kWnds of outcomes they desire and how much they desire
them, If the commander can define clearly and comprehensively enough the
particular outcome3 which the Army can feasibly offer as rewards or Incen-
tives for various Important behaviors, he might be able to devise a measure
of how much potential recruits desire these outcomes. Hie should a&.cept as
new recruits onl'1 those applicants who desire outcoies available In the
Army or provlde a cafeteria of outcomes that can be chosen to satisfy vari-
ous recru~ts' desires.

The commander also has available a number of strategies which should re-
sult in higher expectancies for desired outcomes. He can Increase a per-
son's chances of obtaining desired outcomes; provide information communi-
cating that objectIve probabilities are higher than the individual thought;
make the Individual aware that objective probabilities are higher by having
him experience the outcomes more frequently; train Individuals to learn
skills which Iead M higher expectancies of some outcomes; or select new
recruits according to ability and per'.onality characteristics related to
expectancies of desired outcomes:
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Increasing the objective probabilitles. One obvious way to increase
a person's expectancy of obtainir.ga desired outcome like a promotion to
a higher rank Is to Increase the objective probability that people who
work hard and perform well will get promoted. This might be done, for
example, by increasing the number of upper rank positions avallable. There
are, of course, organizational constr~ints on how many upper rank positions
the Army can have. Nevertheless, suci, a strategy might be feasible at
least to some extent for promotions and perhaps for ether outcomes as well.

Communicating the objective prohabll;ties. In some Instances, people
might have expectancies of obtaining desired outcomes that are too low
relative to objective probabilities of obt.lning them. For instance, through
conversations with his peers, a soldier might be led to believe that his
chances of promotion within a certain period of time are extremely low. If
his expectancy is too low relative to the objective probability, his moti-
vation to perform behaviors icading to promotion Cdn be increased by inform-
Ing him that the real probability Is higher than his own expectancy.

Experiencing the objective rrobabilities. For some kinds of desired
outcomes, like praise and recognition from superiors, the -,ommander can
Increase a person's expectancies by Increasing the number of times he ac-
tually experiences the outcomes. For example, a leadership training course
in which supervisors learn to give praise and recognition to subordinates
more frequently and consistently for effective Job performance should cause
subordit~ates actually to receive praise more frequently and hence t;. expect
it more frequently in the future. In this way, his expectancy of receiving
praise from superiors would Increase over time.

Training programs. Training programs which Increase the level of
skills and abli-tles a trainee considers essential for effective performance
in his job should have the effect of Increasing his expectancy that if he
exerts effort, he will perform well--i.e., his Expectancy 1. Of course,
this presupposes that his job duties correspond to his training. If hi has
been trained for a job category different from his primary duty MOS, then
his training is unlikely to Impact his Expectancy I or motivation to perform
well on his assigned job.

Recruiting strategy. Another way to increase expectancies that troops
have Tor desired outcomes is to select new recruits according to certain
ability and personality characteristics reWated to expectancies. For in-
stance, peolle who are generally more self-confident about their abilities
should have higher expectdncles of obtaining desircd outcomes contingent on
exerting effort than p ople with lower levels of self-confidence. A re-
cruit who, before Joining the Army, has a higher expectancy of being pro-
moted because of his generally higher level of self-confidence would likely
be relatively more motivated to perform behaviors that iead to promotion.

Equity theories. The major motivational tenet of equity theories is that
people are motivated to reduce feelings of Inequity which result when they
perceive that their ratio of outcomes/iriputs ;s different from the ratio
of outcomes/inputs of a referent other.
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Even though some central concepts of equity formulations are only vaguely
articulated, they do suggest broad strategies different from those sug-
gested by expectancy theories of motivation. Very generally, the practi-
cal implication drawn from equity theory Is that to change motivat:on, the
commander needs to change the person's perception of his own ratio of
outcomes/inputs in relation to his perception of his referent other's
ratio of outcomes/inputs.

To change the person's perception of his own ratio of outcomes/inputs, the
commander can adopt the following kinds of strategies: He can change the
person's outcomes objectively; change his Inputs objectively; change the
person's perceptions of his outcomes and/or inputs; or select recruits
according to stable individual differences in what they generally perceive
as inputs and outcomes:

Changing the person's outcomes objectively. By changing what a per-
son gets out of his job--his outcomes--the commander can alter his ratio
of outcomes to Inputs. A soldier who, for example, gets significantly
more (or less) pay than another soldier should theoretically experience
feelings of inequity to a different degree than the other soldier, all
things (like perceived inputs and referent other's outcomes and Inputs)
being equal.

Changing the person's inputs objectively. This is a second general
and fairly obvious 1trategy for altering feelirngs of equity and Inequity.
If Job-related skills and abilities are Important input factors, the com-
mander can change feelings of inequity by taking steps to alter the level
of soldiers' Job skills. A training program that Improves job skills
would be one means of altering Inputs and, consequently, fee!Irgs of in-
equity. Or, the commander could change such Inputs by simply reassign'ng
a man to a job corresponding more closely to the job he was originally
trained for. A third way of changing Input factors like job skills and
abilities Is to institute a recruiting strategy which selects only those
applicants with high levels of skill qonsidered necessary for effective
performance on specified Army Jobs. These three strategies--training, job
reassignment, and recruiting--offer the capability of increasing level of
input factors like skills and abilities required for effectiv.a job per-
formance. Other things being equal, such changes in Inputs will result in
changes in feelirgs of equity and Inequity.

Changing the person's perception of his outcomes and Inputs. Rather
than changing the person's actual outcomes and inputs, the commander can
alter feelings of inequity by simply changing the petson's perception of
them. For example, a soldier might be either misinformed or simply un-
aware of promotional opportunities, medical benefits, pension benefits,
and educationil opportunities. By providing accurate information about
such outcomes, the coninander should be able to change perceptions of out-
comes and hence feelings of Inequity.
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Recruiting strategy. Since people differ according to whether they
consider certain job elements as outcomes or Inputs, the commander can
alter feelings of Inequity among soldiers by selecting new recruits who
tend to perceive certain specified Job elements as inputs and certain others
as outcomes. For exampie, responsibility is a j-)b element that some may
consider an Input and others an outcome. If responsibility is indeed an
important component in a given Army job, people who regard It as an Input
w;Il have a ratio of outcomes/inputs different from the ratio of outcomes/
inputs of those who regard it as an outcome. Thus, by systematically
selecting one type of new recruit rather than another, the commander is
changing the feelings of Inequity among soldiers on that job. By the same
token, of course, careful classl-ication and placement according to the
Individual's abilities will also change feelings of inequity.

To change the person's perception of his referent other's ratio of outcomes/
inputs.-the second primary determinant of feelings of equity and Inequity--
the copriander also has a number of strategies available to him. He can
attempt to change the referent other's actual outcomes or Inputs; the per-
son's perceptions of the referent other's outcomes and Inputs by providing
information about them- or the Identity of the referent other:

Changing the referent other s ,ictual outcomes or inputs objectively.
If the referent other is someone who Is accessible to the commander, he may
be able to alter the referent other's outcomes and Inputs by means similar
to those discussed for changing the person's own outcomes and Inputs. Thus,
the commander can provide the referent other with greater or lesser levels
of Important outcomes. 0r he can train, reassign, or recruit referent others
in order to alter Inputs like job skills and abilities.

Changing thn person's perceptions of his referent other's outcomes and
inputs. Even if the referent other is not directly accessible to the com-
mander, ho still has the option of altering the person's perception of the
referent other's outcomes and Inputs. For example, If a soldier's referent
other Is a civilian friend back home, the commander may provide the soldier
with Information giving him a more accurate picture of the friend's out-
comes and inputs. ThLs, news stories of the economic conditions back home,
the civilian jcb market, the cost of living, and so forth, should have an
impact on the way the soldier perceives his referent other's (i.e., his
tivilian friend's) outcomes and inputs.

Changing the identity of the referent other. Although It seems theo-
retically feasible to change the Identity of a person's referent other--for
example, to have the soldier regard a fri'end in the Army as his referent
other instead of a civilian friend back liome--equity theories as presently
formulated are not clear enough about what determines the referent other
for a Siven person in a given situation to suggest concrete and practical
ways for a commander to change The referent other's identity.
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The strategies we have Just briefly presented should result in changes in
feelings of equity or inequity. The comramander should be careful, however,
lest his .fforts to improve motivation through strategies implied by
equity formulations result in uitntended and perhaps dysfunctional conse-
quences. According to equity theories, the greater the feeling of Inequity,
the greater the motivation to do what is necessary to reduce it. But
equity theories do not clearly specify what a person will do to reduce these
feelings. For Instance, someone on piece-rate pay schedule who feels in-
equitably underpaid will likely be motivated to increase productivity to
reduce feelings of inequity, but if on an hourly plan, he may decrease pro-
ductivity to reduce Inequity. Thus, increasing motivation by increasing
feelings of inequity may not always be in line with organizational goals.
In fact, to the contrary, it might often be better to decrease motivation
by decreasing inequity feelings.

Satisfaction

Theoretical and conceptual Issues in the area of Job satisfaction also have
practical implications for organizational change. The three major con-
ceptual models of satisfaction--need fulfillment, frame of reference, and
equity models--suggest somewhat different strategies the commander might
adopt to improve the level of satisfaction in his organization.

Need fulfillment model. The need fulfillment model suggests that satisfac-
tion Is a function of fit between an individual's need& or desires and
availability of environmental rewards to satisfy those needs. To Improve
satisfaction, this model Implies that the commander should try to maximize
degree of correspondence between Individuals' desires and environmental
rewards. To some extent, the Army is already using this approach by offer-
Ing such outcomes as unit of choice, station of choice, and gudranteed
training. This approach could be extended to include other outcomes as well,
such as occupation of choice and permanent assignment to a fixed locatio:t.

Three general strategies in line with the need fulfillment model are:
Change the environmental reward to correspond with desires of people in
that environ."ent; reassign people to different locations or environments
which provide rewards corresponding more closely to their desires; and
select new recruits who desire the environmental rewards generally available
in the Army.

Changing the environmental rewards. This strategy Involves inmply pro-
viding the kinds of rewards soldlers desl.e. For example, In many instances
it might be possible to make alterations in pay schedules, promotion plans,
recreational facilities, housing, and so on, in accordance with expressed
des i res.

Reassigning to different environments. Instead of changing a person's
environment directly, it might be administratively more feasible to re
assign or relocate certain Individual to different environments. Thus,
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soldiers who want to travel might be stationed abroad and those who want
certain jobs might be reassigned to Jobs of their choice.

Selecting new recruits. A third strategy Is to select new recruits
who indicate strong desires for the kinds of outcomes and environmental
rewards they are likely to receive In the Army This strategy in effect
would mean selecting new recruits according to the probability that they
will find a close fit between their desires arnd available rewards--in the
Army.

Frame of reference model. This model suggests that a person's feelings of
satisfaction or _dissatisfactlon depend on the degree of discrepancy he
perceives between characteristics of his present environment and some ex-
te,'nal standards of comparison. Implied administrative strategies for
minimizing perceived discrepancies parallel the need fulfillment model:

Changing the environment. This strategy Involves changing the charac-
teristics of the soldier's environment to make it more similar to the
environment of his frame of reference. For Instance, if the frame of refer-
ence is conceptualized as tne outcomes or environment a soldier expected
before he enlisted, the commander might find It feasible to provide the
soldier with outcomes that come closer to what he expected or perhaps that
exceed what he expected.

Reassignment. The commander might find It more feasible to reassign
or transfer te soldier to other environments in the Army which are more
in line with his frame of reference.

Recruiting. A third strategy would be to recruit soldiers whose frames
of reference art not discrepant from the environments and outcomes In the
Army.

Equity model. According to the equity model, people are dissatisfied when
they perceive their ratio of outcomes/inputs to be Inequitable relative to
the ratio of outcomes/inputs of a referent other. Implications of equity
formulations for changing satisfaction are not substantially different from
their irnlications for changing motivation which were already discussed in
some detal!; we list them only briefly below:

Changirg the person's outcomes oi~jectIvely by providing greater or
lesser levels of the outcomes

. Changing the person's inputs objectively by trai'iing, r:assignment,
or selective recruiting

. Changing the person's perception of his inputs and outcomes by com-
municating more accurate Information about them

• Selectively recruiting soldiers according to stable tende:nc!es to
regard certain job elements as outcomes and certa!n others as, inputs
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"* Changing the referent other's outcomes and inputs objectively

"* Changing the person's perception of his referent other's outcomes

and Inputs by providing more accurate Information about them

• Changing the identity of the referent other.

Morale

Morale seems to be such an all-embracing concept that virtually anything in
the soldier's environment can Impact it. This implies that'the commander
must face a bewildering variety of morale strategies. Since there are no
theories of morale articulated with sufficient precision to suggest a
readily apparent and manageable classification of administrative strategies
for Improving morale, we simply list below ,wjor categories of deteribinants
o: morale. Administrative strategies will focus on changing these deter-
mlnants:

". Physical welfare and subsistence
". Pride In the Army
"* Unit cohesiveness
* Individual's Ideology
. Task, Job, and career satisfaction
. Leadership
. News and Information.

Categories of determinants are fleshed out in greater detail in Chapter 4.

Measurement

Below we list instruments and methods discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 which
seem most likely to be useful as measures of motivation, satisfaction, and
morale in the Army.

Notivation

1. A measure of motivational content which lists a set of fifty to one
hundred fairly specific job outcomes and which requires the respondent to
rate each outcome first on a seven-point scale of desirability and then on
a seven-point scale of perceived probability of occurrence following high
levels of effort on the Job. Ratings of desirability by themselves con-
stitute a measure of val.nce for outccmnes which could be used either to as-
certain how desired the outcomes are by enlisted men in general or to Infer
individual differences in needs or desires for the outcomes. In combination
with expectancy ratings, desirability ratings yield a motivation process
score for each individual computed as the sum across outcomes of valence
times expectancy.
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2. A measure of motivation content which lists 25 to 50 broader out-
comes more relevant to the enlisted man's MOS, the Army, and the military
In general than to his specific job. The respondent rates these outcomes
on a seven-point scale of "how important" they are (or were) for:

• His original enlistment decision
• His future decision to reenlist
• His level of job effort
. His general job satisfaction

3. The Minnesota Importance Questionnaire (Weiss et aM., 1967). This
!s a very well-constructed measure of a person's job-related needs on twenty
dimensions like "ability utilization," "activity," and "authority." Items
are at the sixth grade level of reading difficulty and consequently should
be readily comprehensible to most enlisted men.

4. Patchen's (1965) Job Motivation Indices. The four items In the Job
Motivation !ndex have been shown to have adequate test-retest reliability
and at least some concurrent validity with respect to criteria of absentee-
Ism and turnr -r. Since this is such a short Instrument, it could be
supplemented by another bilef measure of general work motivation, Lodahl &
Kejner's six-item Job Involvement Questionnaire. Although little hard evi-
dence regarding its test-retest reliability or validity is available, this
Is a very carefully-constructed Instrument and it may prove useful, particu-
larly in conjunction with Patchen's Instrument.

Job Satisfaction

1. The Brayfleld and Rothe (1951) Job Satisfaction Index. This Is a
widely used measure of Job-related satisfaction suitable for a diverse
range of occupational groups.

2. The Survey of Organizations (Taylor and Bowers, 1912). The seven-
item satisfactior, scale in this Instrument has adequate reliability and
construct validity as a measure of Job-related satisfaction of groups or
organizational units.

3. Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (Weiss et al., 1967). The
MSQ is a carefully developed measure of satisfaction with twenty Job facets.
The short form yields a total satisfaction score as well as scores of sat-
isfaction with the intrinsic and ex•rinsir aspects of the job situation.

4. Job Description Index (Smith et al., 1969). The JDI is a well-
known measure of satisfaction with five facets of the job situation--work
Itself, pay, prowrotions, supervision, and co-workers.

5. Cureton's (1960) Satisfaction Questionnaire for Airmen. This is a
factor analytically derived measure of satisfaction with seven aspetts of
the working environment in bhe Air Force as well as an eighth scale measuring
overall satisfaction or "general morale." Since it was developed specifi-
cally for the military, the instrument should be readily amenable to adapta-
tion for use in the Army.
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6. Survey Technique. The attitude measurement program at Sears
(Smith, 1962, 1963) Illustrates how a careful and systematic use of spe-
cific survey questions can provide e valuable diagnostic function for man-
agement, especially when supplemented with a set of well-developed evalua-
tive scales of satisfaction. A similar strategy is used with the Triple
Audit Opinion Survey (Dawis and Weitzel, 1971) and the SRA Attitude Survey
(Science Research Associates, 1970).

7. Difference Score Instrument (e.g., Wanous and Lawler, 1972). This
technique of measuring the discrepancy between desired outcomes and avail-
able outcomes, a relatively recent development in satisfactinn measurement,
shows considerable promise as an alternative to the more traditional "direct"
measures of satisraction.

Morale

We found ho ;nstruments which measure the complexity and richness of morale
as the term is used by military authors. That Is, we fcund no self-report
measures in which respondents could indicate both their satisfaction and
motivation as well as feelings of group cohesiveness, pride, attitudes to-
ward adversity, and the other components of morale discussed in Chapter 4.

Of course, the Investigator need not limit himself to self-report measures.
Military commanders have traditionally gauged troop morale by attending to
Indicators like AWOL and sick call rates. Also, they have used behavioral
signs like the smartness of troops when marching, how they perform on their
duty stations and in athletic contests, and whether they express pride in
their units. If he were to classify these behavioral Indicators of morale,
the Investigator might be able to Improve the coinmander's traditional, in-
formal "Indicator measure" by designing Instruments that helped the comman-
der focus more systematically on those aspects of troops' behaviors that
most reliably and validly reflect their morale. The method of "scaled
expectations," which we outlined in Chapter 7, appears to be well suited to
the development of such a behavioral measure of morale.
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